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"We're all mad here. I'm mad. You're mad." 
"How do you know I'm mad?" said Alice. 

"You must be," said the Cat, 
"or you wouldn't have come here." 

Lewis Carroll 
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Summary 

In this thesis some aspects of a low pressure radio-frequency (rf) dis
charge are treated. Such discharges are widely used for dry etching of 
semiconductor components and for thin layer deposition. The process
ing gases studied in this work are 02, CF4 , CChF2, SiH4 and their mix
tures with argon. Typically the chemically active gases are (strongly) 
electronegative. In these discharges reactive species (radicals), negative 
ions and macroscopic clusters are formed. Knowledge of the densities of 
plasma species (electrons, positive and negative ions, various molecules 
and radicals) together with a good understanding of their behavior in 
the discharge is essential from the point of view of optimization of the 
industrial surface processing. 

The behavior of the charged particles: electrons, positive and negative 
ions has been thoroughly investigated for several discharge chemistries 
(02, CChF2 and CChF2 mixtures with argon). Electron and negative 
ion densities have been measured using a microwave resonance method 
in combination with laser-induced photodetachment. The electron den
sity in an rf plasma is typically around 1015 m-3 , it is proportional to 
the rf input power and has a weak pressure dependence. The nega
tive ion density depends on the electronegativity of the gas and varies 
between 5x1015 m-3 for oxygen and 1017 m-3 for CChF2. In all low 
pressure electronegative plasmas negative ions are primarily formed by 
dissociative attachment. For an oxygen plasma a kinetic model has 
been developed, which allows to study the influence of plasma chem
istry on the negative ions. It has been shown that active species, like 
metastable 0 2 molecules and oxygen radicals, can significantly reduce 
the negative ion density (mainly o-) due to detachment. A comparison 
of the experimental data with the model reveals that the surface and 
gas temperatures, which control the chemistry of active species, are also 
essential for the negative ion density. Only at pressures below 20 mTorr 
neutral chemistry is unimportant as the negative ions are lost by ion-ion 
recombination in this regime. In a CChF2 plasma c1- is the dominant 
negative ion. It is produced extremely fast and reaches a high density, 
not only because CChF2 itself has a large attachment cross section, but 
also because of radicals and molecules formed in the discharge with even 
higher attachment rates. 
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The spatial distribution of charged particles in the plasma has been 
measured and modeled. It has been shown that at low pressures the 
spatial positive ion profile in an electronegative plasma is determined by 
uniform ionization and wall losses. Under these conditions the positive 
(and negative) ion profile is always parabolic, regardless of the chemical 
composition of the plasma. The _ transition from an electropositive (Ar) 
to an electrongative (Ar/CC12 F2 ) plasma has been investigated. It has 
been shown that the positive ion flux to the wall remains constant dur
ing the transition, while the total ion density increases by one order of 
magnitude. This can be explained in terms of a reduced Bohm velocity 
in presence of negative ions. 

The chemistry of Ar /CCbF2 plasmas has been thoroughly studied . The 
densities of halocarbon molecules and the CF2 radical have been mea
sured using infrared absorption spectroscopy. Total dissociation rates 
of several species (CCbF2, CF4 , CClF3 and C2Cl2 F4 ) have been deter
mined. It has been shown that the presence of a silicon substrate in an 
etching discharge has a significant influence on the plasma chemistry. 
Especially the densities of halogen radicals and halocarbon molecules 
are depleted. 

In many processing gases macroscopic dust particles are readily formed. 
Two major formation mechanisms can be distinguished: surface sput
tering and in situ formation. It has been found that in an Ar/CChF2 

etching discharge particles are formed at the silicon substrate surface. 
Micromasking in combination with anisotropic etching leads to the for
mation of columnar etch residues. As a result of slight underetching 
these structures break and enter the plasma glow. Deposition of halo
carbon radicals occurs on the sidewalls of the surface structures as well 
as on the particles in the glow. Consequently, the clusters consist mainly 
of halocarbon polymers, as verified by in situ infrared absorption spec
troscopy. In the plasma the particles acquire negative charge, which 
traps them in the positive glow. A simple charging model allows to es
timate the particle charge. The charge is proportional to the particle 
radius and is typically a few elementary charges per nm. Ion recombina
tion on the particle surface can heat the clusters to few hundred °C. At 
these temperatures the particles melt and contract into spherical grains, 
which are found by Scanning Electron Microscopy. 
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In an Ar /SiH4 discharge small clusters are formed in situ. Macro
molecules and small crystallites are produced, as a result of plasma 
polymerization . The crystallites, which appear after 50 ms of plasma 
operation, coalesce into larger structures. During this period the par
ticles are trapped in the plasma glow by a continuous cycle of electron 
attachment and neutralization. The charging kinetics of the particles has 
been studied by laser-induced photodetachment. When the particles are 
about 20 nm and larger they have a permanent negative charge and the 
coalescence stops due to Coulomb repulsion. The particles continue to 
grow by plasma deposition until they are expelled from the plasma by 
the neutral gas flow. 

In order to measure the particle size and density a new in situ detection 
technique based on laser heating of particles has been developed. The 
particles are heated to their decomposition temperature using a high 
power laser. At high temperatures (3000 K) the emitted blackbody-like 
light can be easily detected. From the time resolved absolute emission 
intensity both the particle size and density can be determined. This 
has been applied to large particles (~ 1 µm) in an Ar/CChF2 plasma, 
where the heating time has been used to determine their size. For small 
particles ( < 100 nm) in an Ar/SiH4 plasma it has been shown that the 
total emission intensity is proportional to the fourth power of the par
ticle radius. This dependence is much more favorable than the sixth 
power dependence of Rayleigh scattering. Using laser heating we have 
been able to detect particles of 1 nanometer radius. 
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Samenvatting 

In dit proefschrift word en een aantal as pee ten van radiofrequente ( rf) 
gasontladingen behandeld. Deze ontladingen worden gebruikt om aniso
trope strukturen te etsen in halfgeleiderrnateriaal en om dunne lagen te 
deponeren. De bestudeerde procesgassen zijn: 02, CF 4 , CC12F2, SiH4 

en hun mengsels met argon. In het plasma worden reactieve deeltjes 
(radicalen), positieve ionen, negatieve ionen en macroscopische clusters 
gevormd. Om de plasma- geinduceerde oppervlakte processen te kunnen 
optimaliseren, is het noodzakelijk om de dichtheden en het gedrag van 
de verschillende deeltjes in het plasma te bestuderen. 

Het gedrag van de geladen deeltjes ( electronen, positieve en negatieve io
nen) is voor een aantal gassen (02, CChF2 en mengsels van CChF2 met 
argon) uitgebreid bestudeerd. De electronen- en negatieve-ionendichtheid 
is gemeten met behulp van een microgolf resonantie methode in combi
natie met fotodetachment. De electronendichtheid in een rf plasma is in 
de orde van 1015 m - 3 , zij is evenredig met het ingekoppelde vermogen 
en heeft een zwakke drukafhankelijkheid. De negatieve-ionendichtheid 
wordt bepaald door de electronaffiniteit van het gas en varieert van 
5x 1015 m-3 in zuurstof tot ruim 1017 m-3 in CChF2. In een lage druk 
rf ontlading warden de negatieve ionen vooral gemaakt door middel van 
dissociatieve associatie (XY + e ~ X + v-). Om de gemeten ionen
dichtheden en hun afhankelijkheid van plasmaparameters te verklaren is 
er voor zuurstof een kinetisch model opgesteld, waarmee de invloed van 
de plasmachemie op de negatieve-ionendichtheid is bestudeerd. Hieruit 
volgt dat bij een lage druk de negatieve ionen ( vooral o-) door recombi
natie met positieve ionen vernietigd worden, terwijl bij hogere drukken 
reactieve deeltjes, zoals metastabiele zuurstofmoleculen en zuurstofrad
icalen, de negatieve ionen kunnen vernietigen door middel van detach
ment. De dichtheid van deze reactieve deeltjes wordt voor een belangrijk 
deel bepaald door oppervlaktechemie, zodat de wand een belangrijke in
vloed op de negatieve-ionendichtheid heeft. 

In een CC12F2 plasma is c1- het belangrijkste negatieve ion. Het wordt 
zeer snel gemaakt en bereikt een hoge dichtheid. Dit komt niet alleen 
orndat CC12F2 sneller electronen invangt dan dan zuurstof, maar ook 
omdat er veel reactieve radicalen en moleculen in het CCl2F2 plasma 
aanwezig zijn. Deze hebben een zeer grote werkzame doorsnede voor dis-
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sociatieve electronassociatie, hetgeen de negatieve-ionenproductie verder 
verhoogt. 

Tijdens de overgang van een electropositief (argon) naar een electro
negatief (Ar/CC1iF2) plasma blijft de positieve ionenflux naar de wand 
gelijk, terwijl de ionendichtheid een factor tien toeneemt. Dit komt 
door een vrijwel thermische diffusie van positieve ionen in aanwezigheid 
van negatieve ionen in tegenstelling tot de ambipolaire diffusie in een 
electropositief plasma. De overgang kan ook beschreven worden met be
hulp van een gereduceerde Bohm snelheid van de positieve ionen in een 
electronegatief plasma. De ruimtelijke verdeling van de geladen deeltjes 
in het plasma is gemeten en gemodelleerd. Het blijkt <lat het positieve 
ionenprofiel in een electronegatief plasma voornamelijk bepaald wordt 
door ionisatie, recombinatie en wandverliezen. Voor lage drukken is re
combinatie verwaarloosbaar en ionisatie uniform, zodat het positieve
( en negatieve-) ionenprofiel parabolisch is en onafhankelijk van de plas
masamenstelling. 

De plasmachemie van een Ar/CC1iF2 plasma is bestudeerd met behulp 
van absorptiespectrometriein het infrarood. De absolute dichtheden van 
verschillende moleculen, de absolute dichtheid van het CF 2 radicaal en 
de dissociatie constantes van CCliF2, CF1, CCbF en C2CliF1 zijn geme
ten. De aanwezigheid van een siliciumsubstraat heeft een grote invloed 
op de plasmachemie. Met name de dichtheden van de halogeen radicalen 
zijn lager in aanwezigheid van het substraat. 

Bij gebruik van een groot aantal procesgassen warden macroscopische 
poederdeeltjes in het plasma gevormd. Er zijn twee belangrijke vorm
ingsmechanismen van deze deeltjes, namelijk sputteren aan het opper
vlak en in situ groei. In een Ar/CC1iF2 plasma worden de deeltjes 
op het siliciumsubstraat gevormd. Door het anisotroop etsen en de aan
wezigheid van micromaskers ontstaan er naaldvormige structuren op het 
substraat. Als deze afbreken komen ze in het plasma. Door depositie 
van gehalogeneerde koolstofradicalen op de zijwanden van de oppervlak
testrukturen en op de deeltjes in het plasma, bestaan de deeltjes groten
deels uit gehalogeneerde koolstofpolymeren, hetgeen zichtbaar is in infra
rood absorptiespectra. In het plasma worden de deeltjes negatief opge
laden, waardoor ze in de positieve plasmaglow opgesloten blijven. Ionen
recombinatie en radicalenassociatie aan het deeltjesoppervlak kunnen 
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de deeltjes tot boven hun smeltpunt verhitten, zodat ze tot bolvormige 
deeltjes samentrekken die met een scanning electronenmicroscoop te zien 
zijn. 

In een Ar /SiH4 plasma warden kleine poederdeeltjes in situ gevormd. 
Eerst warden er macromoleculel). en kristallieten gevormd door middel 
van plasmapolymerisatie. De kristallieten, die er al na 50 ms zijn, 
klonteren samen tot grotere deeltjes. Gedurende deze periode war
den de deeltjes afwisselend opgeladen door electroneninvangst en geneu
traliseerd door recombinatie met positieve ionen. De gemiddelde negatieve 
lading houdt de deeltjes in het plasma, terwijl ze samenklonteren in de 
neutrale periodes. Deeltjes van 20 nm zijn vrijwel permanent negatief 
geladen, zodat ze elkaar niet meer kunnen raken. De deeltjes groeien 
dan verder door plasmadepositie van ionen en radicalen. Op den duur 
bereiken de deeltjes een kritische grootte, waarna ze door de gasstroom 
uit het plasma geblazen warden. De oplading van de deeltjes is bestudeerd 
met behulp van de fotodetachmenttechniek. 

Om de deeltjesgrootte en dichtheid te kunnen meten is er een nieuwe in 
situ detectiemethode ontwikkeld. Met behulp van een laser warden de 
deeltjes verhit tot hun verdampingstemperatuur. Bij deze temperaturen 
(3000 K) zenden ze continuiimstraling uit die gemakkelijk te detecteren 
is. Uit de tijdsopgeloste absolute emissieintensiteit kan zowel de grootte 
als de dichtheid van de deeltjes bepaald warden. De methode is getest 
voor grate (1 µm) deeltjes in een Ar/CCl2F2 plasma, waar de deeltjes
grootte uit de opwarmtijd bepaald kan warden. Voor kleine, totaal ver
dampende deeltjes (in een SiH4 plasma) is de totale emissie-intensiteit 
evenredig met de vierde macht van de deeltjesstraal. Deze a.fhanke
lijkheid is veel gunstiger voor de detectie van kleine deeltjes, dan de 
zesde-machtsafhankelijkheid van de straal in de traditionele Rayleigh
verstrooiingstechniek. Met behulp van de laser-verhittingsmethode zijn 
we in staat deeltjes kleiner da.n 1 nm te detecteren. 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Our place in the universe 

Almost all the universe is filled with plasma. Its appearance varies from 
diffuse interstellar clouds through stellar coronas to dense interiors of 
stars. They all have one thing in common: the matter is (partially) ion
ized. Also here on earth we can witness many kinds of plasma phenom
ena, both natural and man-made. The natural plasmas like lightning and 
fire are common to everybody; besides, many artificially generated plas
mas, like street lamps and neon lights are familiar even to non-physicists. 
This enormous variety of forms, in which an ionized gas can appear needs 
at least a rough ordering. A possible classification can be obtained by 
comparing the density and the average energy (temperature) of the one 
common plasma constituent: the free electrons. In Figure 1.1 the elec
tron density and temperature is given for a number of different plasmas. 
It is clear that plasma science covers many orders of magnitude in both 
parameters and that different physical processes will be important for 
the various cases. Therefore, a plasma physicist has to limit himself 
to a certain category of plasmas. In this work the rf discharge, which 
is a low temperature, low pressure laboratory plasma, is studied. This 
plasma is very weakly ionized: the density of free electrons is typically 
1015 m-3 , which makes up about 0.0001 3 of the neutral species density. 
The average electron energy is a few electronvolts (20,000 - 40,000 K), 
which is much higher than the energy of neutrals (about 300 K). 

In Section 1.2.1 a global introduction to rf discharges is given. Next, 
some applications of rf plasmas will be discussed in Section 1.2.2. These 

1 
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Figure 1.1: The electron density and the electron temperature for 
several kinds of plasmas. 

applications create many new problems, which are the subjects of cur
rent investigations. An overview of the contemporary research topics in 
this area is given in Section 1.2.3. Special attention is given to the for
mation of macroscopic clusters. The chapter concludes with the scope 
and structure of this thesis (Section 1.3). 

1.2 The rf discharge 

1.2.1 Principles 

There are many ways to generate a low pressure plasma. The simplest 
and the oldest one is a de discharge, which is induced by a voltage be
tween two conducting plates: a positive anode and a negative cathode. 
This kind of plasma was thoroughly investigated in many geometries 
and gases [1, 2]. The next step was the introduction of ac discharges, 
initially with low frequencies (up to a few kHz). These discharges have 
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Figure 1.2: A schematic view of a capacitively coupled rf discharge. 
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basically the same properties as the de plasmas, i.e. both electrons and 
ions are accelerated towards the electrodes, except that the cathode and 
anode are periodically exchanged. High frequency discharges, which are 
currently in use, in the MHz (radio-frequency) and GHz (microwave) 
region exhibit completely different physical properties. A crucial pa
rameter is the so-called plasma frequency for electrons (we) and ions 
(wi)· This is essentially the reciprocal of the time constant with which 
the charged particles can respond to a time varying electric field. For 
a typical rf discharge the driving frequency w has a value between the 
ion and electron plasma frequency (wi ~ w ~ we)· This means that 
the electrons oscillate in the high frequency field, while the ions 'feel' 
mainly the time averaged field . In a microwave discharge (GHz regime) 
the driving frequency approaches the electron plasma frequency. In this 
case the electrons also cannot fully follow the time varying field and are 
partially trapped in the plasma. As a result, typical plasma densities 
(i.e. the densities of charged particles) increase with increasing driving 
frequency, from 1016 m-3 for an rf discharge to 1018 m-3 for a microwave 
induced plasma. 
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Two fundamentally different rf plasma designs can be distinguished: a 
capacitively coupled discharge, which is closest to the de case and an 
inductively coupled version. In the latter case the high frequency EM 
field is generated by a coil [3]. 

In the 13.56 MHz capacitively _coupled discharge, which is discussed 
in this work, the electrons move in the electric field, generated between 
two parallel plates. A schematic view of a capacitively coupled rf plasma 
configuration is shown in Figure 1.2. The plasma consists of two distinct 
regions: a dark space near the electrodes, which is called 'the sheath' and 
a radiating zone in the middle called 'the plasma glow'. This structure 
is a consequence of the shielding of the rf field by the electrons. The 
sheath is a region with a positive space charge, in which a strong time 
varying electric field is present. In the quasineutral plasma glow there is 
only a small field penetration. The place dependent potential between 
the plates for two phases of the rf cycle together with the time averaged 
potential is depicted in Figure 1.3. The latter determines the behavior 
of heavier charged particles, like positive and negative ions, as they 
cannot follow the high frequency field. The negative ions, with their low 
energies, are trapped in the plasma glow, while positive ions, diffusing 
to the sheath edge are accelerated in the large potential drop towards 
the electrodes. The flux of positive ions to the wall is described by 
the Bohm theory, treated in Chapter 5 [4, 5, 6]. As there is no net de 
current through the discharge, the time averaged electron current to the 
wall equals the ion current. Unlike the ions, which bombard the surface 
continuously, the electrons only reach the electrode during a small time 
interval when the plasma potential equals the potential of the electrodes 
(see Figure 1.3). Generally the two electrodes have different surface 
areas; even in a parallel plate configuration the plasma is surrounded 
by a grounded vacuum vessel which effectively increases the surface of 
the grounded electrode. In this case a negative de voltage develops on 
the sm(tller electrode [7]. This increases the energy of the positive ions 
reaching the surface. 

1.2.2 Applications 

The particular structure of an rf plasma with a quasineutral glow and 
a large sheath region makes this kind of discharge suitable for a variety 
of applications. These can be divided into two major groups. First, the 
reactivity of the plasma glow and the rich variety of species formed there 
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Figure 1.3: The potential profile between the plates in a capacitively 
coupled rf discharge at different phases of the rf cycle (full curves) and 
the time averaged potential profile (dashed curve). 

attract much attention. Thus the rf discharge is widely used as a source 
of both ions [8] and neutral species [9]. The second and most impor
tant application involves the plasma-surface interactions. Rf discharges 
are very efficient sources for deposition of various layers, e.g. amor
phous silicon in the fabrication of solar cells [10, 11, 12, 13], transistors 
(14, 15, 16], and color televisions [17, 18, 19, 20], carbon layers used as 
antireflection and/or protective coatings [21, 22, 23] and hard coatings 
(24, 25]. Moreover, the plasma chemistry in combination with the high 
energy ions allows for anisotropic etching of different substrates, like Si, 
Si02 , GaAs, metals and (organic) polymers. The unique anisotropy is 
obtained by the high energy ion flux perpendicular to the substrate sur
face. This allows to produce narrow and deep structures, which cannot 
be obtained by 'wet' chemical etching [26, 27] . Therefore rf plasmas find 
wide applications in the semiconductor industry, the fabrication of high 
quality optical devices and precision cleaning of surfaces. An overview 
of the basic plasma processes in an rf discharge and their applications is 
given in Figure 1.4. 
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Figure 1.4: An overview of plasma processes and their applications in 
an rf discharge. 

1.2.3 Research topics 

The widespread use of rf discharges creates a vast research field, which 
is of both fundamental and applied nature. The optimization of the 
industrial processes requires a good understanding of all aspects of the 
plasma. These range from purely electronic properties of the discharge, 
like the I - V characteristics and power losses [28), through behavior of 
the charged particles to the complex chemistry of plasma-surface inter
actions [29]. All these aspects interact with each other, making an rf 
discharge practically an inexhaustible source of problems. Much work 
has been carried out to understand the behavior of the charged par
ticles. Their importance for the discharge is obvious. The electrons 
are responsible for the energy input into the plasma. Moreover, they 
determine the chemical reactivity of the plasma, as they initiate most 
of the chemical reactions by ionization, dissociation and other inelastic 
processes. The positive ions play an important role in the surface pro-
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cessing. This role can be positive or negative: the high energy, which 
ions gain in the sheath is desired for etching and sputtering of the sub
strate material, but too energetic ions can also cause damage to the 
surface. The contemporary research efforts focus on the measurement 
and modeling of spatial and time dependent densities of the charged 
particles ([30, 31, 32, 33], see also Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this work), as 
well as their energy distribution functions [34, 35, 36]. Knowledge of the 
electron energy distribution function (EEDF) is important for the de
scription of the inelastic collision processes. There are many reasons for 
the EEDF in a low pressure discharge to deviate from the Maxwellian 
one. The low electron density results in a low electron-electron colli
sion frequency, which makes thermalization inefficient. Other factors 
are: sheath heating, creation of high energy secondary electrons and in
elastic collisions. In molecular gases large deviations from a Maxwellian 
EEDF can occur, due to electron energy loss by ro-vibrational excitation 
of the molecules [37]. Therefore, many problems are expected in mod
eling of the plasma processes if no data on the EEDF is available. In a 
low pressure rf discharge (below 100 mTorr) the electron energy distribu
tion function is often approximated by a characteristic two-temperature 
Maxwellian distribution [34, 38], where the high energy component of 
the EEDF, resulting from sheath heating or secondary electrons, super
poses on the relatively cold, almost Maxwellian bulk. This high energy 
tail is extremely important, as it causes the rates of threshold processes, 
like ionization, to be substantially higher than derived from the temper
ature of the bulk electrons. 

The energy distribution of positive ions, arriving at the electrodes at
tracts much attention, because of its importance in surface processing 
([39], see Chapter 6). The use of strongly electronegative gases has 
also induced much interest in negative ions. As these ions can reach 
very high densities (up to thousand times the electron density in e.g. 
CCbF2 ), they change the charge balance, the electric field structure in 
the glow and the sheath and consequently the effective positive ion flux 
to the substrate ([40], see Chapters 4, 5 and 6). 

A second large area of research is the plasma chemistry. A good knowl
edge of the plasma constituents is obviously necessary to produce the 
desired species or to understand the plasma-surface interaction. There 
is a growing interest in the role of ro-vibrationally excited molecules 
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[41, 37]. The plasma chemistry is a very wide and varied area. It is 
also strongly gas dependent, so it is necessary to measure and model 
the densities of neutral species for every case separately. The influence 
of plasma and surface chemistry on the charged species is a relatively 
new and not fully understood aspect. This is one of the major subjects 
discussed in this thesis (see Chapters 4 and 6). 

Another new area of research has been initiated by the surface process
ing industry, where it was found that macroscopic particles were pro
duced in the discharge [42, 43]. In the beginning, these dust grains were 
solely considered harmful, as they contaminated the substrate. There
fore, initially the 'dusty research' aimed at avoiding the particle for
mation and/or contamination. Since then this field has been rapidly 
expanding [44, 45]. Even though it took some time until people real
ized the presence of dust (etching community) or stopped ignoring it 
(deposition plasmas), at the moment it is widely recognized that vast 
amounts of macroscopic clusters are present in the chemically active 
and polymerizing plasmas used for etching and deposition. Powders 
are studied in a variety of chemistries, like halocarbon etching plasmas 
([42, 46, 47, 48] and Chapter 8), noble gas discharges with carbon elec
trod€s [49], methane [50], silane [51, 52, 53, 54, 55] and silane/ammonia 
[56] discharges for deposition. Most interest is directed to the charac
terization of the size and density [57, 53] of powders, their influence on 
plasma parameters [28, 52, 58, 59], the formation processes ([60, 61, 62], 
see Chapter 8), the force balance on particles [63, 51, 64], their charge 
and charging kinetics ([65, 66, 67, 68], see Chapter 10) and fundamen
tal aspects like the formation of Coulomb fluids and solids [69, 70, 71]. 
Presently, as the chemistry of dusty plasmas has become better under
stood, also some positive applications of dust have been created. At the 
moment much effort is put in the production of high quality, monodis
perse powders with desired physical properties. These powders find ap
plications in catalysis and possibly also in the optimization of solar cells. 

1.3 Scope and structure of this thesis 

This thesis contains a combined experimental and theoretical study of 
an rf discharge. Many of the previously mentioned issues are addressed; 
special weight is given to the negatively charged species: electrons, neg-
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ative ions and negatively charged dust particles. Below we give a short 
description of the contents of the various parts of this work. The relevant 
publications are cited. 

Chapter 2 This part contains a description of the hardware of our 
experiment, including the reactor, the vacuum system, the plasma 
geometry and the electric circuit. 

Chapter 3 In this part the plasma diagnostics, used in the present 
work, are presented. The methods to measure electron, negative 
ion and neutral particle densities and positive ion fluxes are de
scribed. 

Chapter 4 We present a systematic study of an oxygen discharge, as 
an example of a mildly electronegative plasma with a relatively 
simple plasma chemistry. The measurements of the negative ion 
densities have been performed under various plasma conditions. 
The results are compared with a kinetic model. This study reveals 
that surface processes, like radical recombination, have a major in
fluence on the ion density. The experimental data help to evaluate 
the importance of these processes [72]. 

Chapter 5 In this chapter a more general theory of an electronegative 
discharge is described. The conclusions on the plasma chemistry, 
obtained in Chapter 4 for 02 are used and special attention is 
given to physical aspects of the discharge, like the transport of 
charged species in the plasma. The spatial distributions of ions 
are measured and a simple diffusion model is proposed, which pre
dicts the positive ion profiles in the plasma glow with good ac
curacy. Even though chemical effects are very crucial for the ion 
density (Chapter 4), they do not influence the spatial distribu
tion of ions. The observed profiles are universal for any plasma 
chemistry. This is verified by performing measurements in an 02 
plasma as well as in a strongly electronegative, chemically com
plex CC12 F2 plasma. A comparison of the experimental data with 
a more sophisticated particle-in-cell model allows to visualize the 
transition region between the glow and the sheath in an electroneg
ative plasma [73, 74). 

Chapter 6 This part continues with a study of negative ions in a 
CChF2 plasma. CC12F 2 is a much stronger electron attaching 
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species than Oz. The ion density in a CClzFz discharge is 10 
times higher than in an Oz discharge; moreover, this gas is chem
ically much more complicated. The elementary processes, deter
mining the negative ion density are discussed and compared to 
those for Oz. The unproportionally high negative ion densities and 
the experimentally determj.ned electron attachment rates indicate 
that the parent gas is transformed into more active species under 
plasma conditions. Moreover, a study of the transition between an 
electropositive (Ar) and electronegative (Ar/CC}zFz) discharge is 
presented. Combined measurements of ion densities and fluxes 
towards the electrodes show a change of the Bohm velocity and 
sheath structure in presence of negative ions [75, 76) . 

Chapter 7 After having evidenced the strong influence of the plasma 
composition on the charge density, we concentrate on the chem
istry of a CClzFz discharge. First we present some measurements 
of the gas temperature in an rf discharge. Furthermore, the densi
ties of various neutral species (both stable molecules and radicals) 
are measured and modeled. The experimental data allow to de
termine the electron-induced dissociation rates for several halocar
bons. Moreover, the plasma chemistry related to dry etching of Si 
is studied. The analysis of the experimental data has many impli
cations for the etching mechanism of Si and the surface reactions 
of radicals [77, 78, 79). 

Chapter 8 In this part the formation of powders in halocarbon dis
charges (CClzFz, CHF3 ) during dry etching of Si is discussed. 
The formation process is followed by in situ infrared absorption 
spectroscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy. We propose a 
mechanism, according to which the precursors of clusters are the 
etch residues, which are sputtered from the surface. These clusters 
heat up and partially melt in the discharge. Consequently, they 
form spherical structures, which continue to grow by deposition 
[80, 81, 82]. 

Chapter 9 A new in situ detection method for powders is introduced 
and tested on the previously characterized dusty CClzFz discharge 
(Chapters 6, 7 and 8). This technique is based on laser heating of 
the dust particles and collection of blackbody like emission from 
the heated clusters. This method is especially suitable for detec
tion of small clusters (i .e. much smaller than the wavelength of the 
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light source used for diagnostics), for which all other techniques 
fail, including the commonly used Rayleigh and Mie scattering. 
From the time resolved emission of the heated particles both their 
size and density can be determined. A model is proposed, based 
on heating and thermal decomposition of particles, which fully 
describes the observed emission signals [83, 84, 85]. 

Chapter 10 Various forces, acting on a particle in a plasma are sur
veyed. Moreover, some aspects of a dusty SiH4 plasma are in
vestigated. In this discharge the powder formation mechanism is 
different from the one in an etching Ar/CC12 F2 plasma. The laser 
heating technique appears to be indispensable in elucidating the 
growth mechanism of dust particles, as it allows to detect nanoscale 
clusters, which are very quickly formed in the plasma glow. The 
charging kinetics of dust particles is studied by laser-induced pho
todetachment and the transition between negative ions and small 
clusters is visualized [60, 66]. 
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Chapter 2 

The plasma configuration 

2.1 Introduction 

The experiments described in this work have been performed on a system 
constructed within the group Elementary Processes in Gas Discharges 
of the Eindhoven University of Technology. It is basically a modernized 
version of the setup used by Haverlag and Snijkers [30, 39]. It consists 
of a reactor in which a capacitively coupled rf discharge is sustained. 
The whole setup, including the pumps, the gas feed and the rf circuit, 
is controlled by a PLC unit. The plasma design is similar to that of 
typical rf discharges used for surface processing (etching or deposition). 
This allows us to compare and exchange our results with the ones found 
by other authors on similar systems. 

In this chapter the various parts of the plasma setup are described. In 
Section 2.2, the vacuum and the gas handling systems are described. 
The rf plasma and the geometries in which it has been operated are 
discussed in Section 2.3. A simplified overview of the system hardware 
is shown in Figure 2.1. 

2.2 The vacuum and gas handling system 

As a typical surface processing rf discharge operates at pressures be
tween 10 and 1000 mTorr, a vacuum system is one of the essential parts 
of the setup. The plasma is positioned in the middle of a cylindrical 
stainless steel vacuum vessel (see Figure 2.1). The height of the vessel is 
55 cm and an its inner radius is 11 cm. It is equipped with several ports 
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Figure 2.1: A schematic view of the experimental setup. Details on 
various parts can be found in the text. 
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pumps 

rotary pump Leybold Trivac D65 BCS 20 l/s 
roots blower Leybold Ruvac WS251 65 l/s 

turbo molecular pump Leybold Turbovac 450 450 l/s 

pressure gauges 

Baratron MKS 120 AA 10-5 - 1 Torr 
controlled by MKS 510 controller 
cold cathode Leybold 850-610-G2 10-2 - 10-7 Torr 

Pirani Leybold 896 30 Bl 10-3 - 760 Torr 

gas handling 

flow controller Tylan FC - 280 - S 0 - 100 seem 
calibrated for Ar, CF4, HBr 

throttle valve MKS 253A-6-160-2 
controlled by MKS 252 controller 

hydrogen detector Sieger model 2501 
silane detector MDA Scientific, SPM 0.5 ppm 

rf plasma 

generator ENI ACI-3 0-300 Watt 
matching ENI MW 5 automatic 

power meter Bird model 4410 

setup control 

PLC unit Siemens Simatic S5 PLC 
programmed with LogiCAD, Cito-Benelux 

Table 2.1: Specifications of various hardware components. 
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and windows, allowing to perform various diagnostics. The upper part 
of the vessel can be lifted with a hoist providing access to the interior. 
The reactor can be moved horizontally and vertically by two computer 
controlled stepper motors. This allows to perform space resolved mea
surements, like optical emission and infrared absorption spectroscopy, 
photodetachment and laser particulate heating, without changing the 
alignment of the diagnostics. The vessel is evacuated by a combination 
of a rotary pump, a roots blower and a turbo-molecular pump (see Ta
ble 2.1 for specifications), which results in a background pressure below 
10-6 Torr. The absolute gas pressure during normal plasma operation is 
measured using a Baratron capacitance manometer. The base pressure 
is measured with a cold cathode gauge, while higher pressures in the 
pumping line are monitored by Pirani manometers. 

The gases (Ar, 02, CF4, CHF3, C2F6, CCbF2 and SiH4) are fed through 
mass flow controllers and a mixing manifold into the plasma. The pres
sure and gas flow in the vessel can be varied independently by changing 
the pumping speed with a throttle valve in the pumping line of the turbo 
molecular pump. Typically, a stable rf discharge can be sustained be
tween 5 and 500 mTorr. The flow range is 0-100 seem for most gases . 
It has been checked by means of infrared spectroscopy, that the partial 
pressure of a gas in gas mixtures is proportional to its partial flow. The 
processed gas, which in case of SiH4 is purged with N2, is fed to an 
exhaust. The bottle containing 53 SiH4 in Ar is stored in a gas cabi
net supplied with appropriate ventilation. Furthermore a gas detection 
system is installed to monitqr possible leaks. 

2.3 The rf plasma 

Two electrode configurations have been used. Schematic drawings of 
both are presented in Figure 2.2. We use a conventional parallel plate 
configuration to perform spectroscopic measurements, the closed plasma 
box serves as a cavity in our microwave diagnostics (see Chapter 3). 
Both systems are cylinder symmetric around the vertical axis. The di
ameter of the aluminum electrode in the open configuration is 12 cm, 
the interelectrode distance can be varied, but it is typically 5 cm. The 
lower rf electrode is water cooled and the gasses are injected into the 
reactor between this electrode and a teflon ring around it. In the cavity 
configuration the rf electrode is the same, but the grounded electrode is 
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of the two electrode configurations: (A) the open 
parallel plate and (B) the cavity configuration. 

extended to form an aluminum plasma box with a diameter of 17.5 cm 
and a height of 2 or 5 cm. The gases are introduced into the plasma 
through a 2 mm slit separating the grounded and the rf electrode. Two 
vertical 1 cm wide slits in the side walls of the cavity allow the gas to es
cape and provide optical access to the discharge. Finally, two microwave 
antennas are mounted in the lower pa.rt of the grounded electrode. Since 
the vacuum vessel is grounded, it partly serves as a grounded electrode 
in the parallel plate configuration. Therefore the area. of the grounded 
electrode is larger than that of the rf electrode in both configurations. 
Consequently the power density on the rf electrode is much higher than 
on the grounded electrode, which is favorable, as reactive ion sputter
ing requires high energy positive ions. In spite of the slightly different 
geometries the electrical characteristics (rf voltage as a function of in
put power and pressure) of the two discharge types are within 20 % the 
same [30] . Thus it is expected that also other plasma parameters are 
comparable. 

The rf plasma is sustained by a commercial 13.56 rf generator supplied 
with an automatic matching network. The matching network is used 
to optimize the power input into the plasma. Nevertheless, a part of 
the rf power is lost in the system. A subtractive method proposed by 
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Figure 2.3: Dissipated power in the system as a function of the rf 
voltage over the electrodes in vacuum (squares) and in presence of an 
argon plasma (100 mTorr, 70 seem, dots). 

Godyak and Piejak [86) and Horwitz [87) has been used to estimate these 
losses. The method assumes that the total power dissipation (P) can 
be separated in a system loss (Ps) and power dissipation by the plasma 
(Pp)· 

1 2 1 1 
P = Ps + Pp = -V Re( - + -) 

2 Zs Zp 
(2.1) 

The power dissipation is measured as a function of the rf voltage (V) 
with and without plasma. As in the latter case z;1 = O, only the power 
dissipated in the system (Ps) is measured. The results for an argon 
plasma are presented in Figure 2.3. They show that in a well matched 
case about 20% of the total rf power is lost in the system. This is in 
agreement with the data found by Finger et al. [88]. 

It has been verified using microwave resonance spectroscopy (see Chap
ter 3), that in all plasmas described in this thesis the electron density 
is proportional to the rf input power. We have found that the electron 
density is a much better parameter to characterize the plasma than the 
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rf power. To guarantee the reproducibility of the measurements the elec
tron density rather than the rf power has been used. The nominal rf 
input power levels shown in this work have not been corrected for the 
power losses in the system. They are given only for comparison with the 
results of other investigators, which typically also do not take system 
losses into account. 
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Chapter 3 

Diagnostics 

3.1 Introduction 

An rf plasma is a very complex object, with many physical and chemi
cal aspects. A total plasma physical description of this object requires 
methods from various fields, like gas dynamics, gas phase plasma chem
istry, atomic and molecular physics, particle dynamics, plasma-surface 
interactions, electronics and even solid state physics . Consequently, a 
wide variety of experimental techniques has been developed. To begin 
with, every investigator is by nature equipped with the most fundamen
tal and important diagnostics: his eyes. These prove to be excellent for 
a qualitative description of plasmas, especially to detect problems and 
observe new phenomena. However, a full understanding of the plasma 
often requires not only common sense but also the use of more sophis
ticated techniques. As this work focuses on gas phase processes, our 
diagnostics have been chosen accordingly. 

The following experimental methods have been used: 

• Microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy in order to measure the 
electron density (see Section 3.2). 

• Laser-induced photodetachment in combination with the microwave 
cavity in order to measure the negative ion density (see Section 3.2). 

• Fourier transform infrared absorption spectroscopy in order to 
measure the densities of infrared active molecules (see Section 3.3). 

21 
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• High resolution infrared absorption spectroscopy by means of a 
tunable diode laser in order to measure neutral species densities 
and gas temperature (see Section 3.3). 

• Energy resolved positive ion mass spectrometry in order to mea
sure the fluxes and the energy distributions of positive ions reach
ing the electrode (see Section 3.4.1). 

• Time resolved optical emission spectroscopy for a qualitative in
dication of the plasma composition and as a support for other 
techniques (see Section 3.4.2). 

• Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) for characterization of the 
plasma processed surface and dust particles. 

Moreover, we have developed a new technique for detection of nanome
ter scale dust particles suspended in the plasma. This method is based 
on laser heating of particles and detection of the emitted blackbody-like 
radiation. It is described in Chapters 9 and 10. 

3.2 Microwave Cavity Resonance and Photode
tachment 

3.2.1 Diagnostics for electrons and negative ions 

Electrons drive the discharge. Being accelerated in the electric field, 
they transfer their energy by elastic and inelastic collisions to the other 
particles, thus initiating the complex plasma chemistry. Consequently 
the electron density and energy are important plasma parameters, which 
are needed to accurately model and understand the discharge. However, 
in spite of their indispensability for the plasma their abundance in rf dis
charges is low, typically 106 times lower than the neutral species density. 
Therefore it is difficult to measure the density of these most important 
and yet scarcely present particles. A commonly used technique is a Lang
muir probe [89, 34], allowing to obtain the electron density as well as the 
electron energy distribution. The main advantage of a Langmuir probe 
is its simplicity in design and use. However, this technique is generally 
intrusive and when used in chemically active rf discharges, the results 
have to be interpreted very carefully. Possible problems include the 
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non-stationary character of the plasma, presence of negative ions, sec
ondary electron emission from the probe and modification of the probe 
surface [90]. To obtain the electron density, microwave spectroscopy 
provides a reliable, non-intrusive technique with a good time resolution, 
but it generally has a poor spatial resolution. Two different microwave 
methods can be distinguished: microwave interferometry and microwave 
cavity resonance. Measuring the phase shift of a microwave beam in the 
plasma (microwave interferometry) is similar to visible light (e.g. He
Ne) interferometry, but it is applicable at much lower electron densities 
(down to 1016 m-3 ) [91]. In a higher density range (ne > 1017m-3 ) also 
Thomson scattering can be used [92]. The latter has a very good spatial 
resolution, but it requires strong lasers and must be carefully designed. 
For even lower electron densities (1012-1016 m-3 ) the microwave cavity 
resonance method can be applied. The theory of microwave cavities is 
well established and can be found in many textbooks e.g. [93]. Also its 
application to plasmas has a long history [94, 95, 96]. This technique 
has been adapted to rf plasmas by Bisschops [97] and Haverlag [30] and 
it is used in the present study. 

The negative ion density is even more difficult to measure than the elec
tron density. Negative ions are rather inert: they are too heavy to follow 
any high frequency field, so interferometry is quite useless. Moreover, 
they are trapped in the plasma glow, thus, unlike the positive ions, they 
cannot be easily extracted and analyzed by a mass spectrometer. The 
mass spectrometry measurements can be performed practically only ei
ther in the afterglow [98, 99] or using a positively biased extraction 
orifice [100]. The former, however, is not an in situ measurement and 
the particle densities in the plasma and in the afterglow are likely to be 
different. In the latter case the positive bias disturbs the sheath and 
consequently the local charge density. As with electrons, also Langmuir 
probes can be used [101], but besides the problems mentioned before the 
negative ion current to a probe is much lower and consequently more 
difficult to collect. A more convenient way to measure the negative ion 
density starts from transforming the ions into electrons, which can be 
done by laser-induced photodetachment [102]. The photodetached elec
trons are then detected using any of the previously mentioned methods, 
e.g. probes [103] or interferometry [104]. In this work the negative 
ion density is measured by photodetachment in combination with the 
microwave cavity resonance method. 
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3.2.2 General formulae 

Resonant cavities have discrete frequencies of oscillation with a definite 
field configuration for each resonance frequency. The field configuration 
for a given mode is imposed by the shape and size of the cavity, whereas 
its resonance frequency also depends on the index of refraction nr of the 
medium inside. The space and time dependent E field for a single mode 
inside a cylinder symmetric cavity has the form: 

E(i, t) = E0(x, y) exp(±ikz - int) (3.1) 

where both k and the transversal part of the field E0(x, y) are determined 
by the cavity geometry. Generally if!t is complex, its imaginary part 
accounting for oscillations and its real part expressing the damping of 
the oscillation. The dispersion relation reads: 

(3.2) 

The relative permeability of a medium is taken µ = 1. The relative di
electric constant in a plasma containing cavity depends on the oscillation 
frequency w and is given by: 

1 w 2 1 w2 w 2 v 
1 . . p = 1 + ;_ - p +; p 

€ = + i-Q + i ( . ) "Q 2 2 • 2 2 o wv-iw o w+v w+vw 
(3.3) 

Here the second term i J
0 

accounts for disturbances caused by the non
ideality of the cavity (e.g. due to finite conductivity of the cavity walls). 
For the sake of simplicity these deviations are incorporated as a loss 
term in c The dissipation in the plasma is due to electron collisions 
with other particles, the frequency of these collisions being given by v. 
The value of the cavity method as a diagnostics becomes obvious if we 
realize that the electron plasma frequency wp is directly related to the 
electron density (ne): 

(3.4) 

where e, me denote the charge and mass of electron and fo the dielectric 
constant in vacuum. If we assume that the deviations of€ from an ideal 
case are small (i.e. Q 0 ~ 1, wp/(w2 +v2 ) 112 ~ 1, etc.), we can substitute 
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Equation 3.3 into the dispersion relation (Equation 3.2) and linearize the 
result. This yields n in the following form: 

r. A • WQ 
H = WQ + w.W- l-

2Q 
(3.5) 

where wo is the oscillation frequency in absence of a plasma. The fre
quency shift caused by a plasma is: 

(3.6) 

and Q accounts for the dissipation: 

1 1 w2 

-=-+ p 
Q Qo w 2 + v2 wo 

I/ 
(3.7) 

Since in our low pressure plasmas w 2 ~ v2 , the latter can be neglected 
in the denominator of Equation 3.6 and 3.7. The magnitude Q is also 
called the quality factor of a cavity. According to Equation 3.1, the fields 
in a cavity 'die out' with a time constant T = 2Q/w0 . This is thus the 
fundamental response time of a cavity, determining the time resolution, 
with which we can measure the electron density. 

A damped mode cannot be represented by a single frequency, but has a 
certain distribution around w = w0 + ~w. This distribution is readily 
found by Fourier transforming the phase of the field (Equation 3.1). 
The frequency dependent field intensity IE(w)l 2 around a resonance is a 
Lorentz function [93]: 

IE(w)l2"' (w - w)2: (wo/2Q)2 (3.8) 

with the full width at half height given by r = w/Q. The quality factor 
can thus be determined experimentally either from the response time 
of the cavity (e.g. by means of square wave pulsation of the microwave 
source) or from the width at half height of the resonance curve. Com
paring the quality factors with and without plasma ( Q and Q0 ) can give 
information about the electron collision frequency in the plasma [97] 
(see Equation 3.7) . However, some side effects occurring in presence of 
a plasma, like surface heating and modification, can induce additional 
changes in Q. Therefore the Q factor is generally not a reliable means 
of determining the collision frequency. 
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In general the electron density in a plasma has a certain spatial distri
bution ne(i). Therefore, in Equation 3.6 and 3.7 the field averaged wp 

should be taken. The frequency shift ~w is then related to the field 
averaged electron density neo: 

e2 wo 
(3.9) 

where 

fcavity ne( i)E2
( i)di 

neo = J. E 2 ( _)d-
cavity X X 

(3.10) 

The cavity method itself gives no clues about the spatial distribution 
of free electrons. Therefore, the latter one must be found using other 
techniques. 

3.2.3 Application 

The geometry of our cylindrical cavity is treated in Chapter 2 (see Figure 
2.2). In our case we excite the TM020 mode in the cavity. The E field 
has only an axial component and its magnitude depends only on the 
radial position as a zero order Bessel function J0 (5.52r / R), where R is 
the radius of the cavity (see Figure 3.1). 
The slit, separating the grounded from the powered electrode has been 
located in a place where it would not cut any surface currents (dE/dr = 
0), in order to minimize mode deformation [97]. 

Experimental resonance curves with and without plasma are shown in 
Figure 3.2. Note both the frequency shift and the broadening of the 
curve in presence of a plasma. 

As indicated before, neo from Equation 3.9 is merely a field weighted 
electron density. An assumption must therefore be made about the spa
tial distribution of the electrons in order to obtain a more useful value 
of the electron density. A first simplification follows from the cylindrical 
symmetry of the electron density and E. Figure 3.1 shows that the field 
intensity is much higher in the center of the cavity than at the sides. 
For a homogeneous electron density profile the contribution of the outer 
parts (above the grounded part of the lower electrode) is less than 35 % 
of the total signal. Thus the observed frequency shift reflects mainly the 
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Figure 3.1: The field intensity (E 2 ) of the TM020 mode as a function 
of the radial position in the cavity. The position of the rf and grounded 
(g) electrodes is indicated by arrows below the graph. 

electron density in the central part of the discharge. Moreover, models 
of electronegative plasmas, which are the main subject of investigation 
in this work, have shown that the electron density is flat in the whole 
plasma glow and a sharp decrease is found in the space charge region 
towards the electrodes (see Chapter 5, [32, 40]). The same conclusion 
follows from optical emission measurements [30]. As the diameter of the 
cavity is large in comparison to the thin sheath at the grounded side 
wall (:'.S 5 mm) and the E field is anyway lower in this region, the radial 
dependence of the electron density can be neglected. However, the axial 
profile can be important since the large sheath at the powered electrode 
(up to 2 cm) is not much smaller than the height of the cavity (H = 
5 cm). Therefore we measure the axial thickness of the plasma glow 
for every plasma condition, using the negative ion density profiles (see 
section 3.2.4), and multiply the density from Equation 3.9 (i.e. averaged 
over the cavity volume) by the ratio of the height of the cavity to the 
glow thickness, thus obtaining an average electron density in the plasma 
glow. As the field averaged electron density can be determined very 
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Figure 3.2: Resonance curves of the cavity in vacuum and in presence 
of a plasma. The frequency shift can be easily observed. Moreover the 
increased width at half height in presence of a plasma shows that the 
quality factor is lower. 

accurately (to better than 0.1%), the main uncertainty resulting from 
using the microwave method is caused by a limited knowledge of the 
electron density profile. This uncertainty results in an estimated error 
of about 10% in the average electron density. 

Finally we note that the above linearized theory is only valid when 
the free electrons do not deform the electromagnetic mode too much. 
This sets an upper limit for the electron density. The major limiting 
mechanism is electric polarization, induced by the microwave field. For 
our conditions the upper limit is about 1016 m-3 [97]. As the typical 
densities in an rf plasma lie around 1015 m-3 , this method is well suited 
to study our discharge. 

3.2.4 Photodetachment 

The microwave resonance method can be applied only to electrons, which 
are fast enough to follow the microwave field. Therefore negative ions 
have to be transformed into electrons by means of laser-induced pho
todetachment: 
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x- + hv ---+ X + e 

where x- denotes a negative ion. The process takes place only if the 
photon energy exceeds the detachment energy of the negative ion. As 
different ions have different detachment energies, this provides a method 
to selectively detect negative ions by applying appropriate photon ener
gies. 

In order to relate the number of extra electrons created by photodetach
ment to the negative ion density, the fraction of negative ions converted 
to electrons has to be known. This is achieved by using a laser beam with 
a well defined volume. The laser pulse has to be short in comparison 
with the lifetime of negative ions and electrons. It is most convenient to 
saturate the photodetachment effect, i.e. to detach all negative ions in 
the laser volume by using a sufficiently high laser intensity. If saturation 
cannot be achieved, absolute densities can be obtained only when the 
photodetachment cross section is known. 

In practice a single laser pulse is shot radially through the cavity and the 
photodetached electrons cause an extra resonance frequency shift of the 
microwave cavity, as described by Equation 3.9. Applying Equation 3.9 
to this extra frequency shift immediately after the laser shot gives the 
field averaged density of the detached electrons ( ~ ne). If the effect is 
saturated the radially averaged negative ion density ( n_) is obtained by 
multiplying /),.ne by the ratio of the cavity and the laser beam volume, 
weighted with E 2

• For a laser beam fired through the center: 

fcavity E 2
( i)di 

n_ = /),. n · -----=''-----
e S J!:R E 2( r )dr 

(3.11) 

with R is the radius of the cavity and S the cross section of the laser 
beam. 

After the laser has been fired the extra electron density decays and the 
system returns to its steady state (see Figure 3.3). The time constant 
of the decay gives information about the kinetics of the electron loss. 
As the laser beam does not irradiate the complete cavity, this method 
has a spatial resolution which is determined by the laser beam diameter. 
In principle the technique allows to obtain 3 dimensional density profiles 
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Figure 3.3: The time behavior of the extra electron density during and 
after the photodetachment event as measured in an oxygen discharge. 
The peak electron density is used to determine the negative ion density. 

by performing axial and radial scans. In this work however only axial 
scans have been performed and the axial density profiles are analyzed 
in Chapter 5. Furthermore, the axial density profiles are used to esti
mate the glow thickness, necessary to determine the absolute electron 
densities. It should be noted that though the measured ion density is 
integrated along the line of sight in the radial direction, the ions in the 
central region (above the rf electrode) account for 90% of the total sig
nal. This is due to the high field intensity in the center of the cavity 
(see Figure 3.1 ). Therefore, the method determines effectively the axi
ally resolved ion density in the center of the discharge. 

3.2.5 Experimental setup 

A scheme of the experimental setup is given in Figure 3.4. The mi
crowave source is a Gigatronics Model 605 generator, which has a fre
quency range of 2 to 8 GHz and a spectral resolution of 1 kHz. The mi
crowave power ( ::; 1 mW) is in all cases much smaller than the rf power 
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Figure 3.4: A schematic view of the setup used for the electron and 
negative ion density measurements. 

(10-100 W). For our cylindrical cavity with a diameter of 175 mm in the 
TM020 mode the experimental resonance frequencies without plasma are 
between 3000 and 3010 MHz, which is very close to the theoretical value 
of 3002 MHz. The microwave power is coupled into the cavity by means 
of an antenna, embedded in the bottom of the cavity, close to its edge. 
Another antenna, located on the opposite side, collects the transmitted 
GHz signal. A diode converts the latter to a de signal, which is processed 
by a HP 54111D digitizing oscilloscope and finally stored in a PC. 

Photodetachment is performed by means of a Spectra Physics DCR-11 
Nd:YAG laser with 8 ns pulse length and 10 Hz repetition frequency. Us
ing frequency doubling and tripling crystals, several laser wavelengths 
can be generated (1064, 532, 355 and 266 nm). In Table 3.1 a list of 
negative ions studied in this work, their detachment energies and used 
laser wavelengths are given. The electron affinities can be found in [105]. 
With only four laser wavelengths it is not always possible to selectively 
determine the density of each ion in a given plasma (see Table 3.1). 

A Pellin-Broca prism is used to separate the various wavelengths if neces-
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Ion Detachment Threshold Applied Occurrence 
energy (eV) A (nm) A (nm) in plasmas 

c1- 3.61 342 266 CChF2 
F- 3.40 364 355 CF4, C2F6, CCl2F2 
c12 2.38 520 355 CChF2 
F-2 3.08 400 355 CF4, C2F6, CChF2 

CF3 2.7 465 355 CF4, C2F6 
o- 1.46 848 532 02 
o-2 0.45 2750 1064 02 
o-

3 2.10 590 532 02 
H- 0.75 1650 1064 H2, SiH4 

srn- 1.28 976 532 SiH4 
srn2 1.12 1100 532 SiH4 
srn3 1.41 878 532 SiH4 

Table 3.1: The detachment energies of several negative ions, the laser 
wavelength used for photodetachment and the gases in which they can 
occur. 

sary and a laser power meter is used to calibrate the laser pulse energy. 
The laser pulse energy depends on the laser wavelength and reaches 
maximally 0.4 J at 1064 nm. In order to increase the laser intensity and 
obtain a well defined laser volume the donut-shaped laser beam is first 
collimated using a negative-positive lens system and then diaphragmed. 
This results in a nearly homogeneous laser beam of 2-3 mm diameter, 
dependent on the size of the diaphragm. Although the beam diameter 
is controlled by a diaphragm, the uncertainty in the beam radius due to 
diffraction imposes an error of about 20% on the measured negative ion 
density. The minimum measurable ion density depends on the beam di
ameter (provided the beam intensity is sufficient to saturate the effect) 
and it is in the order of 1014 m- 3 • The laser beam enters and leaves 
the vacuum system through a set of pyrex or quartz windows. The 
microwave cavity has two vertical slits allowing the laser beam to pass 
through the plasma and to make vertical scans. These are performed by 
moving the vacuum reactor by means of stepper motors. 

For a typical measurement the PC prepares the settings of the oscillo
scope and sets the microwave generator to the desired frequency. Then 
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the laser is fired, which triggers the oscilloscope to measure the time 
dependent microwave transmission signal. This signal is typically aver
aged 10 times before the data is stored on the PC. Then the microwave 
frequency is increased and the whole procedure is repeated, until the res
onance curve of the cavity is scanned. Typically 50 frequency steps are 
needed to cover the resonance curve. Finally the PC calculates the time 
dependent resonance frequency and consequently the electron density, 
producing a curve shown in Figure 3.3. The electron density is measured 
with a time resolution dependent on the quality factor of the cavity. The 
latter can be influenced by changing the surface conditions of the cavity 
or the position of the antennas. In a photodetachment experiment this 
time resolution must be good enough to follow the decay of the extra 
electrons (Figure 3.3). The time constant of this decay depends on the 
nature of the electronegative gas. For fast attaching gases, like CC!iF 2 , 

a time resolution of 50-100 ns or better is required. This corresponds to 
a quality factor of 500-1000. For photodeta.chment in other gases, like 
CF 4 or 0 2 , or for steady state electron density measurements we apply a 
higher quality factor ( 1000-2000), which results in a higher transmission 
and a better defined resonance frequency (see Equation 3.8). 

The measurements of the electron and negative ion density can be per
formed as a function of time. This allows to study density variations 
after switching on the discharge, during dust formation and in the af
terglow. In this case also the plasma genera.tor is controlled by the PC. 

3.3 Infrared Spectroscopy 

3.3.1 Diagnostics for neutral particles 

The most commonly used method of detecting neutral particles in a 
discharge is collecting radiation from their excited states. Optical emis
sion spectroscopy has many levels of sophistication, ranging from simply 
looking at the spectrum, through actinometry to absolute intensity mea
surements in combination with elaborate collisional radiative models. 
However, the fundamental drawback is that it is an indirect detection 
method. The observed emission always originates from excited atoms 
or molecules and many assumptions have to be ma.de in order to corre
late their densities with the sought after ground state density. Another 
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widespread diagnostics is mass spectrometry. Even though there are 
many uncertainties, such as ionization efficiencies of different species, 
their fragmentation pattern, the transmission of the quadrupole and de
tection efficiencies, mass spectrometry provides very useful information 
about plasma chemistry [106]. Another popular method is laser-induced 
fluorescence. It has an excellent space and time resolution and if a tran
sition starting from the ground state is pumped, the absolute density is 
readily obtained [107]. 

Infrared absorption spectroscopy can provide quantitative data for most 
infrared active species. Absolute densities of stable molecules are very 
easily obtained by calibrating their infrared absorptions on a known 
density. For unstable species, like radicals, knowledge of the absorption 
coefficient is required, but in most cases the latter can be fairly accu
rately calculated. Apart from the species density, the absorption spectra 
also give information about the population of vibrational and rotational 
levels, which is very helpful in understanding the plasma chemistry. 

In this work two kinds of infrared absorption techniques have been ap
plied. First, measurements have been performed using a Fourier trans
form infrared spectrometer (FTIR). This tool is especially useful in ob
taining an overview of all species present in the plasma, as a complete 
infrared spectrum can be determined in a single measurement. There
fore it has been used to unravel the complex chemistry of a CChF2 
discharge. The second infrared tool used in this work is a tunable diode 
laser (TDL ). Its high spectral resolution allows to scan individual rota
tional lines of a molecular band. This results in a high sensitivity of the 
method, making it suitable to detect species with a low density. Here it 
has been used to measure radical densities and to determine the rota
tional temperature of an rf discharge. 

3.3.2 Principles of infrared absorption spectroscopy 

In this section some basic notions of infrared spectroscopy are intro
duced. The complete theory of molecular infrared spectroscopy is treated 
in great detail by Herzberg [108]. 

The internal energy of molecules is contained in electronic, vibrational 
and rotational excitations. Radiative transitions between various levels 
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contribute to a molecular spectrum. The typical excitation energies of 
electronic levels are in the order of a few e V, the corresponding transi
tions lying in the UV and visible region of the spectrum. In the infrared 
part of the spectrum vibrational transitions can be found. Finally, in 
the far infrared and microwave region transitions between individual ro
tational levels can be observed. 

The energy of one mode of vibration can be approximated by the energy 
of a harmonic oscillator: 

1 0 
Ev= hvo(v + 2) = Evib + Evib (3.12) 

where v0 is the frequency of this vibration, his Planck's constant and 
v the vibrational quantum number. A molecule, consisting of N atoms 
can have 3N - 6 different vibrations (3N - 5 for linear molecules). The 
rotational energy of a linear molecule is approximated by the energy of 
a rigid rotator: 

h2 
Erot =~I J(J + 1) = AJ(J + 1) 

871" a . 
(3.13) 

where Ia is the moment of inertia of the molecule with respect to the 
axis of rotation and J the rotational quantum number. For non-linear 
molecules this expression becomes different, dependent on the symme
try of the molecule. If the moments of inertia with respect to the three 
main axes of rotation are denoted by Ia, lb and le, we can differentiate 
between spherical top molecules (Ia =lb =le), symmetric top molecules 
(Ia =f:. lb = le) and asymmetric top molecules (Ia =/:- lb =/:- le =/:- Ia)· 

Absorption of infrared radiation can simultaneously change the vibra
tional and rotational quantum numbers. The set of rotational vibra
tional transitions having the same upper and lower vibrational state 
forms a vibrational band. The quantum mechanical selection rules de
termine whether a given transition is allowed. First, a radiative transi
tion can occur only if the dipole moment of the molecule changes during 
the vibration. This means that homonuclear diatomic molecules (like 
N2) have no infrared active vibrations at all. Further, in a vibrational 
transition the vibrational quantum number must change by one (av= 
1), While the basic selection rule for the rotational SU b-transitions is aJ 
= -1, 0, 1. The latter leads to formation of P, Q and R branches in the 
vibrational band, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: A vibrational band consists of many ro-vibrational transi
tions, grouped in three branches: P for b..J = -1, Q for b..J = 0 and R 
for b..J = 1. 

The intensity of a transition from a level ( v, J) to some given ( v*, J*) in 
absorption is described by the Lambert-Beer's law: 

Iv,J( u) = Io( u) exp(-Kv,J</>( u)nv,Jb..X) (3.14) 

where 10( a) is the wavenumber ( u) dependent source intensity, b..x the 
optical path length and nv,J the density of the lower level. The to
tal absorption coefficient f </>( u )Kv,Jda of the relevant transition can he 
determined by quantum mechanical calculations. The line profile </>(a) 
satisfies: 

j </>(a )du 1 

For the pressure and temperature ranges in an rf discharge two kinds of 
broadening mechanisms are important. At low pressures the main mech-
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anism is Doppler broadening, which leads to a Gaussian line shape. At 
high pressures, pressure broadening becomes dominant, which results 
in a Lorentz profile. At intermediate pressures, where rf discharges are 
typically operated, both mechanisms contribute to the line shape. The 
resulting line shape is given by a Voigt profile. 

The density of a given level can be found from the absorption 
(InI0(u)/Iv,J(O'), see Equation 3.14), integrated over a single line: 

nv J = 1 f In Io(u) du 
' Kv,J t!l..x }line Iv,J( O') 

(3.15) 

In thermal equilibrium the population of the various vibrational and 
rotational levels of a molecule is governed by Boltzmann statistics. The 
density of a certain level ( nv,J) is related to the ground state density 
no,o by: 

nv,J = no,o Yv,J exp(-Evib( v)/kbTvib) exp(-Erot(J)/kbTrot) (3.16) 
9o,o 

where 9v,J denotes the statistical weight of a given level, Tvib and Trot 
are the vibrational and rotational temperatures and kb is the Boltzmann 
constant. In a non.equilibrium plasma these temperatures depend on the 
mechanisms of vibrational and rotational heating of the molecules. In 
an absorption spectrum the intensity distribution over vibrational bands 
gives information about the vibrational temperature. Within a single 
vibrational band, the intensity distribution of the rotational transitions 
(the shape of P and R branches) allows to determine the rotational tem
perature. 

The total density ntot of a given species is a sum of the densities of all 
individual ( v, J) states and it is related to nv,J by: 

ntot = nv,J 9v,J exp( - Evib( V) / kbTvib) exp( - Erot ( J) / kbTrot) 

where f(Tvib, Trot) is the partition function given by: 

v,J 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 
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Figure 3.6: A scheme of a Michelson interferometer. M1 denotes the 
moving mirror, M2 the fi.xed mirror, B.S. the beam splitter. 

In order to experimentally determine the total density, either all relevant 
absorption band intensities should be measured or the temperatures and 
the partition function must be known when only a single transition is 
recorded. The first option is realized using the Fourier transform infrared 
spectrometer. The absolute density is easily determined by comparing 
the measured absorption with the one corresponding to a known density 
of a molecule of interest. The second option is realized in determining 
the radical densities by means of diode laser spectroscopy. 

3.3.3 Fourier transform spectroscopy 

In common spectroscopy spectral resolution is obtained by separating 
the different wavelengths spatially by means of a dispersive element and 
by performing measurements at each wavelength. In Fourier transform 
spectroscopy spectral resolution is obtained by modulating the intensity 
at each wavelength with a different frequency and Fourier transform
ing the resulting signal. The intensity modulation is achieved by means 
of interferometry. In practice a Michelson interferometer, as shown in 
Figure 3.6, is used. The beam from a white light source is split by a 
beamsplitter and led into the two arms of the interferometer. One arm 
has a fixed length, whereas a moving mirror is mounted in the other arm. 
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This results in a change of the optical path length difference for the two 
beams. Thus, when the beams interfere, a place dependent interfer
ence signal with a different modulation frequency for each wavelength 
is produced. In an absorption experiment this beam is led through an 
absorption cell before it is focused on a detector. For each wave number 
u the interference signal is given by: 

1 
I(x,u) = 2Io(u)(l + cos(21l"ux)) (3.19) 

where Io( (f) is the intensity at this wave number and x denotes the 
optical path length difference of the two interferometer arms. 
Consequently, the total detected ac signal can be described by: 

I(x) = ! t>O I 0 (u)cos(21fux)du= !j00 

I0(u)exp(21riux)du (3.20) 
2./o 4 -oo 

As the total intensity I(x) is symmetric in x, the wavelength dependent 
intensity J0( u) can be found from the inverse Fourier transform of the 
total intensity: 

2 Joo Io( u) = -; _
00 

I( x )exp(-21riux )dx (3.21) 

In practice the maximal optical path length difference is limited by 
the distance L over which the mirror can move. This means that the 
spectral resolution of the method cannot be better than tl.u ~ 1/ L. 
The optical path length difference x is measured by monitoring the in
terference pattern of a He-Ne laser, which is simultaneously directed 
through the interferometer. This imposes another limit to the resolu
tion (tl.u > >.He-Neu2). 

3.3.4 Setup for Fourier transform spectroscopy 

A commercial Bruker IFS-66 Fourier transform infrared interferometer 
with a glow bar as a white light source has been used. The parallel 
beam exiting the spectrometer is directed through BaF 2 windows into 
the plasma (single pass). A 1 mm diaphragm is used to obtain spatial 
resolution. Finally the beam is focused with a BaF 2 lens onto a Mercury 
Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detector. A Fourier transform of the detec
tor signal yields a spectrum in the wavelength range of 800-5000 cm - l 
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with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 • The spectra are taken with a rate of 
15 Hz. A typical measurement is an average over a few hundred spectra. 
Reference scans (in an evacuated vacuum vessel) are taken immediately 
before and/or after absorption scans. Taking the reference scans twice is 
especially useful in long term measurements (see Chapter 8), where the 
results might be influenced by deposition layers on the windows, long 
term fluctuations of the glow bar intensity and sensitivity of the detector. 

If the measurements are performed with a limited spectral resolution, 
the integrated absorption is not linear with the absorbing species den
sity (Equation 3.15), causing an error in the determined density. At high 
densities also total absorption (i.e. !(er)~ 0) is a common source of er
ror. Therefore we have checked the linearity of the absorption curve as a 
function of species density (pressure). For CChF2 the absorption is lin
ear with pressure in the whole considered pressure range (0-500 mTorr). 

3.3.5 Determination of radical densities 

Below we shall describe the procedure used to obtain the absolute radical 
densities from the measured absorption of a single line. The calculations 
are performed for CF 2, but a similar approach can be used for any 
species. The CF2 molecule is an asymmetric top molecule (C-F-C angle 
= 105° [109]), for which the rotation energies around the three axes (A, 
B, C, see Equation 3.13) are 2.94, 0.42 and 0.36 cm-1 respectively [110, 
11 l]. The measured line belongs to the P branch of the V3 (stretching 
vibration) band. As the asymmetry of CF2 is small (B ~ C), formulae 
for a symmetric top can be used. Thus the rotational energy levels are 
given by: 

+l)+(A-B+C 
2 

(3.22) 

with J( = -J, -J + 1, .. J-1, J is the quantum number of the projection 
of the angular momentum on the rotation axis. A correction of the en
ergy levels for asymmetry as well as centrifugal distortion (non-rigidity) 
has been calculated from the hamiltonian given by Wang [112]. Com
pared to the symmetric top approach, this gives a correction of about 
203 in the final expression for density. 

In the absorption coefficient K.v,J both vibrational and rotational tran
sition probabilities should be incorporated. The latter (i.e. the relative 
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Figure 3. 7: The P, Q and R branches of the v3 band of CF2, simulated 
for Trot = 300 K. 

distribution of absorption strength over different J's and K's, belonging 
to a vibrational band), are called Honl-London factors (AK,J) and for a 
symmetric top molecule they are is given by: 

A J2-K2 
K,J = J(2J+I) 

K2 
AK,J = J(J+I) 

for P branch 

for Q branch 

(J+1)2-K2 
AK,J (J+i)(2J+i) for R branch 

The shape of the simulated spectrum is shown in Figure 3.7. 
Moreover, as the integrated absorption coefficient for the CF 2 v3 band 
(,,;) can be found in literature [113], the vibrational transition proba
bility need not be calculated anymore. Substituting Equation 3.15 into 
Equation 3.17 and remembering that: 
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we obtain the total density: 

1 LJ,K AJ,K9v,J,K exp(-Evib(v)/kbTvib) exp(-Eroi(J,K)/kbTrot) 
ntot = ttl:ix AJ,K9v,J,K exp(-Evib(v)/kbT.,;0 ) exp(-Eroi(J,K)f koTrot) 

X fline In /o(u(J)du (3.24) 
v,J 

In the above Yv,J,K = 9spm(2J + 1) (9spin = 1or3) and summation over 
the P, Q and R branches is included. As the CF 2 absorption is weak, 
the logarithmic term is linearized. 

In this approach we implicitly use the fact that the vibrational tempera
ture kTvib is much lower than the vibration energies for CF2 ("" 0.1 eV) 
and consequently the density of CF2 in high vibrationally excited states 
is negligible. Indeed, it has been shown by Haverlag [30], that both vi
brational and rotational temperatures in an rf discharge are almost equal 
and close to room temperature. Some results on the rotational tempera
ture can be found in Chapter 7. A change of the rotational temperature 
can also lead to an error in density determination from Equation 3.24. 
For the determination of ntot the J 21 and 22 lines have been used, for 
which the error is about 10% for temperatures between 300 and 400 K. 

3.3.6 Principles of the tunable diode laser 

A semiconductor diode, used for generation of laser radiation, consists 
of an active medium embedded in a p and n type layer (Figure 3.8). 
The band gap of the active medium is smaller than that of the sur
roundings, which traps electrons in the lasing medium. The electron 
density in the conduction band is further increased if a current fiows 
through the diode. At a certain current inversion between the valence 
and the conduction band occurs, resulting in laser action. The index 
of refraction of the p and n layer and the side walls is higher than that 
of the medium, which secures the confinement of photons in the laser 
channel. Finally the laser cavity is determined by reflecting end sur
faces. The laser wavelength corresponds to the band gap of the active 
medium. However, most diode lasers have several active modes. The 
possible laser wavelengths of the modes are: 

.-\ == 2n(T)L 
k 

(3.25) 
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Figure 3.8: A scheme of a laser diode. A typical size of this element is 
a.bout 100 µm. 

where k is a natural number, L the cavity length and n(T) the index 
of refraction. As the latter is strongly temperature dependent, the laser 
wavelength can be tuned by changing the temperature of the diode. In 
practice, coarse tuning is performed by setting the ambient temperature, 
which is achieved by applying liquid helium cooling and electric heating. 
Fine tuning is then accomplished by varying the laser current, which, 
due to the resistivity of the diode, gives small temperature changes. 
By combining the two methods a reasonably broad wavelength region 
(~ 50 cm-1 ) can be scanned. 

For species with low densities (like CF2) the absorption signal is very 
weak and noisy. Therefore it is necessary to process the detected signal 
with a lock-in amplifier. Another advantage of a lock-in is elimination 
of some unwanted de signals, like plasma emission. The use of a lock-in 
allows to perform several kinds of detection. First, the laser beam can be 
chopped at a given frequency, which results in a conventional absorption 
measurement. Another option is modulation of the current through 
the laser diode. This induces a periodic wavelength variation: >. = 
Ao+ Li..\ sin wt. The corresponding absorption signal can be described 
by: 
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Figure 3.9: A typical mode chart of a diode laser. 
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(3.26) 

By setting the filter frequency of the lock-in on the laser current fre
quency w or the double frequency 2w the first and second derivative of 
the absorption can be found. This technique is very useful in extract
ing narrow absorption peaks (with a large dl / dA.) from a broad banded 
background absorption. Besides, the characteristic shape of dl / dA. for 
narrow peaks can be much easier identified within a noisy signal. 

3.3. 7 Setup for diode laser spectroscopy 

In our experiments a Laser Photonics tunable diode laser system has 
been used. It is supplied with a 15731 Closed-Cycle Refrigerator and 
15710 Compressor, which allow to maintain the temperature in the diode 
chamber in the range of 10-100 K with a stability better than 3x 10-4 K. 
The temperature is set by a 15720 Cryogenic Temperature Stabilizer, 
with an accuracy of 10-3 K. The 15820 Laser Current Control Module 
sets the current through the diode with an accuracy of 0.1 mA. The 
modes of the laser are selected with a 1 m monochromator. Two laser 
diodes have been used, with wavelength ranges of about 1055-1130 cm-1 
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Figure 3.10: The optics of the diode laser. 

and 1250-1300 cm-1 . The former is used to study the v3 band of CF2 
(around 1114 cm-1 ), whereas the latter allows to scan the v3 band of 
CF4 (around 1283 cm-1 ). For a single mode, variation of the current 
allows to scan the wavelength over~ 1 cm-1 • A typical mode chart (i.e. 
the infrared output as a function of laser temperature and wavenumber) 
is shown in Figure 3.9. Note that by varying the diode current and tem
perature a large wavelength region (typically 50 m-1 ) can be scanned. 
However, within this region there are small wavelength intervals that 
cannot be accessed. The exact wavelength of a mode as well as the tun
ing rate (i.e. the relation between the current and the wavelength) have 
to be determined experimentally. This is performed by simultaneously 
measuring the absorption signals through a medium of interest (plasma), 
a reference cell filled with a gas with a well known spectrum (N20, NH3) 
and through a germanium etalon. The wavelength is determined from 
the position of the NH3 peaks and from the etalon fringes (0.048 cm-1 

apart). The whole laser optics is shown in Figure 3.10 and the resulting 
absorption signal is given in Figure 3.11. In a later stage of the work 
an absolute wavelength meter has been implemented [79]. This device 
is basically a Michelson interferometer with 0.5 m path length. In the 
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Figure 3.11: A typical first derivative spectrum. The three signals 
represent the etalon signal (top), the absorption by CF2 in the plasma 
(middle) and the absorption by NH3 in the reference cell (bottom). 

interferometer a He-Ne laser beam as well as the TDL beam are aligned. 
The wavelength is measured by counting and comparing the fringes of 
the infrared interferogram with the He-Ne interferogram with the same 
path length. The accuracy of this method is about 0.02 cm-1 • 

The laser beam is directed single or double pass through the plasma. 
All infrared signals are detected by MCT detectors and processed by 
EG&G 5209 lock-in amplifiers. The whole setup for infrared measure
ments, including settings of the laser temperature, laser current, current 
modulation, stepping of the monochromator and data transfer from the 
lock-in amplifiers is controlled by a PC. 

For the determination of CF2 the first derivative spectroscopy has been 
replaced by a less time consuming method. First it is noted, that the 
line shape does not change much for different conditions. Therefore 
it is enough to determine the line shape once and further to measure 
only the maximum of the absorption signal. The line profile is deter
mined by choosing a modulation ~A much smaller than the line width 
( ~ 0.005 cm-1 ) and integrating the first derivative of the absorption 
signal (see Equation 3.26). Then the profile is integrated once more 
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to obtain the integrated absorption (as needed in Equation 3.15) and 
normalized to its maximum. The maximum or the amplitude of the ab
sorption signal can be easily determined by choosing a rough wavelength 
modulation (in the order of the line width). 

3.4 Auxiliary diagnostics 

3.4.1 Energy resolved positive ion mass spectrometry 

In order to study positive ion fluxes to the electrodes energy resolved 
mass spectrometry has been used. A scheme of the setup is given in Fig
ure 3.12 and details of the system are given by Snijkers [39, 114]. The 
ions are extracted through a 40 µm orifice in the grounded electrode 
into a differentially pumped chamber with a background pressure below 
10-6 Torr. A quadrupole mass spectrometer (Balzers, QMG311) in com
bination with a home built cylindrical mirror energy analyzer provide 
the mass and energy resolution. The ions are detected by a channel
tron. In order to have a constant resolution and transmission during 
an energy scan all measured ions pass the system with the same kinetic 
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energy. This is achieved by focusing the ions on the mass spectrometer 
by means of an ion lens, which accelerates or decelerates the ions to the 
desired energy. 

This setup allows us to collect energy spectra of various ions arriving at 
the grounded electrode with an energy resolution of 1 eV. Such spectra 
give insight into the sheath dynamics and the collisional processes in 
the sheath (see Chapter 6). The integrated energy spectrum is used to 
determine the total flux of a particular ion while the high energy part 
of the spectrum is used in the evaluation of the plasma. potential. The 
mass spectrometer is mounted on a separate, but mechanically equiva
lent plasma reactor to the one described in Chapter 2. 

3.4.2 Optical emission spectroscopy 

Optical emission spectroscopy is used to study laser particle interaction 
in CChF2 and SiH4 discharges (Chapter 9 and 10). Moreover, in many 
cases supplementary information about the plasma has been obtained 
from emission spectra. Unless specified otherwise, the spectra a.re col
lected using an Optical Multichannel Analyzer (OMA). The basic setup 
is shown in Figure 3.13. The plasma emission is focused with a quartz 
lens on a quartz fiber guiding it to a 25 cm Yobin-Ivon monochroma
tor supplied with a 150 grooves/mm grating. Finally the light signal 
is detected by a diode array with an image intensifier, which is part of 
the OMA III system (EG&G model 1461). A Model 1303 pulse inter
face and a Model 1304 pulse amplifier are used to gate the diode array, 
with a minimum gate width of 100 ns. Software has been developed 
for a flexible control of the 0 MA system. It can be programmed to 
trigger the plasma generator or the Nd:YAG laser and synchronize the 
measurements, allowing to collect spectra as a function of time. The 
transmission of the optical system and the sensitivity of the diode array 
have been determined using a tungsten ribbon la.mp and the corrections 
are implemented in the spectra. Since the gain of the OMA decreases 
rapidly in the near infrared region, only visible and near UV spectra 
(300-800 nm) are collected. 
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Figure 3.13: A scheme of the optical emission setup used in the study 
of laser particle interactions. After a start pulse of the PC, the Optical 
Multichannel Analyzer (OMA) triggers the Nd:YAG laser. The laser 
beam, focused by two lenses into a parallel beam, heats the dust particles 
in the discharge. The emitted radiation is fed to a monochromator using 
a lens-fiber system. The wavelength selected light is detected by the 
diode array of the OMA. 
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Chapter 4 

Negative ions 
in an 0 2 plasma 

4.1 Introduction 

Oxygen plasmas are widely used for industrial material processing, due 
to their ability to clean, oxidize, etch and ash samples without heat
ing them to high temperatures [115, 116, 117, 118, 119]. Applications 
include dry etching of photoresist, polymer and biological materials, 
formation of oxide films and ashing for pretreatment of specimens in 
chemical analysis. Furthermore, some oxygen discharges are efficient 
sources of ozone, atomic oxygen and a variety of excited species [120]. 

In this chapter a low pressure radio-frequency (rf) oxygen discharge 
is treated. The relative simplicity of oxygen in comparison to other 
etchants (such as CF 4 and SF 6 ) and the presence of a wide data base of 
reaction constants makes the 0 2 discharge a good modeling object. This 
leads to insight into important physical plasma processes and possibly to 
the extension of some of the conclusions to chemically more complicated 
systems. However, even in a relatively simple oxygen discharge a wide 
variety of species can be formed in the gas phase as well as at bound
ing surfaces, which makes the chemistry of this plasma still sufficiently 
complex to warrant detailed investigation. Only a combined experimen
tal and theoretical study can remove some of the uncertainties in the 
relative importance of various processes and how they influence the dis
charge behavior. · In such a study particular attention must be paid to 
the behavior of the charged species since they determine both physical 

51 
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and chemical features of the plasma, such as the rf power dissipation, 
the structure of the plasma sheath and the fluxes of reactive molecules 
reaching the surface. As 02 is an electronegative gas, negative ions ( o-, 
02 and 03) are expected to contribute significantly to the total charge 
balance in an oxygen plasma. 

In the past both experimental [121, 122] and theoretical studies [123, 124] 
were devoted mainly to oxygen plasmas at pressures above 500 mTorr. 
However, low pressure discharges for surface modification are now also 
attracting attention [125, 101, 126]. Here we present measurements of 
the absolute densities of charged particles in such a discharge. Previ
ous measurements were performed by Yasuda et al. [127] using probe 
and optogalvanic methods. In the present study a microwave resonance 
method is combined with laser induced photodetachment in order to ob
tain electron and total negative ion densities. Moreover, the 02 density 
is obtained by performing selective photodetachment of the 02 ion. A 
kinetic model is used to clarify the implications of the measurements. 
From both experiment and model it follows that o- is the dominant 
negative ion in a low pressure oxygen plasma. However, a significant 
fraction (about 10%) of 02 and 03 can be also present in the plasma, 
which agrees with the data of Suzuki et al. [128]. The dependences 
of the total ion density and the 02 density on various plasma parame
ters have been measured and elucidated in terms of elementary plasma 
processes. The experimental dependences help to estimate the rates of 
some (mainly heterogeneous) processes, which are either not reported 
or subject to discussion in literature. 

In Section 4.2 a detailed description of the kinetic model is given. The 
model aims at predicting the behavior of the negative ion density in an 
oxygen discharge. However, much attention is paid to neutral chemistry 
of oxygen, as the latter will be shown to have a significant influence on 
the charge densities. First, in Section 4.2.1 we present the basic struc
ture of the model and the elementary processes, which are taken into 
account. In Section 4.2.2 we describe a method to incorporate the non
local effects, like diffusion, in the local kinetic model. Furthermore, in 
Section 4.2.3 the balance equation for positive ions and the restrictions 
imposed by quasineutrality are discussed. Finally, in Section 4.3 the 
experimental results are shown and compared with the calculations. 
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4.2 Kinetic Model 

4.2.1 Reactions 

A one dimensional kinetic model of the discharge has been developed 
in order to explain the experimentally observed negative ion densities. 
The model facilitates comparisons of the importance of several elemen
tary processes involving negative ions, such as ion-ion recombination 
and associative detachment. Table 4.1 gives an overview of the reac
tions incorporated into the model. Since three body collisions are only 
important at pressures above 1 Torr, they have been neglected. Further
more, the low gas temperature in a low pressure rf discharge ( ~ 300 K) 
allows us to neglect reactions requiring highly energetic heavy particles. 
Therefore threshold processes like excitation (3)1, dissociation (1,2,5) 
and ionization are electron induced only. The negative ions are formed 
by dissociative attachment (6,7,13) or by charge transfer (12,16,18,20). 
They are destroyed by ion-ion neutralization (8,14,19), neutral detach
ment (10,15,17,21) and electron detachment (11). The neutrals are lost 
by diffusion to the wall (22,24) and by gas flow (25). 

The input parameters for the calculations are pressure, gas flow and the 
experimentally determined electron density. As the latter is proportional 
to the input power, a complete set of experimental variables (pressure, 
gas flow and power input) is introduced into the model. The following 
species are taken into account: ground state 0 2 (X3E;), the metastable 
02(a) (a1'1.9 , Eexc = 0.99 eV), ground state 0, 03, o-, 02 and 03". 
The reaction rates of 02( b) (b1 Et, Eexc = 1.6 e V) are expected to be not 
significantly higher than those of 02(a) [132, 136, 124], while its density 
does not exceed 20% of the 02( a) density. As the expected effect of 
02(b) on negative ion densities is of the order of the accuracy of the rate 
constants, this species has been neglected here. The same is expected 
for higher excited molecular states. Note however that if the attach
ment rates for the higher excited states (02(b), 0 2(c)) are extremely 
high and/ or if there is a strong vibrational excitation of these species, 
the higher excited molecules can be important for the negative ion pro
duction, in analogy to vibrationally excited H2 in H- sources [103]. For 
the same reason excited atomic oxygen states are not incorporated in 
the model. The listed rates in Table 4.1 are based on literature values. 

1The numbers in the text refer to the reactions given in Table 4.1 
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Reaction Rate constant [m3s-1 ] Reference 
or frequency [s-1] 

Neutrals: 
(1) 02 +e -+ 20+e 2.4 x 10-15 [123] 
(2) 02(a) +e ....... 20+e ki exp(0.99/T,.) estimate 
(3) 02 +e -+ 02(a) + e 6.1x10-16 (129] 
(4) 02(a) + e -+ 02 +e (3/2)k3 exp(0.99/T,.) detailed balance 
(5) 03 +e -+ 0+02 +e 5 x k1 [130] 

o-: 
(6) 02 +e -+ o-+o 3.5 x 10-17 [129] 
(7) 02(a) + e -+ o-+o 1.2 x 10-15 [129] 
(8) o-+ot ....... neutrals 10-13 [131] 
(9) o-+o ....... 02 +e 1.4 x 10-16 [132] 

(10) o- + 02(a) ....... 03 +e 10-16 [124], Sect. 4.3.2 
(11) o-+e --+ 0+2e 2.4 x 10-14 [133) 

o;: 
(12) o- + 02(a) ....... o+o; 3.3 x 10-17 [124], Sect. 4.3.2 
(13) Oa +e --+ o;+o 10-15 [124] 
(14) o;+ot ....... neutrals io-13 [131] 
(15) o;+o --+ 03 +e 1.5 x 10-16 [124] 
(16) o;+o --+ 02+0- 3.3 x 10-16 [124] 
(17) o;;- + 02(a) ....... 202 +e 2 x 10-15 r124l 

03: 
(18) o-+oa ....... 0+03 5.6 x 10-16 [124] 
(19) o3+ot --+ neutrals 10-13 [131] 
(20) 03+0 ...... 0;+02 3.2 x 10-16 [124] 
(21) o:;-+o --+ 202 +e 3 x 10-15 [124] 

Wall processes: II= D/A2 Sect. 4.2.2 
(22) 0 + Owall 02 

eff -2 -1 [123, 134] --+ D = 2.05 10 p , "'I = 0.5 
(23) 0 + Owall -+ 02(a) 1122 x 3/(10 + .r2) Sect. 4.3.2 
(24) 02(a) -+ 02 ")'=0 [135], Sect. 4.3.2 

Flow loss: 
(25) for 0, 02(a), 03 0.01 x :F/p 

Table 4.1: Overview of the reactions in the kinetic model, with the rate 
constants for Te 3 e V, T9 = 300 K. D denotes the diffusion coefficient 
[m2s-1 ], AeJJ the effective gradient length (see Section 4.2.2) and 'Y the 
sticking probability. The pressure pis in Torr and the 'flow Fin seem. 
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The rates of electron induced processes are complicated functions of the 
electron temperature (Te)· For clarity, only their numerical values at Te 
= 3 eV are listed in Table 4.1, however the full temperature dependence 
is used in the model. The diffusion loss frequency of neutrals (22,24) 
is estimated using an effective gradient length Aeff (see Section 4.2.2), 
in which geometrical factors as well as the sticking coefficient 'Y are in
cluded. The flow loss frequency for neutrals (25) is given by 

760 x 10-5;: 
(4.1) V25=-----

60VplP 

where the fl.ow :F is in seem, the pressure p is in Torr and the plasma 
volume Vpt = 1.2 x 10-3 m3 for the 5 cm high cavity. 
Some of the rate constants (10,12) used in the calculations are modified 
based on experimental results and estimates are made for sticking coef
ficients of various species. This is treated in detail in Section 4.3.2. 

The stationary state balance equations, containing all processes from 
Table 4.1 are solved analytically using the elimination method. Below 
the equation for o- is given as an example. 

k5ne[02] + k1ne[02(a)] + k15[0][02] 

ks[O-][Otl - k9[o-][O] - (k10 + k12)[0-)[02(a)] 

ku[O-]ne - k10[0-][03] 0 (4.2) 

The balance equation for 02 is replaced by the particle balance: [02] + 
[02(a)] + [OJ+ [03] equals the total neutral density known from the 
pressure. 

An important issue in all models is the electron energy distribution 
function (EEDF). As there is no direct experimental data on both the 
average electron energy and the shape of the distribution function in 
our discharge, we assume initially a Maxwellian distribution for the bulk 
electrons, with a temperature Te 3 eV. Similar values in rf discharges 
have been found by several investigators [137, 138, 139]. It will be shown 
in Section 4.3.3 that the negative ion density does not strongly depend 
on the electron temperature. 
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4.2.2 Wall losses 

Heterogeneous processes ca.n have a significant influence on the discharge 
chemistry and therefore they have to be treated in kinetic models. In 
zero-dimensional models this is a problem since all processes are assumed 
to be homogeneous. It is then necessary to introduce a homogeneous pro
duction or loss frequency to account for heterogeneous processes. 

For diffusion problems having the general form: 

Production - Destruction+ DV2n(x) 
on(x) 
lit' (4.3) 

an effective diffusion frequency can be estimated by D / A!tJ, if the ef
fective gradient length Aeff is found. The value of this gradient length 
depends on the geometry of the reactor, the form of the production 
and destruction terms and the boundary conditions (e.g. sticking co
efficients). Chantry [140] calculated Aeff for partially absorbing walls 
in several geometries by solving the time dependent diffusion equation 
without production and destruction terms. This solution is also valid if 
these terms are space independent and linear fo the density n( x) (e.g. 
electron impact ionization in the balance equation for electrons). How
ever, here we need an effective gradient length to describe the losses of 
atomic oxygen at the wall in the stationary state (on/ ot = 0). In our 
case the production is constant (not proportional to n(x)) in the plasma 
glow and equal to zero in the sheath. BuTh: destruction of atomic oxygen 
can also be neglected. Therefore the balance can be written 

P+ DV2n(x) = 0 (4.4) 

with the production term for oxygen given by P = 2ne (k1[02] .+ 
k2[02(a)]) in our model. As the height of the plasma (H) is much 
smaller than its radius, we can neglect radial diffusion. The production 
takes place only in the plasma glow (thickness H9 ) and the solution and 
its derivative are continuous at the edge of the glow. For a partially 
absorbing wall, with a sticking coefficient 7, the boundary condition at 
the wall is found by considering the particle influx and outflux for a 
small volume close to the wall. The number of particles per unit area 
and time (+x) moving in the direction xis given by 

1 1 dn + = -nv- -Av-
x 4 6 dx 

(4.5) 
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where the mean free path ..\ is related to the thermal velocity v by 
..\ = 3D / v. The number of particles moving in the opposite direction 
(~-x) is 

(4.6) 

In a stationary state the net flux of particles from the plasma to the 
volume close to the wall (~x - ~-x) has to equal the net flux towards 
the wall ( /~x)· This yields the boundary condition 

dnl 1 
dx wall= ±~nw 

where nw is the density at the wall and 

€ = 2..\(2 - 1'). 
31 

From the above, the densities in the glow and the sheaths are 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

glow: n(x)=iv(I?(2€+H-!?)-x2
) lxl~~9 (4.9) 

sheath: n(x) = ~1b9 (€+1t ±x) ~9 ~ lxl ~ ~ (4.10) 

and the average density in the plasma glow is 

P H9 ( 2 ) D4 2€+H-3Hg 
p 2 
DAeff· 

Neglecting the sheath ( H 9 = H) leads to 

A2 - H2 €H 
eff - 12 + 2 

(4.11) 

( 4.12) 

( 4.13) 

where the :first term represents the usual gradient length obtained as
suming that the density at the wall equals zero. This assumption is valid 
for strongly absorbing walls and high pressures. The second term be
comes important when..\~ 1H,.which occurs for low pressures and/or 
low sticking coefficients. 

The same formalism can be used to estimate the effective gradient length 
for positive ions in the electronegative plasma. Their production is also 
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homogeneous in the plasma glow, as the electron density profile is flat 
(see Chapter 5). Assuming that the positive ion density drops to zero 
near the edge of the sheath results in an approximate gradient length of 
Hg/JI2. 

It is clear that the heterogeneous processes result in density gradients in 
the plasma. The error due to introducing space independent (average) 
densities into the rate equations can be estimated from the predicted 
density profiles. The production/ destruction terms averaged over the 
plasma volume are given by k(n1n2}, whereas the homogeneous model 
uses k(n1 ){n2}. As all profiles are expected to be either flat or parabolic, 
it can be easily shown that this error is less than 203. 

4.2.3 Positive ions 

In our model the positive ion density is obtained from the charge neu
trality condition and not from the positive ion balance equation. The 
dominant positive ion in this low pressure 02 rf plasma is ot' as found 
from mass spectrometry measurements (see Section 3.4.1). For the whole 
range of conditions dealt with in this study, o+ makes up less than 103 
of the escaping ion flux. The positive ion density n+ is determined by 
the ionization rate (kion) and by the wall loss a.nd recombination rate 
krec = 10-13 m3s-1 with negative ions n_: 

kionne([02] + [02(a)]exp(0.99/Te)) =~an++ krecn+n-
eft' 

(4.14) 

This balance contains the ionization of 02 a.nd 02( a). The latter has 
been corrected for the excitation energy, as in the case of dissociation 
(1,2), but it remains a minor contribution. The dominant loss process 
is ambipolar diffusion to the wall. The ambipolar diffusion coefficient 
Da in the presence of negative ions is related to the ordinary thermal 
diffusion coefficient (Dth) by [40): 

( 4.15) 

where Ti is the ion temperature. Assuming Te/Ti ~ 1 this reduces to 
Da ~ (2 + ne/n-)Dth· The value of Dth is 6 X 10-3 /p m2s-1

, where pis 
in Torr [123]. The gradient length for ions is taken as Aetr = H9 /JI2, 
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where H9 is the experimentally determined glow thickness. 

The charge neutrality condition together with the positive ion balance 
determine the electron temperature in the plasma. In Equation 4.14 
only the ionization rate is strongly temperature dependent so substi
tuting known electron and ion densities into Equation 4.14 gives the 
ionization rate and consequently the effective ionization temperature of 
the electrons (see Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4). As mentioned before, this 
assumes a Maxwellian electron velocity distribution. In Section 5.3 the 
place dependent ionization rate will be calculated (see Figure 5.8). 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Electron Density 

The measured electron density as a function of power and pressure is 
shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The electron density increases almost 
linearly with the input power, which is not corrected for the power losses 
in the matching network. These losses may account for up to 203 of 
the nominal power level (see Chapter 2). The electron density increases 
with increasing pressure up to about 50 mTorr with a broad maximum 
around 60 mTorr and a slight decrease at higher pressures. There is no 
measurable gas flow dependence of the electron density. The electron 
density data, fitted by an empirical expression, are used as an input 
parameter for the calculations. The dependences of the total negative 
ion density and the 02 density on the gas flow, the pressure, and the rf 
power are discussed in the following three sections. 

4.3.2 Gas flow dependence 

The flow dependence of the negative ion densities is compared to the 
model in Figure 4.3 for a pressure of 25 mTorr and in Figure 4.4 for 
100 mTorr. There is good agreement between the model and the mea
surements at 25 mTorr except at the very lowest flow. The agreement is 
somewhat less satisfactory at 100 mTorr, with the discrepancy occurring 
again at low flow. Possible causes of this are discussed below. 

Varying the residence time of the neutral species in the discharge volume 
is very important in studying the plasma since it allows us to separately 
investigate purely chemical effects such as a changing gas composition 
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Figure 4.1: Electron density as a function of the rf input power. The 
pressure is 30 mTorr and the gas flow is 30 seem. 

and wall influences. Since the residence time (determined by flow and 
pressure) is relatively long in comparison to lifetimes of charged parti
cles, only reasonably stable neutral species can contribute to the flow 
dependence of the negative ion density shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. 
As the ion density increases with increasing fl.ow, these neutral particles 
are most likely detaching species, such as 0 or 02(a) (reactions 9,10), 
which are :flushed out of the discharge region at high gas flow values. 
As a result, the detachment frequency will decrease with increasing flow 
causing the ion density to rise. However, for these detaching particles 
destruction at the wall is potentially a more important loss process than 
the flow (see Table 4.1 ), unless their sticking coefficients are very low 
( 1 < 10-3 ). As the sticking coefficients a:r:e poorly known and heavily 
dependent on wall material and its pretreatment, we will use the ex
perimental flow dependence of the ion density to estimate them for our 
plasma conditions. 

The sticking coefficient 1 for atomic oxygen is strongly dependent on 
the wall material. Booth et al. [134) reported a very high value 1,...., 0.5 
on stainless steel, while 7 on dielectrics is found to be 10-5 -10-3 [14:L). 
For our conditions (aluminum walls) it can be expected that the reaction 
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Figure 4.2: Electron density a8 a function of pressure. Input power 
is 10 W, flow is 30 seem. The solid curve indicates the parametric lit 
which has been used as input for the calculations. 

probability is closer to the one given by Booth. Consequently, the 0 den
sity is not expected to be strongly flow dependent. In addition, we have 
measured the optical emission intensity of the 3p5 P - 3s5 s0 0 transition 
at 777 nm as a function of flow. For the upper state, direct electronic 
excitation from the ground state is the dominant population mechanism. 
As the electron temperature is not expected to change significantly with 
flow, this intensity is thus a reasonable measure for the ground state 0 
density. As the observed line emission stays almost constant we con
clude that the 0 density is hardly flow dependent, and consequently it 
cannot be responsible for the observed dramatic changes in the negative 
ion densities. Furthermore, the production of 0 by electron impact dis
sociation (1,2) is a very fast process. Therefore a very high dissociation 
degree (,...., 50%) would be reached if atomic oxygen were destroyed only 
by flow. This in turn would lead to a very low negative ion density, due 
to reactions (9,15,21), in contradiction with the measurements. 

The 0 2 ( a) molecule is another potentially efficient detaching particle, 
but since it also produces negative ions (7), its net detaching effect is 
not as strong as that of 0. In contrast to 0, its sticking coefficient on 
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Figure 4.3: Measured and calculated negative ion densities as a func
tion of the gas flow. The pressure is 25 mTorr and the input power is 
10 W. The dots and solid curve indicate the measured and calculated 
total negative ion density. The calculated o- density is denoted by the 
dashed line. The 02 density, denoted by triangles and dotted curve, 
and the 03 density (dash-dotted curve) are shown 5 times enlarged. 
Reaction (23) is not incorporated into the calculations. 

aluminum surfaces is very low ( < 10-3 [135]). Moreover, wall produc
tion of this low energy molecular state, e.g. by reaction (23), cannot be 
excluded. In fa.ct, similar processes have been studied in a H2 discharge, 
where the reactor wall can be an effective source of the vibrationally 
excited H2(v) [142]. We have initially assumed that 02(a) is neither lost 
nor produced at the wall. Based on these assumptions the densities of 
neutral particles (0, 02(a) and 03) are calculated (see Figures 4.5 and 
4.6). These densities and the density ratio of 0 and 02(a) agree very 
well with those measured by Tachibana [125] under similar conditions. 

The model yields a flow dependence of the total negative ion density 
which is similar to the observed one at flows above 20 seem. However, 
the absolute values of n_ are about 2.5 times lower than the measured 
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Figure 4.4: Measured and calculated ion density as a function of the 
gas fl.ow. The pressure is 100 mTorr and the input power is 10 W. The 
symbols are identical with those in Figure 4.3. In this case the 02 and 
03 densities are shown enlarged by a factor 2.5. Reaction (23) is not 
incorporated into the calculations. 

ones if the rates for recombination (8,14,19) and detachment by 0 2(a), 
given by Kossyi et al. [124] are used. Since the ion densities, measured 
in comparable conditions using probe and optogalvanic methods [127] 
agree with our data, the discrepancy between the measurements and the 
model is likely due to uncertain rate constants. Agreement can be ob
tained by either increasing the production rate for negative ions (6,7) or 
scaling down their losses in the model. The production rate by dissocia
tive attachment has been measured by a number of investigators and its 
value is fairly accurately established. The rates of ion-ion recombination 
and neutral detachment are much more uncertain. The fits shown in Fig
ures 4.3 and 4.4 have been obtained using the recombination rate given 
by Smirnov [131]. The detachment rates (10,12), given by Kossyi et al. 
are 3x10-16 and 10-16 m3s-1 , respectively. However, Khvorostovskaya 
et al. [136] give a lower value for reaction (10) at 400 K. Moreover they 
have shown, that the detachment rate (10) depends strongly on the gas 
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Figure 4.5: Calculated densities of 02(a) (dashed curve), 0 (solid 
curve), and 0 3 (dotted curve) as a function of gas flow. The pressure 
is 25 mTorr and the power 10 W. The 0 and 0 3 densities are shown 
enlarged 100 times. 

temperature (T9 ) and the ion energy (Ei) as Ti±o·4Ei2
•
6±o.4 for T9 ;:::: 

400 K. A similar effect can be expected for reaction rate (12). A good 
agreement between the experiment and the simulation is obtained if we 
use 10-16 m3s-1 for reaction (10) and 3.3x10-17 m3s-1 for reaction (12). 

It can be seen from Figures 4.3 and 4.4 that there is a reasonable agree
ment between the calculated and the experimental densities of the total 
negative ion density n_ and 02. However, at low gas :Hows the calcu
lated values are systematically higher that the measured ones. This dis
crepancy is especially large at higher pressµres (Figure 4.4). The rapid 
decrease of the experimental ion density at low :Hows indicates an extra 
loss process, not present in the model. Again 1t is plausible to assume 
that this is a detachment process, involving a relatively stable neutral 
particle, with a stronger density dependence on flow than that of the 
calculated 0 2 ( a) density. It is unlikely that one of the metastable parti
cles, neglected in the calculations, is responsible for this effect, as, apart 
from their low densities, any other metastables are expected to have flow 
dependences similar to those calculated for 0 2(a) or 0. A more likely 
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Figure 4.6: Calculated densities of 0 2(a) (dashed curve), 0 (solid 
curve), and 0 3 (dotted curve) as a function of gas flow. The pressure 
is 100 m Torr and the power 10 W. The 0 and 0 3 densities are shown 
enlarged 10 times. 

explanation involves an enhancement of 02(a) or 0 detachment under 
influence of some global plasma parameter. Such a parameter is the 
wall or gas temperature. Except for the rates discussed above, heating 
of the gas and the electrodes at these low flows and higher pressures [77] 
also changes the surface chemistry, which is expected to be extremely 
temperature dependent. A possible process is the wall recombination 
of a~omic oxygen, yielding 02 (a) instead of 02. A similar process has 
been described by Sharpless et al. [143]. As this process is expected to 
be more efficient at higher temperatures, the heated wall can form an 
extra source of detaching species (02(a)). Based on our data we cannot 
decide whether the depletion of negative ions is due to a change of the 
rate constant or the 02(a) density, as both processes have the same in
fluence on the ion density. We have included this effect in the model by 
introducing a flow dependent fraction of 0, which is converted to 02(a) 
at the wall (23). The fitting to the experimental data points shown in 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 is obtained when a fraction 3/(10+.F2} (30 to 0.03% 
for the flows between 0 and 100 seem) of the 0 density lost to the wall 
returns as 0 2(a). This production term has a significant contribution 
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Figure 4. 7: Measured and calculated negative ion densities as a func
tion of the gas fl.ow at 25 mTorr. Reaction (23) has been taken into 
account in the calculations. The conditions are the same as in Fig
ure 4.3. 

only for low flows (::; 20 seem). At the moment we are not able to decide 
on the exact nature of the enhanced detachment at low flows. Here we 
merely want to show that changes in surface chemistry can lead to the 
observed ion density variations. 

The measured flow dependence of 02 is very similar to that of o- (Fig
ures 4.3 and 4.4). Such a dependence can be obtained if 02 is produced 
by charge exchange between 02( a) and o- and destroyed by detachment 
with 0 2(a) (17). However, for pressures below 20 mTorr the radical den
sity is lower and ion-ion recombination (14) becomes dominant. In this 
case the 02 density will be proportional to the 0 2( a) rather than the 
o- density, resulting in a decrease of the 02 density with flow for these 
pressures. A slight influence of recombination can be seen in the cal
culated data at 25 mTorr in Figure 4.7, where the 02 density starts 
to decrease at high gas flows. As this feature is not present in the ex
perimental data, we conclude that the model slightly overestimates the 
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Figure 4.8: Measured and calculated negative ion densities as a func
tion of the gas flow at 100 mTorr. Reaction (23) has been taken into 
account in the calculations. The conditions are the same as in Figure 4.4. 

recombination (14) with respect to detachment for 02 (15,17). 

4.3.3 Pressure dependence 

The pressure dependences of the negative ion densities are shown in Fig
ures 4.9 and 4.10. The experimental points are the average densities in 
the plasma·glow. The ratio of the total negative ion to electron density is 
about 5 to 10 and decreases with pressure. The dominant negative ion is 
o-, whereas the molecular ions form about 10-20% of the total density. 
The model in which the previously estimated sticking coefficients and 
reaction constants are incorporated describes the pressure dependences 
of the ion densities very well. 

The competition between ion-ion recombination (8) and neutral detach
ment (9,10) explains the observed ion densities, while electronic detach
ment (11) is of very little importance. At low pressures the o- balance 
is governed by dissociative attachment to 0 2 (6) and ion-ion recombi-
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Figure 4.9: The measured and cal.culated total negative ion density 
(dots and solid curve) and the 02 density (triangles and dotted curve) 
as a function of pressure. The gas flow is 30 seem and the input power 
is 10 W. The shown experimental. densities are the averaged val.ues over 
the plasma glow. The 02 density is 5 times enlarged. The cal.culations 
have been performed for Te = 3 e V. 

nation (8), which causes its density to increase as the square root of 
pressure. The densities of the detaching species (0 and 02(a)) increase 
with pressure (see Figure 4.11). Therefore neutral detachment (9,10) 
becomes dominant at pressures above 30 mTorr, resulting in a decrease 
of the negative ion density. As the detaching species are produced from 
0 2 (1,3), and lost by diffusion to the wall (22) and/or by flow, their den
sity increases quadratically with pressure, resulting in a p-1 dependence 
of the negative ion density. However, at pressures above 100 mTorr 
0 2(a) is lost by bulk processes (2,4,7,10,12), so its density becomes lin
ear with pressure. Consequently, the decrease of the negative ion density 
at higher pressures is less pronounced. 
The behavior of 02 and 03 can be explained in a similar way as has 
been done for o-. Since the molecular ions are formed mainly by charge 
exchange between o- and 02(a) or 03 (12,18) and destroyed again by 
recombination and detachment, their dependences on pressure are sim
ilar. The maxima can be shifted towards higher pressures, as can be 
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Figure 4.10: The calculated ion densities as a function of pressure at Te 
= 3 eV. The gas flow is 30 seem and the input power is 10 W. The sum 
of the displayed ion densities is the total ion density shown in Figure 4.9. 

expected considering the pressure dependences of 0 2(a) and 0 3 (Fig
ure 4.11). Note that the 0 3 density is coupled to the 0 2(a) density by 
associative detachment (10). 

The pressure dependence of the negative ion density has been calcu
lated for several electron temperatures and the effect of varying Te is 
shown in Figure 4.12. It can be seen that the negative ion density is 
only weakly Te dependent. At low pressures, where the Te independent 
recombination (8) is the major loss process, the ion density depends on 
Te as the square root of the attachment constant. The latter is hardly 
Te dependent at temperatures close to the attachment threshold ( 4.5 
eV), but decreases for temperatures below 2.5 eV. At high pressures the 
attachment is balanced by the neutral detachment. Since the produc
tion rates of detaching species and dissociative attachment have similar 
temperature dependences, these temperature effects cancel and the ion 
density becomes Te independent. 

In order to satisfy the charge neutrality condition, the positive ion den
sity has to match the (temperature independent) negative charge den-
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Figure 4.11: The calculated neutral densities as a function of pressure 
at Te = 3 e V. The gas flow is 30 seem and the input power is 10 W. The 
dashed curve represents 02( a), the solid curve 0, and the dotted curve 
0 3. The densities of 0 and 03 are shown multiplied by a factor 10 and 
100 respectively. 

sity, from which the ionization rate can be deduced, as explained in 
Section 4.2. This effective ionization rate as a function of pressure is 
shown in Figure 4.13. Its decrease with increasing pressure should be 
interpreted as an electron temperature decrease, a common feature of 
low pressure discharges [137, 34]. If this ionization rate is compared 
with the literature value [144], an effective 'ionization' temperature as 
a function of pressure can be found (Figure 4.13). The values are very 
close to the expected bulk electron temperatures, which suggests that at 
least for pressures higher than 20 mTorr the electron energy distribution 
function does not deviate significantly from a Maxwellian. When this 
pressure dependence of the ionization temperature is used to recalculate 
the negative ion densities, the resulting curve does not differ appreciably 
from the one calculated using a constant Te = 3 eV (see Figure 4.12). A 
more strict approach should also account for the non-Maxwellian effects 
in the EEDF and their pressure dependences. For example, the rise in 
the ionization rate at pressures below 20 mTorr can be caused by an 
increase of the number of electrons in the high energy tail [40, 34]. In 
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Figure 4.12: The calculated total negative ion density as a function 
of pressure for several electron temperatures. The gas fl.ow is 30 seem 
and the input power is 10 W. The measured data points are added as 
reference. 

this case the bulk temperature, which determines the negative ion den
sity, need not vary so much. Concluding, to first order it is justified to 
use a constant Te in calculations of the negative ion density, though the 
ionization temperature shown in Figure 4.13 is probably closer to the 
actual electron temperature. 

4.3.4 Power dependence 

The total negative ion density as a function of the rf input power is 
shown in Figure 4.14. Based on the kinetic model and measurements 
in other gases (Chapter 6) it is expected that the negative ion density 
increases with increasing electron density. However, in this case it stays 
constant in the whole power range, even though the electron density 
increases by more than a factor of 10 (Figure 4.1). At higher rf powers 
the gas and the electrodes can be significantly heated. This can increase 
the detachment by 0 2(a), according to the mechanism, described in Sec
tion 4.3.2. The influence of the discharge power on surface chemistry 
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Figure 4.13: The ionization rate constant, calculated using Equa
tion 4.14, as a function of pressure (solid curve) and the corresponding 
'ionization' temperature of the electrons (dashed curve). 

has also been reported by Wickramanyaka et al. [141]. We note that 
in our experim~ntal arrangement only the powered electrode is water 
cooled and thermal contact between the rest of the microwave cavity, 
the water cooled electrode and the outer vacuum chamber is poor. A 
relatively high cavity temperature (60 to 70 °C) was noted when the 
vacuum system was vented immediately after plasma operation. The 
temperature increase is expected to cause a significant enhancement of 
the detaching species density and/or their reactivity at high rf powers, 
so neglecting these effects in the model leads to an overestimation of the 
calculated negative ion density. The behavior of the measured negative 
ion density as a function of power gives an independent indication that 
temperature is extremely important for the negative ion density. 

If the measured (constant) ion density is introduced into Equation 4.14 
it can be seen that the effective ionization constant and consequently 
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Figure 4.14: The total ion density as a function of input power (dots), 
for 30 seem gas flow at 30 mTorr. The solid curve represents the calcu
lated density and the dashed curve represents the 'ionization' tempera
ture of the electrons, based on the measured ion density. 

the 'ionization' temperature has to decrease with increasing rf power. A 
similar effect has been reported by other authors in this kind of plasmas 
[137, 34]. 

4.4 Conclusions 

The electron and negative ion densities in a low pressure (5- 200 mTorr) 
oxygen rf discharge have been measured. The electron density at low rf 
power input is about 1015 m-3 and the negative ion density about 5 to 
10 times higher. The dominant negative ion is o-. The ratio of negative 
ion to electron density decreases with pressure and rf input power~ 
The behavior of the negative ion density in this discharge can be ex
plained in terms of plasma and surface reactions. The dominant nega-
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tive ion, o-, is produced by dissociative attachment of 0 2 and destroyed 
by ion-ion recombination at low (s 30 mTorr) pressures and by neutral 
detachment at higher pressures. The competition between these destruc
tion processes results in a maximum density at about 30 mTorr. 
Since negative ion production is only weakly dependent on the electron 
temperature, the densities can be modeled using a constant temperature 
for the range of plasma conditions investigated. However, the negative 
charge density must always balance the positive ion density, which is 
extremely electron temperature dependent through the ionization rate. 
The ionization rate, determined from the total negative charge density, is 
used to calculate the electron ionization temperature and its dependence 
on plasma conditions. This yields a temperature between 2 and 4 e V, 
decreasing with pressure and rf power. These values and trends agree 
well with those expected for the bulk electron temperature. 
It has been shown that neutral gas chemistry has a strong influence 
on the negative ion density and that experimental dependences upon 
plasma parameters in combination with modeling help to decide on the 
relative importance of various processes. The surface chemistry appears 
to be strongly related to the wall conditions; further study of wall pro
cesses and their dependences upon the condition of the wall material 
is needed for a complete description of the discharge chemistry. The 
present work suggests that the gas and wall temperatures and the wall 
conditions are important and control of these parameters in experiments 
appears to be essential if the remaining uncertainties are to be resolved. 
On a more positive note, the results also suggest that the discharge 
chemistry, and in particular the negative ion density, can he directly 
influenced simply by controlling these parameters. 



Chapter 5 

Charged species profiles 
in electronegative 
radio-frequency plasmas 

5 .1 Introduction 

The influence of negative ions on the discharge structure and the sheaths 
has attracted renewed interest recently [145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150], 
since many of the gases used in technological applications such as plasma 
etching readily form stable negative ions. The presence of negative ions 
in rf plasmas used in applications can be expected to affect both struc
ture and maintenance of the discharge. Negative ions have also been 
linked to powder formation in chemically active plasmas, a factor which 
further accentuates their importance (see Chapter 10, [151, 44].) In 
Chapter 4 the negative ion kinetics in an oxygen discharge has been 
discussed using a zero dimensional model. It has been shown that the 
spatial distribution of the charged species has only a minor contribution 
(~ 20%) to their space averaged density, so it need not be taken into 
account in modeling of the plasma chemistry. Nevertheless, when the 
discharge structure is studied, the spatial distributions of charged par
ticles and the influence of negative ions must be considered. 

In this chapter spatially resolved measurements of the negative ion den
sities are presented and compared to theory. Most measurements have 
been performed in oxygen plasmas at similar conditions to those in 
Chapter 4 (rf power of 10 Wand pressures between 5 and 150 mTorr). 
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Under these conditions the dissociation degree in the discharge is low and 
the plasma composition is simple, with 02 the dominant neutral species, 
o- the dominant negative ion and ot the dominant positive ion. How
ever, the generation and loss mechanisms for the charged species are 
strongly affected by the pressure and this in turn affects the density 
profiles. At the lowest pressures, the ion density profiles are parabolic. 
As the pressure is increased, more complex, asymmetric profiles are ob
served and it is shown that this asymmetry is mainly due to spatially 
nonuniform positive ion production. The results obtained in oxygen 
are compared to measurements in CChF 2 and a mixture of argon and 
CC12F2. In the latter discharges the negative ion density is much higher 
(see Chapter 6) and the plasma chemistry much more complex (see 
Chapter 7). Nevertheless, it will be shown that also in this case the 
theory describes the density profiles accurately. 

In the following section we briefly summarize the discharge kinetics 
(Section 5.2.1) and discuss the charged particle balance (Section 5.2.2). 
The frequencies of various loss processes for the charged particles ( elec
trons, negative and positive ions) are discussed and compared. The 
spatial distributions of positive ions are described using a simple diffu
sion model. Under some simplifying assumptions the parabolic density 
profiles are derived (Section 5.2.3). Furthermore, the density profile in 
case of nonuniform ionization is calculated. The measurements in oxy
gen and Ar/CCl2F2 and their comparison to the theory are presented 
in Section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. In Section 5.3.3 we proceed with a more 
detailed study of the glow-sheath transition. In this region the simple 
model is not valid anymore and the measurements are compared to a 
particle-in-cell model. 

5.2 Theory 

5.2.1 Discharge kinetics 

Before we start with a description of the density profile, we shall briefly 
summarize the results of Chapter 4, which are used in this chapter. In 
the pressure range under consideration, the main negative ion formation 
mechanism is dissociative attachment (02 + e o- + 0) with a rate 
constant katt 3.5 X 10-17 m3s-1 at an electron temperature Te = 3 eV 
(see Table 4.1 ). Selective detection of the o;- ion combined with the re-
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sults of the kinetic model shows tha.t o- makes up a.bout 80% of the total 
negative ion density. The destruction mechanisms for the negative ions 
a.re pressure dependent. At low pressure mutual neutralization is domi
nant (o-+ot--+ 0+02 or 30, krec = 10-13 m3s-1 ). As the pressure 
is increased detachment in collisions with a.toms a.nd 0 2 meta.stables 
increases in importance. For our conditions detachment by collisions 
with meta.stables dominates negative ion loss since the density of atomic 
oxygen is kept low by efficient recombination a.t the walls. In contrast, 
meta.stables do not suffer significant wall loss a.nd consequently ha.ve a. 
uniform profile. Although electronic detachment ( o- + e --+ 0 + 2e) 
has a. large cross section, it is not a.n important negative ion loss pro
cess because the electron density is much lower tha.n the densities of the 
other detaching species. 

Positive ions a.re created in electron impact ionization ( 0 2 + e --+ 

Ot + 2e ). The molecular ion ot is the dominant species a.nd this is 
due to the low dissociation degree of the plasma. under our conditions. 
The atomic ion density is estimated to be lower tha.n 10% of the total for 
our range of conditions. Diffusion of the positive ions to the wall where 
they recombine is the most important loss mechanism for positive ions. 
Mutual neutralization with negative ions ha.s a. large ra.te coefficient, but 
this process is always less important a.t low pressures, in a. low density 
oxygen plasma.. In contrast, wall loss is more important tha.n mutual 
neutralization only for the lowest pressures ("' 2.5 mTorr) in CChF2 • In 
Section 5.2.3 the ion loss frequencies due to a.tta.chment a.nd transport 
will be compared for oxygen plasmas. 

5.2.2 Basic equations 

The study of the discharge kinetics leads to the conclusion tha.t the oxy
gen plasma. ca.n be effectively modeled by considering only three charged 
species: electrons, o- a.nd ot. Even though the densities of 02 a.nd 
03 a.re compa.ra.ble to the electron density, they a.re of secondary im
portance for the total negative ion density which we a.re considering. 
Electrons of course cannot be ignored since they a.re responsible for ion 
generation. In the simplest model of the discharge we therefore consider 
the continuity equations for three charged species: 
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V · f e = (kion - kt£tt)ne[02], [02(a)] + kdetn-[02(a)] (5.1) 

v . r + kion[02]ne - krecn+n- (5.2) 

v. r _ katt[02]ne - krecn+n- kdetn-[02(a)] (5.3) 

where the subscripts on the flux r and the density n refer to electrons, 
o:t and o-' kion, katti krec and kdet are the rate coefficients for ion
ization, attachment, recombination (mutual neutralization) and detach
ment. The fluxes are given by 

(5.4) 

with i = e, + and , Di the diffusion coefficients, µi the mobilities, E 
the electric field and -qe = q+ = -q_ L 
Charge neutrality and current balance: 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

complete the system of equations for the three component plasma. It 
should be noted that the response of the ions to the rf modulation of 
the electric field is negligible· and the rf modulation of the electron den
sity is only significant in the sheath regions. The electric fields E and 
the electron density ne can thus be replaced by time averages in the 
above equations when only the plasma bulk is under consideration. In 
the same way we may consider ion production using time averaged rates 
and ignore any time dependence in the model. 

Models of the electronegative plasma similar to the present one have 
recently been investigated by Franklin et al. [152, 153] in connection 
with positive columns, and for an rf plasma relevant to the present 
case, by Lichtenberg et al. (40]. The ambipolar diffusion coefficients in 
electronegative plasmas have been given by Thompson [154] and more 
recently reconsidered by Rogoff [155] and Lichtenberg et al. [40]. In the 
case relevant to our measurements the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for 
the positive ions (Da) can be obtained by eliminating the electric field 
from the flux equations (Equation 5.4) and assuming Boltzmann equi
librium for both negative species [40, 155]. Using the Einstein relations 
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with µ_/µe, µ+/µe <C 1, the desired expression (Equation 4.15) can be 
obtained. Three points are to be noted: 

• Both the ionization degree and the dissociation degree are low 
in our low power plasma (typically < 10-4 and < 10-2 respec
tively) so the mobilities and the diffusion coefficients in the flux 
Equations 5.4 can be approximated by the relevant experimentally 
determined quantities in 0 2 gas. 

• The assumption of Boltzmann equilibrium for both negatively char
ged species is formally incorrect. It is nevertheless a good approxi
mation and is justified a posteriori by consideration of the relevant 
lifetimes and collision frequencies and by checking against simula
tions. 

• The presence of negative ions considerably alters the usual am
bipolar diffusion of charged species. Indeed, when the negative ion 
density is high the electron temperature no longer appears in the 
positive ion diffusion coefficient (Da ~ 2Dth)· The application of 
the term 'ambipolar diffusion' to electronegative plasmas where the 
ion fluxes are determined primarily by volume reactions and not 
by the equality of wall fluxes has been criticized recently [152, 153]. 
However, it is clear that the motion of the charged species is still 
affected by the self-consistent :field which arises from the necessity 
of total current balance. 

5.2.3 Density profiles 

Now we shall consider the positive ion density profile for large values of 
a n_/ne, which is the condition relevant to the measurements at low 
pressure (compare Figure 4.2 and 4.9), with Da = 2Dth and the usual 
temperature ordering for the weakly ionized, low pressure plasma: 

(5.7) 

At the lowest pressures we may assume that the positive ion profile is 
determined by ionization and wall loss, while recombination is negligible. 
Furthermore, the Boltzmann relations for the negatively charged species: 

(5.8) 
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imply 

n_(x) = n':'.. exp(q_V(x)/k,,T_) 

~ - \7n_ 
vne - -

Q/ 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

where 1 = Te/T_. Therefore, the electron density gradient in the glow 
can be neglected, which gives a uniform electron density in the plasma 
and, at low enough pressure, a uniform ionization rate. We note that the 
electron density profile remains flat even when the electron temperature 
varies in the discharge gap as long as Te ::;)> T +, T _. The simplest form 
of the positive ion continuity equation is now: 

(5.11) 

with ne0 the average electron density in the glow. Equation 5.11 can be 
integrated to give the parabolic density profile: 

(5.12) 

where 21 H 9 is the width of the glow region. 
The simple parabolic ion density profile has been recently derived by 
Lichtenberg et al. [40] and observed in numerical simulations of elec
tronegative rf plasmas [156, 157, 40]. It provides a framework in which 
our assumptions can be evaluated. The loss rate of positive ions to the 
wall is given by Da/A2 where the effective loss length A= H9 /.../fi (see 
Section 4.2.2). A comparison between the loss frequencies of the positive 
ions due to wall loss and recombination (krecn-) is shown in Figure 5.1 
and it is clear that for low pressure ( <50 mTorr) ignoring the effect of 
recombination on the positive ion profile is permissible. 

Figure 5.2 shows a comparison of the loss frequencies for the electrons. 
The wall loss for electrons is equal to the positive ion wall loss because 
of current balance and it is the dominant electron loss mechanism at 
the lowest pressures ( < 10 mTorr). At higher pressure the electron 
loss is mainly due to dissociative attachment to 02. Since the elec
tron mean free path for momentum transfer is approximately 6 cm at 
10 mTorr [158], reflection of electrons at the sheath is important at 
low pressure and this increases the effective collision frequency for the 
electrons. In any case, the elastic collision frequency for the electrons 
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Figure 5.1: Positive ion loss frequencies in an oxygen rf discharge due 
to wall loss (solid) and recombination (dashed). 

(vm ~ 1.9 x 109p, with pressure pin Torr) is more that three orders of 
magnitude greater than the total loss frequency for the whole range of 
pressure investigated, validating the assumption of Boltzmann equilib
rium for the electrons. 

The loss frequencies for the negative ions are plotted in Figure 5.3. As 
mentioned above, electronic detachment is always negligible. At low 
pressure recombination is dominant whereas detachment in collisions 
with 02(a) dominates for p > 20 mTorr. This increase in the nega
tive ion loss rate at high pressure is responsible for the decrease in the 
density above 30 mTorr, shown in Figure 4.9. Detachment in collisions 
with 0 is less important. Since the wall loss of the 02(a) metastables 
is slow (with a sticking coefficient 'Y ~ 10-3 [135]), the metastable pro
file is fl.at and negative ion loss due to collisions with metastables is 
spatially uniform. The momentum transfer collision frequency for the 
negative ions can be estimated from their mobility usingµ_ e/mrvm 
where mr is the reduced ionic mass. The mobility of o- ions in 02 is 
µ_ 3.2 x 10-4 m2 /Vs [159] which gives Vm ~ 3.4 x 107 p, with the 
pressure in Torr, justifying the assumption of Boltzmann equilibrium 
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Figure 5.2: Electron loss frequencies in an oxygen rf discharge due to 
wall loss (solid), attachment to 02 (dashed) and attachment to metasta
bles (dotted). 

for the negative ions. 

The cross section for dissociative attachment to 0 2 has a threshold at 
4.3 eV and peaks at 6.5 eV [160]. At temperatures close to the threshold, 
the attachment coefficient is only weakly temperature dependent. This 
implies that for the values of electron temperature expected in this type 
of discharge (~ 3 eV) [137, 139, 138] and for uniform electron density, 
negative ion formation will be reasonably uniform in the discharge gap 
even with some spatial variation of the electron temperature. With loss 
and formation both uniform, detachment in collisions with metastables 
has no effect on the negative ion profile. Recombination, however, is 
proportional to n+ n_ and since negative ion formation is uniform, there 
is a net flux of negative ions towards the center of the plasma where 
they recombine. This flux is present at all pressures. 

While attachment depends only weakly on Te, ionization, with a thresh
old energy of 12.1 eV and a peak cross section at 110 eV [144], depends 
very strongly on the electron temperature. The ionization rate has been 
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Figure 5.3: Negative ion loss frequencies in an oxygen rf discharge 
due to detachment by 02(a) (solid), 0 (dash-dot-dot), recombination 
(dashed) and ionization (dash-dot). 

assumed to be uniform in the derivation of the parabolic density profile 
but it will appear that this is only valid at the lowest pressures where 
the mean free path for inelastic collisions of high energy electrons is suf
ficiently long. Energetic electrons a.re expected to be produced mainly in 
the sheath region of the rf discharge. Both sheath heating and accelera
tion of secondaries liberated by ion bombardment at the electrodes are 
expected to contribute to the generation of a suprathermal tail in the 
electron energy distribution. Furthermore, in our strongly asymmetric 
discharge which has an electrode area ratio of about 3, most of the rf 
voltage appears across the sheath at the (smaller) powered electrode and 
energetic electron generation will consequently be far more significant 
at this sheath. The simplest way to model the effect of these electrons 
on the positive ion density profile is to assume that they are created in 
the sheath and lost by inelastic collisions as they move into the plasma 
glow. The ion continuity equation now becomes: 

d2n+ __ kion[02]noe -(x+I)/,\ 
dx2 - Da e (5.13) 
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where ...\ is an effective loss length for the ionizing electrons and kion 
now the ionization rate coefficient at the edge of the powered electrode 
sheath. Equation 5.13 can be solved analytically to give profiles of the 
form: 

2e-(x+l)/,\ - y(l- e-2lf,\)). 

(5.14) 
By expanding the exponentials in power series and dropping higher or
der terms it can be seen that for >. ~ x, I this expression for the density 
profiles reduces to Equation 5.12. Conversely, when >. < x and l, the 
exponential factors can be set to zero and the density goes as ...\2(1-x/l) 
which corresponds to diffusion away from a. planar source. 

The effect of recombination on the positive ion density has again been 
ignored in this treatment. Including recombination and relaxing the 
assumption that a ~ 1, since this may not be true at high pressures 
(see Figures 4.9 and 5.1) and close to the edge of the glow, gives a more 
complex equation for positive ion continuity: 

d (Dth (2+ (n+ n~oneo)) d;:) 
-kion[02]noee-(x+l)/,\ + krec(n! n+neo) (5.15) 

This equation is expected to be more applicable at higher pressure, but 
it does have to be solved numerically for the profile and it is no longer 
valid near the sheath edge where n+ ~ ne. 

The negative ion profile is derived indirectly by finding first the posi
tive ion profile and using charge neutrality for the negative ion profile 
n_(x) = n+(x) neo· This approach recognizes the primary role of the 
positive ions in determining the shape of the profile. This is valid in 
case of positive ions in oxygen, as their destruction is localized (trans
port to the wall) and fast in comparison with the negative ion loss (see 
Figures 5.1 and 5.3). Also at higher pressures positive ions determine 
the spatial ion distribution, as in these conditions the negative ion pro
duction and loss by detachment are still uniform. Were this approach 
not applicable, the species continuity equations would have to be solved 
simultaneously. 
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Figure 5.4: Negative ion density profi.le at 10 mTorr, 10 W, 30 seem 
oxygen pressure. The electron density is indicated by a dashed line. 
Data points represent averages over 64 laser pulses. The driven electrode 
is at the left. 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Oxygen 

The experimentally determined total negative ion profiles are compared 
to the theoretical profiles in Figure 5.4 for 10 mTorr, Figure 5.5 for 
40 mTorr and Figure 5.6 for 100 mTorr. There is very good agreement 
between the parabolic density profile obtained from Equation 5.11 and 
the experimental data in the low pressure case shown in Figure 5.4. The 
asymmetry due to nonuniform ionization in the discharge gap, discussed 
in Section 5.2.3, is clearly apparent, especially in the 100 mTorr case. 
The data have been fitted to profiles obtained from Equation 5.14 and 
there is good agreement between experiment and theory. 

The negative ion density profiles have been measured at several values 
of pressure and each case has been fitted by Equation 5.14, using charge 
neutrality to obtain the negative ion profile from the positive ion profile. 
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Figure 5.5: Negative ion density profile at 40 mTorr in oxygen, at 
10 W, 30 seem. 

The effective loss length A has the expected 1/p dependence as shown 
in Figure 5. 7. In order to gauge the validity of some of the assumptions 
leading to the profiles given in Equation 5.14, the profiles have been 
also fitted with numerical solutions of Equation 5.15, again using charge 
neutrality for the negative ion profile. Two effects which are ignored in 
the derivation of Equation 5.14 are included in the numerical solutions: 
recombination and the spatial variation of the positive ion diffusion co
efficient due to variations in a. Comparison between the numerical so
lutions and the simplified analytic forms shows that recombination has 
very little effect on the profile shape in 62 (even at the higher pressures 
where it may be expected to be more important) when reasonable values 
of the recombination coefficient ( < 10-12 m3s-1 ) are used. The main 
effect of including recombination is to increase the ionization rate which 
is necessary to maintain the measured density. 
The spatial dependence of the positive ion ambipolar diffusion coeffi
cient is more important for the ion profile than recombination. The 
increased diffusion at the edges gives values of ..\ which are about 203 
higher in the numerical case (Equation 5.15) than those obtained from 
the analytical fits (Equation 5.14). The ionization rate as a function 
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Figure 5.6: Negative ion density profile at 100 m Torr in oxygen, at 
10 W, 30 seem. 

of pressure is shown in Figure 5.8, where the values determined from 
the numerical fits (Equation 5.15), which also include recombination, 
are given. Note that ionization is not uniform in the plasma. The peak 
rates next to the sheath at the powered electrode are plotted in the 
Figure 5.8. These peak values are higher than the average ionization 
rates shown in Chapter 4, Figure 4.13. Only at low pressures, where the 
ionization is homogeneous, the two are the same. Like in Figure 4.13, 
the peak ionization rate increases at low pressure, reflecting an increase 
in the electron temperature. Assuming Maxwellian electron velocity dis
tributions gives values for the electron temperature between 4.1 eV at 
20 mTorr and 2.6 eV at 150 mTorr. The latter value is again higher 
than the average value, shown in Figure 4.13. It should again be noted 
that it is unlikely that the electron energy distribution is Maxwellian at 
the lowest pressures and the effective temperature of the electrons in the 
tail of the distribution may be much higher. 

The simplified fitting of the density profiles presented above gives good 
results for the overall profile shape and it is clear that the essential phys
ical processes which determine the profiles are included. But while this 
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Figure 5. 7: The effective loss length for ionizing electrons A as a func
tion of pressure. The line indicates 1/p dependence. 

approach is attractive, it has important limitations. The first of these 
is clear from a re-examination of Figure 5.6, particularly of the data 
points at positions between 30 and 40 mm. The data values indicate a 
drop in density next to the grounded electrode sheath which is signifi
cantly faster than in the theoretical :fit. This phenomenon is apparent 
at higher pressures in oxygen and it is likely to be due to local ioniza
tion near the sheath at the grounded electrode. Although the average 
voltage across this sheath is much smaller than that across the powered 
electrode sheath, ion energy spectra indicate that the average voltage is 
still a.round 60 V, so that secondary electrons from the grounded elec
trode can easily reach the ionization energy. A more serious limitation is 
inherent in using only the ion continuity equation for the determination 
of the profiles since this assumes that negative ion production is uniform; 
the validity of this becomes questionable as the pressure is increased and 
electron temperature drops below 3 eV. Under these circumstances the 
profiles have to be obtained by solving the coupled continuity equations 
simultaneously. 
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Figure 5.8: The ionization rate next to the driven electrode sheath as 
a function of pressure. 

5.3.2 Ar/CChF2 

The parabolic profile shown in Figure 5.4 is a result of considering only 
ionization and ion diffusion to the wall with the ionization rate and 
the diffusion coefficient combining to give one fitting parameter for the 
profile. Since this effectively ignores gas dependent effects such as the 
negative ion production and loss mechanisms, the parabolic profile is 
expected to be universal for three component electronegative plasmas; 
all that is needed is a low enough pressure. The universality of the 
parabolic density profile has been confirmed by measurements in CC}zF 2 

and in mixtures of argon with CCl2F2. In comparison with the oxygen 
plasma, the plasma generated in CC}zF2 has a much higher ion den
sity and a higher value of a. These are consequences of the extremely 
fast attachment rate to CC}zF 2 and its fragments. The addition of even 
small amounts of CC12F2 to argon results in a plasma with almost all 
of the negative charge carried by negative ions (see Chapter 6). For 
example, a. 5% partial pressure of CClzF2 in the feed mixture gives an 
average negative ion density of 2 x 1017 m-3 and an average electron 
density of 2 x 1015 m-3 (at 50 W power input). Ion mass spectrometry 
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Figure 6.9: Density profile of CJ- ions at a pressure of 2.5 mTorr, at 
50 W, 30 seem. 

of this plasma shows that Ar+ is the dominant· positive ion while selec
tive photodetachment indicates that c1- is the most abundant negative 
ion. These mixtures are thus very useful in comparisons of experimental 
measurements to models based on very simple treatments of the plasma 
chemistry. 

The negative ion profile in a pure CChF 2 plasma. is shown in Figure 5.9 
for a total pressure of 2.5 mTorr and an input power of 50 W. The 
parabolic profile gives a good fit to the data. points. The higher ion 
density implies that the ion loss by recombination is more than an order 
of magnitude greater so that recombination can only be neglected at 
the very lowest pressure (see Figure 5.1). As may be expected~ the 
profile fitting procedure adopted above for oxygen can also be applied 
in the case of CChF2 at low pressure. This is illustrated in Figure 5.10 
where the profile at 5 mTorr is fitted to Equation 5.14. The fit to 
the data is less good than in oxygen; even at 10 mTorr this treatment 
becomes completely inapplicable and recombination, as well as local 
ionization at both sheaths, must be included. Figure 5.11 shows the 
CI- density profile at a pressure of 200 mTorr in a mixture of argon 
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Figure 5.10: Density profile of CJ- ions at a pressure of 5 mTorr, at 
50 W, 30 seem. 

and 10% CChF2 • The data have been fitted by a numerical solution of 
an equation analogous to Equation 5.15 but including ionization at the 
grounded electrode sheath. The rapid fall off of the density away from 
the powered electrode sheath and the 'hollowing out' of the profile are 
consequences of recombination; these effects can never appear in profiles 
given by Equation 5.14. Similar profiles have been obtained recently 
in two dimensional fluid simulations of an asymmetric, electronegative 
plasma in CF 4 at a. pressure of 500 mTorr [32]. 

5.3.3 The glow-sheath transition 

As already stated, the analysis of the profile shape presented above is 
very simple, and it is applicable at low pressure and only within the 
plasma glow. In particular, it is not applicable in the transition region 
between the negative ion dominated glow and the sheath which contains 
essentially only positive ions and electrons. The description of this tran
sition region is of great interest since it involves important questions 
regarding plasma stability, positive ion fluxes to the wall and the inter
pretation of probe diagnostics in electronegative plasmas [146]. It has 
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Figure 5.11: Density profile of c1- ions at a pressure of 200 mTorr in 
10% CChF2 in argon (50 W, 30 seem) fitted with a numerically obtained 
profile. 

recently been considered theoretically by Tsendin [161] who observes 
that the plasma may 'stratify' spontaneously into two regions with dif
ferent composition. Calculations by Franklin et al. [152, 153] show a 
similar phenomenon with a very sharp drop in density at the edge of a 
positive column dominated by negative ions, although the abrupt den
sity drop is present only for unrealistically large values of Te/Ti in the 
calculations [162]. The drop in density near the sheath edge appears 
to be related to positive ion flux conservation. In the glow where the 
ambipolar field is very effectively reduced by the negative ions, the posi
tive ions cannot acquire a substantial drift velocity and their flux to the 
sheath edge is essentially thermal. In contrast, the ion velocity distri
bution in the sheath is strongly directed and flux conservation from the 
glow into the sheath implies a drop in density. The narrow transition 
region may thus play a similar role to the presheath in electropositive 
plasmas. 

In order to investigate the plasma sheath transition region at the low 
neutral pressure relevant to our measurements, a hybrid simulation code 
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Figure 5.12: Simulated density profile of CI- ions at a pressure of 20 
m Torr with Yr1 = 120 V. Inset shows a detail of the density drop at the 
glow sheath transition at the grounded electrode. The profile (dashed) 
is compared to a parabola (solid). 

has been devised which includes a kinetic treatment of the positive ion 
and electron dynamics and a fluid treatment based on the drift/diffusion 
approximation for the negative ions. It is a one-dimensional, electro
static simulation with sinusoidal voltage applied to one electrode and 
no external circuit. Positive ion and electron motion is obtained self
consistently using particle-in-cell techniques with Monte Carlo collisions 
(ionization and elastic scattering for electrons, resonant charge exchange 
and elastic scattering for positive ions). The negative ion density is 
obtained by solving the continuity equation with an effective field ap
proximation to include the effect of ion inertia. Negative ion processes 
such as attachment and mutual neutralization have been included but 
acceleration techniques are required in order to reach the steady state in 
tolerable run times. At the lowest pressure it is permissible to disregard 
negative ion generation and loss and thus effectively fix the total num
ber of negative ions at a chosen value, considerably reducing the time 
needed to reach steady state. 
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Figure 5.13: Density profile of CJ- ions near the grounded electrode 
at 2.5 mTorr, 100 Wand 30 seem, measured with a spatial resolution of 
0.5 mm. A departure from the fitting by Equation 5.14 is evident. 

The simulated negative ion profile in a plasma made up of Ar+, c1-
and e- is compared to a parabola in Figure 5.12 for an effective neutral 
pressure of 20 mTorr and an rf amplitude Vrf = 120 V. It should be 
mentioned that the flat electron density profile and the assumption of 
Boltzmann equilibrium for both negative species prove to be excellent 
assumptions by checking against the simulation results. The transi
tion region is shown in the inset in Figure 5.12. In comparison to the 
parabolic profile, a relatively rapid drop in density does appear a.t the 
sheath edge and it is therefore of great interest to obtain experimental 
evidence of this phenomenon. However, it is important not to confuse 
this density drop-off with the effect of local ionization a.t relatively· high 
pressures (see the profile near the grounded electrode in Figure 5.6), so 
we have chosen to investigate low pressures where the ionization profiles 
are not sharply peaked at the sheaths and in CC12F2 where a is larger 
than in oxygen. 

Figure 5.13 shows the c1- density in a pure CC12F2 plasma at 2.5 mTorr 
and 100 W input power. The spatial resolution has been improved to 
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0.5 mm for these measurements and averages over 64 laser pulses have 
been taken. It should be noted that the measured points represent 
essentially the positive ion density, even in the drop-off region, since a ~ 
100. Equation 5.14 has been used for the fitting since at the higher power 
the profile becomes slightly asymmetric even at 2.5 mTorr. There is a 
striking resemblance between the density drop at the sheath edge shown 
in Figure 5.13 and the simulation result, although the two profiles do not 
correspond to exactly the same conditions. It must be emphasized that 
the simple profiles fitted to the experimental data and the simulation 
results are not expected to apply near the sheath edge; nor will an 
approach based on Equation 5.15 succeed since the increased positive ion 
diffusion coefficient near the sheath tends to reduce the density gradient. 
The phenomenon can only be described by an approach that considers all 
species together, such as the simulation. It can be expected that further 
experimental investigation of this region together with more realistic 
simulations will lead to a better understanding of when this phenomenon 
may occur. 

5.4 Conclusions 

The average electron density and the axial density profiles of negative 
ions in an oxygen rf plasma have been measured at low pressure. The 
charged species are predominantly o- and ot, with electrons making 
up between 5 and 203 of the total negative charge. Under these condi
tions the electron density is constant in the plasma glow so the positive 
ion density profiles can be determined from the measured negative ion 
densities. The ion profiles are parabolic at neutral pressures around 
10 mTorr; in agreement with theory in which only uniform ionization 
and diffusion of positive ions to the walls are considered. 

At higher pressures the density profile becomes asymmetric and the den
sity peak shifts closer to the smaller electrode in the asymmetric system. 
Comparison of the cross sections for ionization and dissociative attach
ment supports the conclusion that the profile asymmetry is mainly a 
consequence of nonuniform ionization in the discharge gap. The electron 
temperature derived from the ionization rate next to the driven electrode 
sheath varies between 4.1 eV at 20 mTorr and 2.6 eV at 150 mTorr, al
though the electron distribution is unlikely to be Maxwellian at the 
lowest pressures and effective temperatures in the tail of the distribu-
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tion may be considerably higher. The parabolic profile obtained at low 
pressure is independent of the plasma composition and measurements 
in CChF2 also show a parabolic profile at 2.5 mTorr. 

Simulations and measurements at low pressure indicate that a relatively 
rapid drop in ion density can occur at the sheath edge. This may be 
related to the 'stratification' phenomenon discussed recently in connec
tion with negative ion dominated positive columns. 



Chapter 6 

Charged particles in a 
CCI2F2 rf discharge 

6.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapters the electronegative oxygen plasma has been 
investigated. Oxygen is a good example of a moderately attaching gas; 
the negative ion to electron density ratio in an 0 2 plasma does not ex
ceed 10. In this chapter negative ion formation in a CCbF 2 plasma is 
studied. CChF2 attracts much attention because of its good etching 
performance (27]. Formation of c1- ions by dissociative attachment of 
cold electrons to CCbF2 is a very fast, exothermic process. Therefore 
extremely high negative ion densities can be built up in low temperature 
CC!iF 2 containing plasmas. Such discharges can reach ion to electron 
density ratios of up to 1000, which makes them objects of fundamental 
interest. The presence of large amounts of negative ions has a strong 
impact on the total discharge behavior and especially on the loss rate of 
positive ions to the wall. Therefore we will first introduce in Section 6.2 
the concept of the 'Bohm velocity', describing the positive ion flux to the 
plasma boundary, in an electropositive and an electronegative plasma. 
Especially the description in an electronegative plasma is subject of re
cent discussions [149, 150, 163]. 

Section 6.3 continues with a description of the most important reactions 
in a discharge containing CChF2 and its mixtures with argon. It will 
be shown that the ma.in negative ion is c1- and that a small fraction 
of other negative ions is also present in the plasma. The extreme com-
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Figure 6.1: A typical photodeta.chment signal. At t ~ 40 µs the laser 
is shot, as indicated by a vertical line. Due to the limited time resolution 
the signal has a rise time of 70 ns. The ion density is determined by 
extrapolation (dashed line). The attachment frequency is determined 
from the decay time of the signal, which in this case is about 380 ns. 

plexity of CCl2F 2 chemistry under plasma conditions and the absence of 
detailed cross section data does not allow to fully model the charged par
ticles density, as it has been done for oxygen in Chapter 4. However, a 
simplified production-destruction balance, based on dissociative attach
ment and mutual neutralization of positive and negative ions seems to 
be a reasonable approach, its predictions being in first order consistent 
with the experimental results. The negative ion densities measured as a 
function of several plasma parameters are presented in Section 6.4. The 
decay time of the extra electrons in the photodetachment experiment 
is used to determine the effective dissociative attachment rate in the . 
plasma (see Section 3.2). There are many active species present in the 
plasma, which can influence the effective attachment rate. As a result, 
the latter generally varies with plasma conditions and is different from 
the literature attachment rate to CCiaF2. 

The attachment rates in a CC12F 2 plasma are high; consequently, the 
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decay times of the extra electrons are very short ( < 500 ns). Therefore 
a good time resolution of the measurement is essential. For this pur
pose the quality factor of the microwave cavity is reduced to give a time 
response of less than 100 ns. However, this is still relatively large com
pared to the decay time of the photodetached electrons, so the measured 
signal must be extrapolated back to the time at which the laser is fired. 
It is assumed that the decrease of the extra electrons in the initial stage 
of the decay can be described by an exponential function. A typical fit is 
shown in Figure 6.1. The fitted exponential function is simultaneously 
used to determine the decay time. Still, as the decay time decreases 
with increasing density of the electronegative gas, the measurement is 
limited to low (partial) CChF 2 pressures. In our case the response of 
the microwave cavity is too slow to measure negative ion densities at 
CC12F2 (partial) pressures higher than 50 mTorr. 

In a CChF 2 discharge the decay of extra electrons is mainly governed 
by dissociative attachment. The cross section for this process depends 
on the electron energy. The initial energy of the extra electrons is deter
mined by by the difference of the laser photon energy and the electron 
affinity (in our conditions this is about 1 e V). The energy of the detached 
electrons before their thermalization (typically a few rf cycli) differs from 
the energy of the electrons in the plasma.; therefore the measured attach
ment rate is not necessarily the same as the steady state attachment rate. 
However, it will be shown in Section 6.4 that a reasonable estimate of 
the real attachment rate is obtained from the measured decay times of 
the photodetached electrons. 

In Section 6.5 we concentrate on the influence of negative ions on the 
loss rate of positive ions and on the attendant change in plasma poten
tial. For this purpose we examine the electron and negative ion den
sities in the plasma in combination with positive ion fluxes arriving at 
the grounded electrode. The positive ion fluxes and energy spectra are 
obtained by energy resolved mass spectrometry, as described in Sec
tion 3.4.1. The energy resolved positive ion spectra give insight in the 
sheath dynamics and the collisional processes in the sheath. The inte
grated energy spectrum is proportional to the total flux of a particular 
ion while the high energy part of the spectrum is used in the evaluation 
of the plasma potential. A comparison is made between an 'electron 
dominated' discharge (pure Ar) and 'negative ion dominated' discharge 
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(Ar/CCbF2). The transition between these two regimes proves to be 
especially interesting. 

6.2 The Bohm velocity 

Transport of charged particles towards the plasma boundary is one of 
the most intriguing problems in plasma physics. It is clear that the dif
ference in the mobilities of electrons and ions must induce an electric 
field in the boundary layer in order to prevent an unbalanced electron 
escape and assure charge neutrality in the plasma. However, the very 
concept of neutrality is a source of major problems when one attempts 
to find a consistent description of the plasma together with the bound
ing surfaces. This physical inconsistency necessitates an approximate 
treatment, which gives formally incorrect, yet practically useful results. 

The Bohm criterion [4, 6, 31] describes the behavior of the positive ion 
flux in the transition region between the field-free, quasineutral glow, 
and the sheath, in which a space charge and an electric field are present. 
The potential in the plasma (V( x)) is given by the Poisson equation: 

(6.1) 

where ne, n+ and rL are space dependent electron, positive and neg
ative ion densities, respectively. As the plasma glow is assumed to be 
quasineutral, the right hand side of Equation 6.1 vanishes identically 
there, so only a constant electric field ( E = -dV / dx = canst) is allowed 
in the glow. From the elementary properties of the Poisson equation 
it follows that this solution also extends to the sheath. On the other 
hand, there is no charge neutrality in the sheath. The mathematical 
difficulty in the description of the boundary layer is therefore to find a 
smooth transition between the quasineutral region and the space charge 
region. In order to study the behavior of the potential at the sheath 
edge x 0 , Equation 6.1 can be replaced by its asymptotic version for 
x ~ x0 • Before we can construct an asymptotic solution of Equation 6.1 
at the sheath edge, appropriate expressions for charged particle densities 
must be introduced. First it is assumed that the positive ions enter the 
plasma-sheath boundary as a monoenergetic beam and do not collide in 
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the sheath. Consequently, positive ion energy and :ftux are conserved a.t 
any position x in the sheath: 

1 2 

2M+v++eV 

no+vo+ 

1 2 
2M+vo+ + eVo 

= n+v+ 

(6.2) 

{6.3) 

In the above M+, v+ and n+ denote the positive ion mass, velocity 
and density; subscript 'O' refers to the sheath edge. From the above 
expressions the desired density n+(x) can he found. The negatively 
charged particles are assumed to be in Boltzmann equilibrium (see Chap
ter 5). Moreover, the quasineutrality condition in the glow imposes 
no+ = noe +no- = noe{l +a), where a = no-/noe. Equation 6.1 can 
be thus rewritten as: 

d2 AV=_ eno+((l- eAV )_1, 2 __ 1_exp(eAV )--a-exp(eAV )) 
dx2 Eo Eo 1 + a kbTe 1 + a kbT-

( 6.4) 
where AV= V - Vo and Eo = M+v5+f2. At the sheath edge (x ~ xo) 
AV R: 0, so Equation 6.4 can be linearized in AV. This yields: 

a 
(1 + a)kbT_ )AV= AAV 

(6.5) 
The build-up of a high electric potential in the sheath depends now 
on the behavior of the asymptotic solution. If A < O, Equation 6.5 
becomes a simple harmonic oscillator equation. This means that the 
potential AV will only oscillate around 0 and never reach high values. 
For the latter it is needed that A ?: 0, as in this case an exponentially 
growing asymptotic solution can be found. This imposes the following 
condition on the initial energy of ions at the sheath edge: 

with 'Y = Te/T_. 
Equation 6.6 describes the Bohm criterion for the positive ion energy at 
the sheath edge in presence of negative ions. Two limiting cases should 
he considered. First, if a= 0 (no negative ions) then Eo ?: kbTe/2. In a 
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low temperature plasma (T+ = <t:: Te) this means that positive ions 
must be already accelerated, before they enter the sheath. Consequently, 
a small electric field must be present in the region we referred to as 
'plasma glow'. Moreover, as most laboratory plasmas are limited in size, 
there must be a place in the plasma where this field changes its sign. 
This implies dE / dx f: 0 in the glow and the quasineutrality condition is 
not strictly fulfilled (see Equation 6.1 ). The region with a weak electric 
field, in which the positive ions are accelerated to kbTe/2 is generally 
referred to as 'presheath'. Actually, physical electropositive glows at 
low pressures can be considered as 'presheaths', in which the role of the 
accelerating field is played by the ambipolar field. The positive ion flux 
to the wall is given by </Jbohm = no+Vo+, with Vo+= (kbTe/M+)112

• Since 
E0 > kbT +, the ion density at the sheath edge no+ cannot be the same 
as the density in the plasma np. In order to find the relation between 
these densities we assume that the electric potential at the presheath
sheath edge is Eo/ e and that electrons are in Boltzmann equilibrium with 
the presheath field. As the presheath is approximately quasineutral, 
this allows us to connect the presheath density to the plasma density: 
no+= noe = npexp(-Eo/kbTe) 0.606np. Consequently, 

</>bohm (6.7) 

This expression is of major practical importance in analysis of probe 
or mass spectrometric measurements. It is a good approximation of the 
real, physical fluxes towards a bounding surface, but definitely its formal 
correctness can be questioned. In a symmetric case the ion density in 
the middle of the discharge can be taken for nv. 

The second limiting case in Equation 6.6 is a :> 1. In a negative ion 
dominated plasma the Bohm flux is given by: 

kbT- 1; 2 
</>bohm =no+( M+ ) (6.8) 

As T + T _, there is no need for an accelerating field in the presheath, so 
the whole concept of presheath loses its sense. The plasma glow can be 
now directly connected to the sheath and the ion flux is essentially ther
mal. However, in Chapter 5 it has been experimentally shown that also 
in this case a very thin 'presheath' is formed, from which the negative 
ions are expelled and the positive ions are accelerated to the 'normal' 
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(i.e. electropositive) Bohm velocity. The density no+ is the density at 
the glow-sheath edge a.nd there is no a priori relation between no+ and 
the central density in the discharge. The latter has to be found by solv
ing the diffusion equation in the glow (see Chapter 5 ). 

In Section 6.5 we shall compare the measured :Buxes of positive ions to 
the wall in the electropositive a.nd electronegative case. 

6.3 Reactions 

Even though CC}zF2 is relatively inert in the gas phase, it breaks up 
readily in the plasma to form a wide variety of charged and neutral 
species. A detailed study of the neutral gas chemistry is given in Chapter 
7. The most important reactions for negative ions formed from CCI2F2 
are listed in Table 6.1. Many of the reaction rates are unknown. In 
these cases estimates are made, based on the rates of similar processes 
for other ions. The major product of dissociative electron attachment 
to CClaF2 is c1-. The exact values for production rates of other ions 
(mainly F- and Cl2) are not known, hut they are much lower than the 
CI- production rate [164, 165]. Formation of Cl2 by non-dissociative 
electron attachment to C}z is a three body process and therefore it is 
unlikely in our low pressure discharge. 

The dominant loss process for negative ions in our plasma is two body 
ion-ion recombination. As this is a. Coulomb process, its rate constant is 
expected to be very high (about 10-13 m3s-1 [131]). Another possible 
destruction mechanism is associative detachment by radicals. However, 
since c1- is produced in exothermic reactions (attachment to CClxFy 
or Ch), associative neutral detachment cannot take place unless the de
taching radicals provide the necessary energy. This can occur only at 
high pressures and rf power levels, where higher vibrational and rota
tional temperatures are expected (see Chapter 7, [119]). Therefore we 
expect that in most cases the influence of associative detachment on 
the c1- density is minor. For other ions, having a lower detachment 
energy than c1- (see Table 3.1), neutral detachment can be relatively 
more important, e.g. for F- it is an exothermic process, with a typical 
rate of 10-16 m3s-1 [166J. These ions (F-, Cl2) can be also destroyed 
in a charge transfer reaction with Cl radicals, resulting in the formation 
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Reaction Ra.te Reference 
[mas-I] 

1. Dissociative attachment (DA): 
a. CClzF2 + e-+ CCIF2 + c1- 10-15 [167] 
b. CC1zF2 + e -+ CFC}i + F- < 10-15 [165] 
c. CC!iF2 + e-+ CF2 + Cl2 < 10-15 [165] 
2. Ion-ion recombination: 
c1-, F-, c12 + x+ - Cl, F, Ch+ x "' 10-13 estimate, [131] 
3. Associative neutral detachment: 
c1- + X -+ XCI + e "' 0 estimate 
F- + X-+ XF + e, "' 5x10-16 estimate, [166] 
X = CF2, CClF2, etc. 
4. Charge exchange: 
F-, c12 +Cl - F, Clz + c1- "' 10-16 estimate, [124] 
5. Electron induced detachment: 
c1-, F-, Cl2 + e - Cl, F, Cl2 + 2e "' 10-14 estimate, [133] 

Table 6.1: Reactions and their rates for production and destruction of 
negative ions in CC12 F2• The dissociative attachment rates are given 
for an electron temperature of 2 eV. The heavy particle temperature is 
assumed to be 300 K. 

of the more stable c1-. Finally, electron detachment is a marginal loss 
process for all ions due to a low electron density. 

Assuming that dissociative attachment and ion-ion recombination are 
the dominant reactions, the negative ion density can be estimated from 
a simple balance equation: 

(6.9) 

where katt and krec are the rate constants for attachment and ion-ion 
recombination, respectively; their values are given in Table 6.1. Substi
tuting estimated values for 30 mTorr: ncc12 F2 1021 m-3, n+ ~ nc1-

and the measured electron density ne 6 x 1014 m-3 for 20 W in
put power (Section 6.4, Figure 6.2), we obtain a negative ion density 
of 8x1016m-3 and nc1-/ne ~ 100. Note however that large a.mounts 
of fast attaching molecules or radicals can be present in the plasma, so 
these estimates are the lower limits of the negative ion density and the 
ion to electron density ratio. 
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Figure 6.2: Electron densities as a function of the rf power input in a 
pure CC12F2 discharge a.t 30 mTorr pressure, 30 seem gas flow (dots), 
and in a. discharge containing 10% CCl2F2 in argon at 200 mTorr total 
pressure and 30 seem total gas flow (triangles). 

6.4 Negative ion densities and dissociative at
tachment rates 

The negative ion density in a CChF2 discharge typically reaches 1017 m-3 

which is at least two orders of magnitude higher than the electron den-
1 sity. As expected, the dominant negative ion is c1-, which is detached 

at the laser wavelength of 266 nm. At A = 365 nm a very weak signal, 
corresponding to a density of 1014 - 1015 m-3 , is detected. At this wave
length photodetachment of F- and Cl2 occurs. No signal is detected 
for longer laser wavelengths, which implies that the density of heavier 
molecular ions is below 1014 m-3 • Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show that both 
electron and c1- densities increase almost linearly with rf input power 
in a pure CChF2 plasma as well as in Ar/CChF2 mixtures. When 
the gas density and the experimentally determined electron density are 
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Figure 6.3: Negative ion densities as a function of the rf input power 
in a pure CC12F2 discharge (dots and dashed line) and in a discharge 
containing 10% CChF2 in argon (triangles and full line). The condi
tions are the same as in Figure 6.2. The points correspond with the 
measurements and the lines with fitted values using the measured elec
tron density shown in Figure 6.2 and the measured effective attachment 
frequency derived from Figure 6.4. 

substituted into the negative ion balance equation (Equation 6.9), the 
predicted negative ion density is generally lower than the measured one. 
A reasonable estimate is obtained only for low input powers. However, 
this estimate is made under the assumption that CC12F2 is the only 
attaching molecule in the plasma. In Chapter 7 it will be shown that 
CChF 2 dissociates easily, forming a large variety of reactive species. Its 
dissociation degree increases with the input power from 303 at 20 W up 
to 80% at 100 W. It can be expected that some of the reactive species, 
like the CCIF 2 radical and chlorine rich halocarbon molecules, have much 
higher cross sections for dissociative electron attachment. Furthermore, 
at high power levels vibrational excitation of the source gas will also 
increase the effective attachment rate to CChF2 [168]. As a result, the 
negative ion density in the plasma is higher than the one estimated with
out taking the plasma chemistry into account. The influence of plasma 
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Figure 6.4: The decay frequency of the extra electrons after the pho
todetachment event as a function of the rf input power in a pure CCJ2F2 

discharge (dots) and in a discharge containing 10% CCJ2F2 in argon ( tri
angles). The conditions are the same as in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. 

chemistry on negative ion formation becomes evident when the decay 
kinetics of the extra electrons generated by the photodetachment event 
is considered (see Figure 6.1). The decay time of these electrons as a 
function of the rf power is shown in Figure 6.4. This decay is mainly due 
to dissociative attachment, being the fastest loss process for electrons 
in this gas. The significant increase of the decay frequency with the rf 
power is therefore attributed to an increase of the effective attachment 
rate, which in turn is caused by a change in the plasma composition. 
The effective attachment rate, determined from this frequency, varies 
from 2 to 5x10-15 m3s-1 • This is substantially higher than the attach
ment rate of 10-15 m3s-1 at Te= 2 eV to pure CChF2 , it is even larger 
than its maximum attachment rate of 3x10-15 m3s-1 at 0.2 eV. If the 
experimentally determined attachment rates are used to model the neg
ative ion density, a reasonable agreement with the measured densities 
is obtained, as shown in Figure 6.3. This indicates that the attachment 
rates derived from the photodetachment experiment are a good approx
imation of the real attachment rates in the plasma. 
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Figure 6.5: The dependences of the c1- densities on (partial) CC12F2 
pressure: in a pure CCl2F2 plasma (dots), in an Ar plasma at 200 mTorr 
total pressure (variable halocarbon fraction, constant pressure, trian
gles), in a plasma containing 10% CC12F2, 90% Ar (variable pressure, 
constant halocarbon fraction, squares). In all cases the rf power input 
is 50 W, the total gas fl.ow is 30 seem. 

The negative ion density has been measured as a function of (partial) 
CChF2 pressure in pure CClzF2 and in Ar/CClzF2 mixtures. The re
sults are shown in Figure 6.5. The CI- densities appear to depend only 
on the fraction of the electronegative gas, while total pressure and di
lution with argon seem to have very little influence. The same holds 
for the decay frequency of the extra electrons generated by the photode
tachment experiment, as shown in Figure 6.6. If we assume that CChF2 
is the only attaching molecule in the plasma, the ion densities and the 
decay frequencies are expected to be proportional to its (partial) pres
sure. However, the experiments show that they both have a significant 
offset. This feature indicates that the densities of the attaching species 
at low CChF2 (partial) pressures remain relatively high. Although we 
cannot decide which molecules or radicals are responsible for this fast 
attachment, a study of neutral chemistry has revealed, that the CF2 
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Figure 6.6: The dependences of the decay frequencies of extra electrons 
on (partial) CC12F2 pressure: decay frequency as a function of pressure 
in a pure CCl2F2 plasma (dots), decay frequency as a function of CCl2F2 
partial pressure in an Ar plasma at 200 mTorr total pressure (triangles), 
decay frequency as a function of CC12F2 partial pressure in a plasma 
containing 10% CCl2F2, 90% Ar (squares). The conditions are the same 
as in Figure 6.5. 

radical density is nearly independent of the CChF2 (partial) pressure 
(see Chapter 7). A similar dependence can be expected for other unsta
ble (and strongly attaching) species. This may result in the observed 
offset in the negative ion density. 

The density of negative ions detached by 355 nm photons (F- and/or 
CJ;) as a function of pressure in a pure CChF2 plasma is shown in Fig
ure 6. 7. It can be seen that the density of these ions is more than 100 
times lower that the a- density. Moreover, their pressure dependence 
is completely different. This indicates that their density is governed by 
other processes than the c1- density. As these ions have a. lower de
tachment energy than a-, it can be expected that they are destroyed 
not only by ion-ion recombination, but also by neutral detachment and 
charge exchange with Cl, which can result in the observed decrease with 
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Figure 6. 7: The density of the negative ions detached at 355 nm laser 
wavelength (~, Cf:;) as a function of pressure in a pure CC12F2 dis
charge at 50 W input power and 30 seem gas fl.ow. 

pressure. 

The electron density as a function of (partial) CCbF2 pressure is shown 
in Figure 6.8 for the same conditions as the c1- density in Figure 6.5. 
The electron density does not depend strongly on the total gas pressure, 
as can be seen from the pure CChF2 data and the 10 % mixture in 
argon. Similar dependences have been found in other halocarbon dis
charges [169]. In contrast to the ion densities, the electron densities are 
not equal in the various conditions. Considering Equation 6.9, the nega
tive ion density is expected to change with the electron density, roughly 
as ..,;n;;. Therefore it is surprising, that the ion density in pure CCbF2 
at low pressure is the same as in Ar/CCbF2 mixtures at high pressures, 
though in the latter case the electron density is significantly higher. A 
possible explanation of this effect involves changes in the electron en
ergy distribution function (EEDF). It has been shown by Godyak et 
al. (34] that in a low pressure rf discharge (lower 100 mTorr) electrons 
have a two-temperature energy distribution. In this case the plasma is 
driven by a few high energy electrons, which govern the ionization pro-
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Figure 6.8: Electron density as a function of pressure in a pure CC12F2 
plasma (dots), electron density as a function of CCI2F2 partial pressure 
in an Ar plasma at 200 m Torr total pressure (triangles), electron density 
as a function of CCl2F2 partial pressure in a plasma containing 10% 
CC12F2, 90% Ar (squares). The conditions are the same as in Figures 
6.5 and 6.6. 

cess, while the bulk of the electrons is relatively cold. In presence of an 
electronegative gas with a low attachment threshold (like CChF2 and 
related halocarbons) these electrons can efficiently form negative ions. 
For higher pressures, however, the EEDF is close to a Maxwellian one. 
The high energy tail of the EEDF disappears, while the average energy 
of bulk electrons increases. In this case we expect a lower attachment 
rate of the electrons. As a result the higher electron density at higher 
pressures is balanced by a lower attachment rate, resulting in the same 
negative ion density as in a 30 mTorr discharge. 

6.5 The transition between an electropositive 
and an electronegative plasma 
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Figure 6.9: Electron (dots, left axis) and positive ion (triangles, right 
axis) densities as a function of CC12F2 partial pressure in argon at 
30 mTorr total pressure, 30 seem total fl.ow and 50 W power input. 
Note the different order of magnitude on the two axes. 

The dependence of the electron density on the partial CChF 2 pressure in 
Ar/CC12F 2 mixtures needs special attention. When a small amount of a 
strongly electronegative gas is added to an argon plasma, large amounts 
of negative ions are formed and the electropositive character of the dis
charge changes to electronegative. This is reflected by a drastic decrease 
of the electron density, while on the other hand the positive ion density, 
equal to the sum of the electron density and the negative ion density, 
increases about ten times. In Figure 6.9 this effect is shown for a low 
pressure plasma (30 mTorr). This increase of the ion density in combi
nation with the decrease of the electron density is striking, as electrons 
are responsible for positive ion production. The production/destruction 
balance for positive ions (Equation 6.10) helps to characterize this curi
ous transition: 

(6.10) 

The left hand side term accounts for the positive ion production by elec
tron impact ionization. Here kion denotes the ionization rate, ne ( n+) 
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Figure 6.10: Normalized positive ion Dux to the grounded electrode as 
a function of the halocarbon partial pressure at 30 m Torr total pressure, 
30 seem total flow and 50 W power input. 

the electron (ion) density and n0 the gas density. The loss terms on the 
right hand side are recombination with negative ions and transport to 
the wall. The loss rate to the wall is given by the Bohm flux multiplied 
by the surface to volume ratio of the plasma (S/V). The Bohm flux in 
an electropositive plasma is given by Equation 6.7. In an Ar/CChF2 
plasma we have n_/ne ::> 1 and Te/T_ ::> 1, so the Bohm velocity 
depends on the negative ion temperature (Equation 6.8). As in an rf 
discharge the ion temperature is close to room temperature whereas the 
electron temperature is 2-3 e V, the Bohm velocity in an electronegative 
discharge is about 10 times lower than in an electropositive case. The 
experiments show that the . positive ion density increases one order of 
magnitude at the transition. Therefore it cancels the decreasing Bohm 
velocity and consequently the ion flux reaching the electrodes does not 
change significantly. This is verified by measurements of the Ar+ flux 
(Figure 6.10), which is the main contribution to the total ion flux even 
at relatively high CChF2 partial pressures (up to 30%). The other, less 
abundant ions such as c1+ and CF+ account for less than 10% of the 
total ion flux. 
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Figure 6.11: Typical energy spectra of Ar+ and cp+ in Ar/CC12F2 for 
several halocarbon partial pressures at 30 mTorr total pressure, 50 W 
power input. 

The reason for the conservation of the ion :flux during the transition 
from an electropositive to an electronegative discharge follows from the 
energy balance of the plasma. In a noble gas plasma most of the rf 
power coupled into the plasma is used to accelerate positive ions in the 
sheath. It can be expected that a small a.mount of halocarbon in an 
argon discharge does not dramatically change the mechanism of energy 
dissipation. The energy the ions gain in the sheath can be easily derived 
from the ion energy spectra. In Figure 6.11 the energy spectra of Ar+ 
and CF+ in a pure Ar plasma and in Ar/CC12F2 mixtures are shown. 
The spectra of Ar+ have a collisional structure, showing that ion-neutral 
charge transfer in the sheath is still important at this pressure, while the 
spectra of CF+ have the saddle structure typical for collisionless trans
port through the sheath. These spectra are only slightly shifted towards 
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Figure 6.12: The maximum energy of Ar ions arriving at the grounded 
electrode as a function of CCl2F2 partial pressure. The total pressure is 
30 m Torr, the total fl.ow is 30 seem, the power input is 50 W. 

lower energies when a trace of CCbF2 is added. Therefore, the energy 
gained by the ions from the rf field is almost constant at the transition. 
Consequently, the constant power input in the plasma requires that the 
ion flux remains unchanged. 

When the fraction of molecular gas in the plasma is substantial, a part 
of the rf power is dissipated by dissociation and ro-vibrational excita
tion of the molecules. Therefore, at a constant total power input, the 
power dissipated by the positive ions in the sheath decreases. This is 
reflected by a decrease of the ion flux (Figure 6.10) and ion energy. The 
maximum ion energy is determined by the plasma potential and can be 
easily derived from the ion spectra. In Figure 6.12 the maximum ion 
energy is given as a function of CCbF2 admixture. It can be seen that 
also the plasma potential decreases significantly when larger amounts of 
CCbF2 are added to the plasma. 

Finally we can compare the total production/ destruction balance for 
positive ions Equation 6.10 for an electropositive and electronegative 
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discharge. As the positive ion loss to the electrodes is constant at the 
transition, the production of positive ions has to increase to compen
sate recombination losses. As the electron density decreases one order of 
magnitude, the ionization rate must increase by at least the same factor, 
which can be accomplished by a rise of the electron temperature. These 
measurements provide a strong indication that the electron temperature 
in an electronegative plasma is higher than in an electropositive case. 
A similar effect has been observed in dusty Ar/SiH4 discharges [70]. In 
this case clusters formed in the plasma acquire negative charge and de
plete the electron density, similar to the electronegative molecules in the 
Ar/CC}-iF2 plasma. The decrease of electron density is compensated 
by an increase of the electron temperature. Future experimental efforts 
will be devoted to the actual transition between the electropositive and 
electronegative discharge (i.e. when a rv 1 ). 

6.6 Conclusions 

It has been shown that negative ions are efficiently formed in a CChF2 
rf plasma. The main negative ion is c1-, which is formed by dissociative 
attachment. The attachment rate, estimated from the decay frequency 
of photodetached electrons is higher than the attachment rate to CChF 2, 

given in the literature. This indicates that c1- is formed not only from 
CC}iF2, but also from active species (radicals), generated in the dis
charge. These species become increasingly important at low pressures 
or low fractions of the molecular gas in mixtures with argon and at 
high rf power input. As a result the negative ion density is high even 
when only a small amount of electronegative gas is present in the plasma. 

In mixtures of CC}zF 2 with argon a transition from an electropositive 
(pure Ar) to an electronegative discharge is observed. At the transition, 
which occurs at less than a few percent of halocarbon admixture, the 
electron density decreases by a factor of 10, whereas the ion density 
increases by the same factor. This is a result of the abundant negative 
ion formation, which lowers the electron density. At the same time the 
negative ions lower the Bohm velocity, which determines the positive ion 
loss frequency to the electrodes. The measurements show that the total 
positive ion flux to the wall is constant at the transition, but decreases 
for higher CChF2 fractions. The same holds for the energy of the ions, 
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arriving at the electrodes. This is consistent with the energy balance of 
the plasma, which predicts that the ion energy flux (a product of ion 
density, energy and the Bohm velocity) should not change at very low 
CClaF 2 fractions. For higher molecular gas fractions part of the energy is 
consumed by excitation and dissociation of the molecules, which results 
in a lowered ion flux and a lower ion energy at the electrode surface. 
The total positive ion production in the electronegative plasma has to 
balance not only wall losses, as in the electropositive case, but also ion
ion recombination, while the electron density is lower. This has to be 
compensated by a higher electron temperature. 
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Chapter 7 

The chemistry of a CC12F2 
rf discharge 

7.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter the behavior of electrons and ions in a CC12 F 2 

plasma has been discussed. In order to understand the processes im
portant in surface modification processes also a detailed study of the 
chemical nature of the active process gases under discharge conditions 
is required. The large variety of chemical reactions in the gas phase and 
at the surface together with uncertainties in the cross sections for these 
processes make it necessary to verify all the modeling approaches exper
imentally. The obtained experimental data on the particle densities and 
reaction rates can remove some of those ambiguous points if used to test 
numerical models. In this chapter the chemistry of CC12F2, including 
stable molecules, radicals, and their behavior under various plasma con
ditions is treated. CCbF2 is extremely efficient as an etchant and it is 
commonly used for the Reactive Ion Etching of silicon, germanium and 
silicon oxide [170]. The mixtures of CCl2F2 with argon are especially 
useful, as they combine the chemical reactivity of a molecular gas with 
the physical sputtering efficiency of argon. In Chapters 8 and 9 it will be 
shown that also the formation of macroscopic clusters during the etching 
process (see Chapter 8 and 9) can occur in these mixtures. Elimination 
of the unwanted dust contamination can be realized only with a good 
understanding of the discharge chemistry. 

One of the important parameters of a plasma is the gas te1nperature. 

119 
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It is essential that this temperature be known before any modeling of 
plasma chemistry is attempted. In low pressure discharges with low ion
ization degrees (like an rf discharge) the temperature of neutral species 
does not differ much from room temperature. This will be v;Uidated in 
Section 7 .3.1 by means of infrared spectroscopy. The electron density 
in a CC1iF2 discharge is typically 1015 m-3 (see Chapter 6). In this 
chapter we show that even in this low pressure weakly ionized plasma 
an efficient dissociation and conversion of the feed gas takes place. The 
rate constants for these processes are essential in modeling discharge 
chemistry. However, there is no literature data on the total electron 
induced dissociation rate of CChF2 and related halocarbon molecules. 
Therefore, we have developed a simple model, allowing to determine 
these rates by fitting the measured molecule densities and their depen
dences upon plasma parameters. The electron density, needed as an 
input parameter for this model, is measured for all plasma conditions of 
interest, using the microwave method described in Chapter 3. Possible 
mechanisms for CCli F 2 dissociation are discussed in Section 7 .2. Fur
thermore, a comparison is made between etching conditions (in presence 
of a silicon wafer on the electrode) and a 'pure' CC1iF2 plasma with
out the substrate. The presence of a Si wafer appears to have a drastic 
influence on the plasma composition. Surface reactions of halogen rad
icals with Si result in a significant reduction of their densities; at the 
same time, etch products appear in the plasma. It should be noted that 
the measurements presented in this chapter have been performed in a 
dust free plasma, i.e. after short times of plasma operation, before the 
dust formation occurs. This is possible, as the time constant for particle 
formation in CC12F2 is long (about 30 minutes, see Chapter 8). 

7.2 Reactions 

It has been already indicated in Chapter 6 that many active species are 
formed from CCliF 2 in the plasma. As the C-F bond is stronger than 
the C-Cl bond ( 4.8 e V and 3.3 e V, respectively) the dominant radicals 
and positive ions originating from CCliF 2 are relatively fluorine rich. 
The dominant radicals are expected to be CCIF2 and CF2. As the first 
one has an unpaired electron, it is expected to be reactive in the gas 
phase as well as at the surface. The latter one (CF 2) is relatively stable. 
Eventually, stable molecules like C2ChF4, CClF3 and CF4 are formed as 
a result of radical recombination. The densities of chlorine rich species 
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( CC14 , CCbF) are expected to be relatively low, as their production 
from CCbF2 requires replacing of a strong C-F bond by a weaker one. 
Moreover, once formed, these molecules are very fast destroyed by dis
sociative electron attachment. The absence of highly chlorinated species 
in the plasma has been experimentally verified by O'Neill et al. [171]. 
Chlorine stripped from the halocarbon molecules is expected to form 
large amounts of Cl2. In presence of a silicon wafer various etch prod
ucts are present in the plasma. In analogy to halocarbons, the fluorine 
rich silicon halides are expected to be abundant. 

The total dissociation rate of CCbF2 by electrons is not known. How
ever, this magnitude ( kdis) can be determined from the measured dis
sociation degree of CCbF2 in the plasma if the electron density (ne) is 
known. We consider the following production/ destruction balance: 

kdisnencct2F2 + V;:ncct2F2 = v;:ntotal + Vass(ntotal - ncct2F2 ) (7.1) 

where v;: is the reciprocal of the residence time of particles in the plasma 
volume. For our plasma volume (0.6 dm3 for the open configuration) 
v;: = 21 X F /p, where the flow rate Fis given in seem and the pressure 
p in mTorr. Here ntotal denotes the total gas density, obtained from 
pressure, and Vass the association frequency (the formation of CCl2F2 
from other molecules). Equation 7.1 can be rewritten in the following 
form: 

ncc/2F2 VF + Vass 

ntotal kdisne +VF+ Vass 
(7.2) 

Equation 7.2 has been used to fit the experimental data. The association 
frequency Vass, which in this case is a minor correction, is estimated by 
extrapolating the CCbF2 fraction to F = 0. 

It can be assumed, that in a low pressure discharge with cold heavy par
ticles, the gas phase loss of stable molecules is due to electron induced 
reactions. Possible mechanisms of breaking up a molecular bond by elec
trons are electron impact dissociation and dissociative electron attach
ment. Also ionization of a molecule can be followed by breaking one or 
more bonds. This is particularly true for halocarbon molecules, as their 
parent ions are unstable and therefore always dissociate. Cross sections 
for ionization and attachment are given by Pejcev et al. [167]. Dissocia
tive attachment can play an important role in a low temperature plasma, 
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Molecule Total diss. Ref. Diss. att. Ref. 
Rate [m3s-1] Rate [m3s-1] 

CChF2 8x10-15 measured 10-15 [167, 175] 
CClF3 2x10-15 measured 4 x 10-11 [176] 
C2ChF4 > 5 x 10-15 measured 2.5 ± 0.5 x 10-15 [177] 
CF4 ~ 3 x 10-16 mea.Sured 4 x 10-11 [178] 

10-16 [166] 
CCbF 10-13 [172] 
CCl4 10-13 [172] 

Table 7.1: Total electron impact dissociation and dissociative attach
ment rates for various species in a CC12F2 plasma. 

as it requires less electron energy than the 'normal' dissociation. The 
exact contribution of ionization is difficult to estimate, as this process 
is strongly dependent on the electron temperature and energy distribu
tion. However, it is typically slower than electron impact dissociation 
[123]. It is interesting to estimate to which extent dissociative attach
ment contributes to the breaking up of CChF2. For highly chlorinated 
molecules, like CCl4 and CCbF, or radicals, like CClF2, dissociative at
tachment can be dominant with respect to electron impact dissociation, 
as these species attach electrons almost at Langevin rates (10-13 m3s-1 

[172, 173]). It is therefore expected that these molecules break up very 
efficiently under plasma conditions. For other electronegative molecules, 
like CF 4 or SiF 4, dissociative attachment is much slower and it requires 
a significant threshold energy [ 17 4]. Therefore, these molecules are dis
sociated mainly by electron impact. As a result, the dissociation degrees 
in such plasmas are very low (less than 1 % in CF 4 [79]). In contrast to 
CF 4, dissociative attachment to CCI2F2 is an exothermic process with 
practically no energy threshold, but it is much slower than attachment to 
highly chlorinated molecules. Therefore it is not clear, which of the men
tioned mechanisms is important for dissociation of CC12F2. Although 
no data is available on the electron impact dissociation cross section, the 
total dissociation rate, determined from the measurements, can be used 
to evaluate this magnitude. 
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7 .3 Results and discussion 

The measurements have been carried out in the two geometries, de
scribed in Chapter 2. Infrared spectroscopy has been performed in the 
parallel plate configuration. The electrode gap is typically 5 cm (Chap
ter 2), but in order to measure spatially resolved CF2 densities it has 
been reduced to 3 cm. The procedure used to obtain absolute molecule 
densities from their infrared absorption spectra is described in Chapter 3. 
For the electron density measurements a plasma box configuration (mi
crowave cavity) has been used. A 10 cm silicon wafer is placed on top 
of the lower (powered) electrode in order to study the etching process. 

7.3.1 Gas temperature in an rf plasma 

The temperature of neutrals in the plasma can be determined spectro
scopically by measuring the density distributions over vibrational and 
rotational energy levels (the method of Boltzmann plots). This method 
allows to determine the vibrational and rotational temperatures (Tvib 
and Trot), defined in Chapter 3. Especially the rotational temperature 
is expected to be very close to the translational (i.e. gas) tempera
ture (T9 ). The vibrational temperature need not be the same, as the 
vibrational-translational ( v-t) relaxation is a relatively inefficient pro
cess [41]. Neutral species temperatures in a CF 4 rf plasma have been 
studied by Haverlag [30] by means of low resolution infrared absorp
tion spectroscopy. It has been found that the rotational (Trot) and the 
vibrational (Tvib) temperatures are approximately the same and close 
to room temperature. In this section we study the warming up effect 
of the gas in an rf plasma for several plasma conditions, by means of 
high resolution spectroscopy with a tunable diode laser (see Chapter 3). 
The measurements have been performed for the CF 4 gas, as the rota
tional spectrum of its 113 band is accurately described in the literature 
[108, 179]. Moreover, CF 4 is not substantially dissociated in the plasma 
[30], which implies that any depletion of the CF 4 absorption in presence 
of a plasma is related to the temperature effect. This enables us to use 
other methods, alternative to Boltzmann plots. It is expected that the 
conclusions on the gas temperature, obtained in this section will be valid 
for other molecular gases in the relevant pressure and rf power ranges. 

Three different methods are used to monitor the gas temperature: de-
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Figure 7.1: Boltzmann plots for: 25 mTorr, without plasma, Trot 
280 ± 50 K (dots); 25 mTorr, 100 W, 100 sc.cm, Trot 290 ± 50 K 
(triangles); 80 mTorr, 100 W, 100 seem, Trot = 420 ± 50 K (squares). 

termination of the rotational temperature from the Boltzmann plot of 
intensities of individual rotational lines, comparison of the CF 4 densities 
at, the same pressure with and without plasma and measurement of the 
instantaneous pressure increase after the plasma has been switched on. 
As heat conduction and diffusion of particles are fast in comparison with 
the gas flow (see Chapter 4), it can be assumed that the temperature 
profile in the whole reactor is approximately uniform. 

A. Boltzmann plots 

The density distribution over the vibrational and rotational energy lev
els has been treated in Chapter 3 (see Equation 3.16). Here we study 
individual rotational peaks of the R branch of the v3 band of CF 4 (v ~ 
1285 cm-1 ) by means of the tunable diode laser spectroscopy. The 
measured absorptions (Equation 3.15) are plotted as a function of the 
rotational quantum number J and the rotational temperature is deter
mined according to Equation 3.16. In Figure 7.1 typical Boltzmann 
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Figure 7.2: Temperature in' the plasma as a function of pressure at 
100 W, 100 seem, determined by comparing a single rotation line ab
sorption with and without plasma. 

plots are shown. It can be seen that the rotational temperature is above 
the room temperature only at higher pressures and high input powers. 
The method of Boltzmann plots has several disadvantages. For high ro
tational quantum numbers Coriolis splitting of lines occurs and for low 
J's the determination of Trot is less accurate (see Equation 3.16). Be
sides the spectrum is influenced by background absorption, originating 
from the excited vibrational states of CF 4 , which makes the base line 
determination difficult. At high pressure (2: 100 mTorr) total absorp
tion occurs, which further limits the accuracy. This explains the data 
scatter in Figure 7.1. 

B. Other methods 

In this section we describe two other methods to determine the gas tem
perature. They are less strict than the Boltzmann plots, but more suited 
to study trends in the temperature. It should be reminded that these 
methods are valid only if the parent gas does not significantly dissociate 
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Figure 7.3: Temperature in the plasma as a function of pressure at 
100 W, 100 seem, determined from the instantaneous pressure increase 
after switching on the plasma. 

in the plasma. First, we consider the density of a single rotational state 
in the vibrational ground state: 

(2J + 1)2exp(-Erot(J)/kbTrot) 
kbTg r(Tmb, Trot) 

(7.3) 

where r(Tvib, Trot) is the partition function, which is calculated for CF 4 

taking into account rotational levels in the ground state as well as in the 
low excited vibrational states [108]. The gas temperature is obtained by 
measuring the relative densities nJ with and without plasma for a given 
J at the same pressure. The results are presented in Figure 7 .2. It can 
be seen that a small temperature effect is present at higher pressures. In 
this treatment it is assumed that Tg Trot = Tvib, in accordance with 
the measurements of Haverlag [30J. If however Tvib > Trot, the above 
method can lead to an overestimation of the gas temperature. 

The last method is based on the determination of the instantaneous 
pressure increase after the plasma has been switched on. This pressure 
deviation lasts for a few seconds. The pressure increase can be related 
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Figure 7 .4: Electron density as a function of rf input power in a 
200 mTorr CCl2F2 plasma. The gas flow is 30 seem. The dots de
note the density with and the triangles without a silicon wafer on tlie rf 
electrode. 

to the temperature increase in the reactor. The results, shown in Fig· 
ure 7 .3, are consistent with the spectroscopic data. 

Concluding, it has been shown using three independent methods that 
the gas temperature in an rf discharge even at high input power is dose 
to room temperature. Small increases have been observed for higher 
pressures (;::: 100 mTorr). 

7.3.2 Electron density 

Since in a low pressure discharge chemically active species are formed 
mainly in electron induced reactions, knowledge of the electron density 
is essential in modeling of the discharge chemistry. The data, obtained 
from microwave resonance measurements, are used to explain the depen
dences of the CCbF2 dissociation degree on various plasma parameters. 
Below we present the electron density and its dependence on rf power 
input, pressure, gas flow and argon admixture. The electron density 
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Figure 7.5: Electron density as a function of pressure in a CCJ2F 2 

discharge. The rf input power is 100 W and the gas D.ow is 30 seem. 
The dots denote the density with and the triangles without a silicon 
wafer on the rf electrode. 
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Figure 7.6: Electron density in Ar/CC12F2 mixtures, as a function of 
the CChF2 admixture. The rf power is 50 W, the total gas flow is kept 
constant at 30 seem and the pressure is 200 m Torr. The electron density 
does not change significantly between 20 and 100 % CCl2F2. The dots 
denote the density with and the triangles without a silicon wafer on the 
rf electrode. 
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increases almost linearly with the rf power (Figure 7.4), like in the low 
pressure CClzF2 discharge, described in Chapter 6. This feature has 
been observed for many other gases in low pressure rf discharges (Chap
ter 4, [169]). As a function of pressure ne reaches a maximum at about 
200 mTorr (Figure 7.5). Furthermore, the electron density does not vary 
significantly with the gas flow. Only a small increase of ne has been ob
served for extremely low flows ( < 2 seem). 

Finally the dependence of the electron density on CClzF2 admixture in 
an argon plasma is shown in Figure 7 .6. A drastic decrease of the elec
tron density is observed when even a small amount of CClzF2 is added 
to an argon plasma. This is due to a fast loss of electrons by dissocia
tive attachment to CClzF2. A more detailed treatment of this transition 
between an electropositive and an electronegative discharge is given in 
Chapter 6. It should be noted that the presence of the Si wafer has only 
very little influence on the electron density. A slightly lower density with 
Si can be attributed to a worse power coupling into the plasma due to 
the presence of a dielectric layer on the electrode. 

7.3.3 Dissociation of CChF2 

The dissociation of CChF 2 and subsequent formation of other molecules 
has been studied by means of Fourier transform infrared spectrometry. 
Typical absorption spectra are shown in Figure 7. 7. It can be seen that 
the fraction of CCbF2 remaining in the plasma is low. As expected, flu
orine rich molecules like CClF3, C2ClzF4 and CF4 appear in significant 
amounts. Furthermore, in presence of a Si wafer on the rf electrode SiF 4 
absorption is detected. 

Figure 7.8 shows the fraction of CChF2 in the plasma as a function of 
the gas flow at 200 mTorr and 100 W input power. Extrapolation of 
the flow dependence to zero flow yields a relation between the disso
ciation and association frequencies: Vass = 0.05xkdisne. Substituting 
this relation into Equation 7.2 and assuming that Vass is flow indepen
dent, we obtain kdisne = 12 Hz, which in combination with the exper
imental electron density in these conditions ne = 1.5x 1015 m-3 gives 
kdis = 8x 10-15 m3s-1 • Subtracting the dissociative attachment rate 
( 10-15 m3s-1 [167]) from this total dissociation rate we obtain the elec
tron impact dissociation rate of 7 x 10-15 m3s-1 , which is a reasonable 
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Figure 7. 7: Typical absorption spectra obtained with the Fourier trans
form infrared spectrometer. Absorption is defined as - In fo , where -/;; is 
the transmission (Section 3.3.2). The CC12F2 gas spectrum at 200 mTorr 
(solid curve) is compared with the plasma spectrum at 200 mTorr and 
100 W power input (5 times enlarged, dotted curve). In the plasma 
the CChF2 absorption is reduced, from which the dissociation degree 
can be determined. Note the presence of absorption bands of CF4 at 
1280 cm-1 , CF3 Cl at 1110 and 1215 cm-1 , C2Cl2F4 at 1050 cm-1 and 
SiF4 at 1030 cm-1 . 

estimate for this molecule and for our plasma conditions. 

In Figure 7.9 the fraction of CCl2F2 left in the plasma as a function 
of power is shown. It can be seen that this fraction decreases with in
creasing rf power input. This can be expected, as the electron density 
increases linearly with power, resulting in an increasing dissociation fre
quency. A good fit to the data points from Figure 7.9 has been obtained 
by introducing the experimental dependence of ne on power together 
with the previously determined kdis and Vass into Equation 7.2. This 
indicates that the dissociation process is well described by the proposed 
simple model. Furthermore, as the power dependence of the dissociation 
degree has been fitted using a constant (power independent) dissociation 
rate, we conclude that there is no significant change of electron temper-
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Figure 7.8: Fraction CC]iF2 in the plasma (ratio of partial to to
tal pressure) as a function of CCJiF2 gas fl.ow rate. The pressure is 
200 mTorr and the input power is 100 W. The dots denote the density 
with and the triangles without a silicon wafer on the rf electrode. The 
solid line denotes the fit to the data points, obtained using Equation 7.2. 

ature with rf power. 

The same procedure has been be applied to the pressure dependence 
of the dissociation degree (see Figure 7.10). The experimental pressure 
dependence of the electron density from Figure 7 .5 has been used. How
ever, in this case one should account for a pressure dependent electron 
temperature. The latter can be higher at low pressures, which results 
in an increased dissociation of CC1iF2 in these conditions. Therefore 
the real amount of CC12F2 left in the plasma at low pressures can be 
lower than the one predicted by the model, which neglects the electron 
temperature variations. This effect can be seen in Figure 7.10. 

7.3.4 Formation of stable molecules in a CChF2 discharge 

From both Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 it can be seen that the presence of a 
Si wafer on the electrode has no significant influence on the dissociation 
degree of CCbF2. This conclusion, however, is not valid for the prod-
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Figure 7 .9: Fraction CC12 F 2 in the plasma as a function of rf input 
power. The pressure is 200 mTorr and the CC12 F 2 flow rate is 30 seem. 
The dots denote the density with and the triangles without a silicon 
wafer on the rf electrode. The solid line denotes the fit to the data 
points, obtained using Equation 7.2. 

ucts of the CCbF2 conversion. In Figures 7.11 and 7.12 the densities 
of various molecules, present in the plasma, are plotted as a function 
of the gas flow. The densities of halocarbon species are a factor of two 
lower in presence of a silicon wafer on the electrode. In Figure 7.13 the 
intensities of emission lines of Cl (A= 725.7 nm) and F (A = 703.7 nm) 
are shown. These intensities are nearly flow independent; in presence of 
Si they are also reduced by a factor of two. This suggests that Si is a 
sink for halogen radicals. 

In a pure CChF2 discharge, without Si, the density of CF 4 decreases 
with the flow rate approximately as F-1 • This molecule is formed by 
gas phase or surface radical association (e.g. CF3 + F) and lost by flow 
and gas phase dissociation. Its density can be therefore described by: 

p 
n=---

V:F + kdis ne 
(7.4) 
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Figure 7.10: Fraction CC/2 F2 in the plasma as a function of pressure. 
The CCJzF2 flow rate is 30 seem, the power input is 100 W and a sili
con wafer is present. The solid line denotes the fit to the data points, 
obtained using Equation 7.2. 

As the radical densities are fairly flow independent (see Figure 7.l:l and 
Section 7.3.5), the production term P for CF 4 is expected to be constant 
with flow, at lea.st for higher flows. Therefore, such a flow dependence 
of CF 4 can be expected only if the gas phase loss processes for this 
molecule are slower than the flow loss ( V:F > kdis ne). The best fit to 
the data points shown in Figure 7.11 is found for P = 2.6x 1020 m-3s-1 

and a dissociation frequency of 0.4 Hz. Substituting our electron density 
yields a dissociation rate constant of about 2x10- 15 m3s- 1 , which agrees 
within the experimental error with the literature data [166]. The CCIF~1 
density also decreases with increasing flow. As its flow dependence is 
much weaker than that of CF 4 , a more accurate estimate can be ma.de 
for the dissociation rate of this molecule. The production term and the 
dissociation rate constant, obtained by fitting the experimental points 
with Equation 7.4, are P 12x1020 m-3 s- 1 and kdis 2x 10-15 m3s-1 , 

respectively. Finally, the density of the dimer (1,2-C2ChF,i) does not 
depend on flow, which suggests that its gas phase loss frequency is higher 
than 7.5 Hz (kdis > 5x 10-15 m3s-1 

). In analogy to CCl2F2, the loss 
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Figure 7.11: Densities of reaction products in the plasma as a func
tion of CChF2 flow rate. The pressure is 200 mTorr, input power 
100 W; no silicon wafer is present. The CC1F3 density is fitted with 
12x1020 /(O.UF +3), the CF4 density is fitted with 2.6 x 1020 /(O.UF + 
0.4 ). The constant term in the denominator equals the frequency of the 
gas phase losses, as given by Equation 7.4. 

rates evaluated this way can be compared with the corresponding attach
ment .rates (see Table 7.1). For instance, it can be seen that for CClF3 

attachment forms only a small contribution to the total dissociation rate. 

The presence of a silicon wafer strongly affects not only the absolute 
molecular densities, but also their dependences on gas flow (compare 
Figures 7.11 and 7.12). At low flow rates even the densities of stable 
halocarbons (CF 4 ) are depleted. The drastic reduction of halocarbon 
species at low flow rates correlates with the decrease of the halocar
bon radical densities, observed in these conditions (see Section 7.3.5). 
The density of SiF 4 increases quadratically with decreasing flow. Below 
we propose an explanation for this interesting feature. Let us consider 
the production/ destruction balance for the SiF 4 molecule. As SiF 4 is 
a stable molecule, it is lost mainly by flow in analogy to CF 4. It has 
been shown that, apart from positive ions, atomic halogen radicals are 
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Figure 7.12: Densities of reaction products in the discharge as a func
tion of CCJ2 F2 flow rate. The pressure is 200 mTorr, input power 100 W 
and a silicon wafer is placed on the rf electrode. The SiF4 density is fitted 
with F-2 . 

responsible for etching of Si [170, 180]. As the positive ion flux as well 
as the densities of atomic halogen radicals are fairly constant with flow 
(except for extremely low flows), the etch rate is also expected to be flow 
independent. Therefore, if SiF 4 were formed directly at the Si surface, 
its production rate would be flow independent at constant pressure. In 
this case we could expect a F-1 dependence of the SiF 4 density, simi
lar to this of CF 4 . As the observed dependence is much stronger than 
F-1 , we have to conclude that SiF 4 is not the first stable product of the 
etching process. This first etch product, the precursor of SiF 4 , can be 
either a stable Si containing radical, like SiF 2 , or a partially chlorinated 
molecule. If this species is produced in a flow independent etching pro
cess and flushed out of the discharge volume, its density will be inversely 
proportional to the flow rate (like CF 4 ). Still, a small fraction of these 
molecules can react to form SiF 4. In this case the SiF 4 production rate is 
inversely proportional to F, while its destruction rate is proportional to 
the flow. This yields the observed ;:-2 dependence of the SiF 4 density. 
Estimating the etch rates provides an additional argument, that SiF 4 is 
not the ma.in stable etching product. The knowledge of the SiF 4 density 
together with the residence time in the plasma allows to evaluate the 
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Figure 7.13: Emission intensities of Cl (). = 725.7 nm) and F (). = 
703.7 nm) as a function of the gas flow at 200.mTorr and 100 W. The 
intensities are denoted by dots (in presence of Si) or triangles (without 
Si). 

etch rate. The value obtained under assumption that SiF 4 is the main 
Si containing species in the plasma does not exceed 1 A/s. However, the 
etch rates determined from a SEM study of the wafer surface (see Chap
ter 8) are at least ten times higher. Therefore it is clear that SiF 4 is not 
one of the main etch products. As its flow dependence is proportional 
to ;:-2, SiF 4 is most likely formed from other etch products in the gas 
phase. 

Figure 7 .14 shows that the molecule densities increase with the rf power, 
following the increase of the electron density (see Figure 7.4). In con
trast to chlorine containing molecules, the dependence of CF 4 density 
on power does not show saturation at high power levels. The previ
ously analyzed flow dependence has shown that CF 4 is a stable product, 
which is destroyed mainly by the gas flow. Its effective production rate 
from CChF2 must increase with increasing electron density, even though 
its formation involves more than one reaction step. The fact that the 
CF4 density increases almost linearly with power indicates that its pro-
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Figure 7.14: Densities of reaction products in a CCI2F2 discharge as a 
function of rf input power. The pressure is 200 mTorr and the gas flow 
rate 30 seem. No silicon wafer is present. 

duction is simply proportional to the electron density, as the latter is 
proportional to the power input (see Figure 7.4). Eventually the CF4 

density will also saturate with power, if the electron density becomes 
high enough to induce significant gas phase losses of this molecule. The 
chlorinated molecules are produced in a similar way as CF 4 and therefore 
their production rates should also increase with increasing power input. 
However, these molecules are less stable in the gas phase than CF 4 and 
therefore they are at least partly destroyed by electrons (electron dis
sociation or dissociative attachment). The rate of the latter process is 
again proportional to the electron density. This explains the saturation 
of the chlorinated species densities at high power levels. Note that if 
a given molecule is destroyed mainly by electron impact (C2ChF1 ), its 
density is fairly independent of the power input. 

The power dependence of the molecule densities in presence of a Si wafer 
(Figure 7.15) resembles the one shown in Figure 7.14, but the absolute 
densities are lower. At higher input powers the halocarbon densities tend 
to decrease as SiF4 emerges. This effect is stronger in CChF2 mixtures 
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Figure 7 .15: Densities of reaction products in a CCJ2F2 discharge as a 
function of rf input power. The pressure is 200 mTorr, gas flow 30 seem 
and a silicon wafer is placed on the rf electrode. 
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rf power input in a discharge containing 10 % CChF2 in argon. The 
pressure is 200 mTorr and .the total gas flow rate 30 seem. 
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Figure 7.17: Fraction of CChF2 remaining in the plasma and densities 
of reaction products in an Ar/CC12F2 discharge as a function of CC12F2 
partial pressure. The total pressure is 200 mTorr, the rf input power is 
100 Wand the total (Ar + CC1iF2) gas flow is 30 seem. A silicon wafer 
is placed on the rf electrode. 

with Ar. In Figure 7.16 the power dependences of molecule densities are 
shown in an etching mixture containing 10% CCl2F2 in Ar. The density 
of SiF 4 increases linearly with the power input. 

Finally, the behavior of various molecular densities in Ar/CCbF2 etch
ing mixtures has been studied. Figure 7.17 shows that the fraction of 
CChF 2 remaining in the plasma decreases significantly for large argon 
admixtures. This can be expected, as the electron density is higher in 
these conditions (see Figure 7 .6 ). The peak of the SiF 4 density at low 
partial pressures of CCbF2 reflects an increased etch rate in Ar/CCbF2 

mixtures. These are also the conditions in which cluster formation from 
the etch products occurs (see Chapter 8). It is known that the positive 
fon flux to the substrate increases with decreasing partial pressure of 
halocarbon (see Chapter 6). If we assume that in the etching process 
both radicals and positive ions are involved, the maximum in the etch 
rate at low CC12F2 fractions can be understood as a compromise between 
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Figure 7 .18: Axial profile of the CF2 radical density in a CCJ2 F2 

discharge. The pressure is 200 mTorr, the rf input power is 100 W 
and the gas flow rate is 30 seem. The rf electrode is at 0 mm and the 
grounded electrode at 30 mm. The dots denote the density with and 
the triangles without a silicon wafer on the rf electrode. In both cases 
the densities increase towards the electrodes. 

the increasing ion flux and the decreasing halogen radical densities. 

The increased etch rate and consequently the density of Si containing 
species correlates with a depletion of the halogen radicals, which in turn 
lowers the density of halocarbon molecules. This effect can be seen for 
the CC1F3 density in Figures 7.16 and 7.17. 

7.3.5 CF2 densities 

CF 2 is relatively stable and therefore it is expected to be one of the most 
abundant halocarbon radicals in our discharge. Its density has been 
measured for various discharge conditions by absorption spectroscopy 
using a tunable diode laser. The axial profiles of the CF2 density are 
shown in Figure 7.18. The peculiar increase of this density towards the 
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Figure 7.19: CF2 radical density in a CCI2F2 discharge as a function 
of rf power (no Si wafer). The measurements have been performed 2 cm 
above the rf electrode, with the electrode distance of 5 cm. The pressure 
is 65 mTorr and the gas fl.ow rate 30 seem. 

wall indicates that CF 2 is formed mainly at or close to the electrodes. 
It is possible that less stable radicals convert at the wall to the more 
stable CF2 , which then diffuses into the discharge. A more detailed 
treatment of this effect, which has been observed in many halocarbon 
discharges, is given by Haverlag et al. [79]. An interesting conclusion, 
following from the density profile in Figure 7.18, is that CF2 is actually 
destroyed in the plasma. A possible mechanism for CF 2 destruction is 
recombination with other radicals, e.g. Cl and F. Even though these 
reactions are three body processes, they are fast enough (10-39 m6s- 1 

for CF3 + F and 10-41 m6s-1 for CF2 + F [181]) to contribute sig
nificantly to the destruction of halocarbon radicals. Figure 7.19 shows 
the CF2 density saturates quickly with the applied rf power. Similar 
dependences have been observed for some chlorinated molecules, like 
C2CbF 4 (Figure 7 .14 ). This kind of behavior is expected for molecules 
and radicals, which are produced and destroyed by similar processes. 
CF2 is clearly an intermediate product of radical reactions. It is pro
duced from other radicals at the wall and possibly also in the discharge 
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Figure 7.20: CF2 radical density in a CChF2 discharge as a function 
of pressure (no Si wafer). The measurements ha,ve been performed 2 cm 
above the rf electrode, with the electrode distance of 5 cm. The rf input 
power is 100 W and the gas flow rate 30 seem. 

and destroyed again by radical recombination. Consequently, the CF 2 

density is expected to be only weakly dependent on plasma parameters. 
Indeed, from Figures 7.20 and 7.21 it follows that the CF2 density does 
not change significantly with pressure and flow rate. However, it is very 
interesting to study the difference in the behavior of the CF 2 density as 
a function of flow with and without a silicon wafer on the rf electrode. 
In presence of a wafer the CF2 density at high flow rates is higher than 
in a pure plasma, without Si. This implies that at higher flows either 
the production of CF 2 is increased due to a more efficient conversion at 
the silicon surface or the destruction is reduced, which can be due to a 
lower density of halogen radicals in presence of Si. The latter seems very 
likely, as the emission intensities of Cl and Fare a factor of two lower in 
presence of Si (see Figure 7.13). This is due to an enhanced loss of halo
gen radicals at the Si surface. At low flow rates a significant depletion 
of the CF2 and atomic halogen densities is observed (Figures 7.21 and 
7.13). In these conditions the source gas and the halocarbon molecule 
densities are also depleted (see Figures 7.8 and 7.12), as these species 
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Figure 7.21: CF2 radical density in a CChF2 discharge as a function of 
the gas flow rate. The measurements have been performed 1.5 cm above 
the rf electrode, with the electrode distance of 3 cm. The rf input power 
is 100 W and the pressure 200 m Torr. The dots denote the density with 
and the triangles without a silicon wafer on the rf electrode. 

are converted into halosilicides (see Figures 7.12). As the loss rate of 
the radicals at the surface is not expected to be strongly flow depen
dent, the negative correlation between the radical densities and the SiF 4 

density as a function of flow (compare Figures 7.13 and 7.21 to Figure 
7.12) suggests a gas phase loss process of both halocarbon and halogen 
radicals with Si containing species. 

A similar effect can be seen in Figure 7.22, in which the CF2 density as 
a function of CChF2 admixture in argon is shown with and without a 
silicon wafer. Without a wafer the density is fairly constant except for 
very small admixtures. In presence of a wafer the density is higher for 
large admixtures but decreases much faster with increasing argon den
sity. This is consistent with the discussed flow dependence (Figure 7 .21 ). 
As etch rate increases with decreasing CCh F 2 partial pressure, until it 
reaches a maximum at 10% CChF2 (Figure 7.17), the halocarbon rad
ical and molecule densities are strongly depleted at low CChF2 partial 
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Figure 7.22: CF2 radical density in an Ar/CC]iF2 discharge as a func
tion of the CC]iF2 admixture. The measurements have been performed 
1.5 cm above the rf electrode, with the electrode distance of 3 cm. The 
rf input power is 100 Wand the pressure 200 mTorr and the total gas 
flow rate 30 seem. The dots denote the density with and the triangles 
without a silicon wafer on the rf electrode. 

pressures in presence of a Si wafer (Figure 7.17 and 7.22). 

7 .4 Conclusions 

The plasma chemistry of CChF2 has been studied in a pure CChF2 dis
charge and in CChF2 mixtures with argon. These mixtures attract spe
cial attention due to their enhanced etching capacity. It has been found 
that the gas temperatures in these plasmas are not much higher than the 
ambient temperature. Electron impact dissociation, dissociative attach
ment and ionization reactions drive most of the chemical processes in 
these plasmas, which makes the electron density a very essential plasma 
parameter. The electron density is proportional to the input power, it 
does not vary with gas flow and it is weakly dependent on pressure. In 
most cases a large fraction of the source gas is dissociated and a wide 
variety of new species is formed. Especially the fluorine rich halocarbons 
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are readily formed, due to their thermodynamical stability. From the 
dependence of molecular densities on gas flow rates the total dissociation 
rate of several molecules can be deduced (Table 7.1). In presence of a 
silicon wafer the chemistry is strongly affected, as the silicon consumes 
halogen radicals. This may enhance or decrease the density of a par
ticular species dependent on whether this species is produced from or 
destroyed by the halogens. All measurements performed with a Si wafer 
show a negative correlation between the radical densities (CF2 , Cl, F) 
and the density of the etch product SiF 4 • From the dependence of the 
SiF 4 density on the flow rate it can be concluded, that SiF 4 is not a 
primary etch product, but it is formed from other Si containing species, 
which are released from the surface. 
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Chapter 8 

Powder formation in 
halocarbon discharges 

8.1 Introduction 

Formation of macroscopic clusters in surface processing plasmas was first 
reported by Spears et al. [43] in 1986 in a silane deposition plasma and 
by Selwyn [42] in 1989 in a CCbF2 discharge for dry Si etching. Since 
then dusty plasmas have become a large, independent research area, 
which attracts more and more investigators [44, 45]. 

Particle formation has been observed in a wide variety of chemical sys
tems. These systems can be divided in three major groups. First, par
ticles are present in noble gas discharges, to which a small amount of 
active species (mainly carbon) is added. The clusters are either formed 
from material, sputtered from the electrodes (for this purpose graphite 
electrodes are often used [49]) or they are directly introduced into the 
discharge e.g. as carbon powder [182]. This kind of dusty plasmas is 
mainly used for fundamental studies of particle behavior or to test new 
diagnostics. Another important group of dusty discharges are the halo
carbon etching plasmas. Powder formation in these systems is generally 
a slow process, the time constant being in the order of hours. The clus
ters, produced this way, are typically large and not very abundant. They 
have only a small influence on the discharge itself, which means that they 
can stay in the plasma for a very long time before they are expelled. As 
a result, they can grow and coalesce to form very large structures, even 
up to a millimeter size. However, typical sizes lie between 0.1 and 10 
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micrometer. These clusters form a serious problem in semiconductor 
etching discharges, which aim at fabricating submicrometer structures 
[183]. A single particle, stuck in a well, which is being etched, seriously 
lowers the quality of the fabricated chip. The third chemistry in which 
particles are present are the deposition gases ( silanes, hydrocarbons and 
possibly also some halocarbons ). In these plasmas powders are read
ily formed within seconds to minutes of discharge operation. Typically 
they reach very high densities (1014 m-3 [57]), but their size does not 
exceed a few hundreds of nanometers. As these particles are relatively 
small damage by single particles contaminating the surface is limited. 
Nevertheless, the deposited layer may contain a substantial amount of 
particles, because of the huge dust densities. This affects the layer qual
ity, by changing its conductance, internal stress, hardness, bandgap or 
optical properties. However, this does not necessarily lead to a deterio
ration of the deposited layer and if controlled, it can be even turned to 
benefit. 

It is generally believed that a dust particle in the plasma acquires a large 
negative charge, the absolute value however is unknown and estimates 
vary widely. The total charge on a particle is determined on one hand 
by the difference of mobility between electrons and ions causing the neg
ative charging of the cluster and on the other hand the Coulomb force, 
which repels new electrons once the particle is charged. This results in 
the formation of a positively charged zone around the particle, in anal
ogy to the sheath formed around all floating objects in the plasma (e.g. 
probes). The exact shape of the potential and the fluxes of charged 
species towards the cluster surface are a subject of intensive investiga
tions (10]. Moreover, it has been shown that the charge on a particle can 
fluctuate significantly in time [67]. A simple model, allowing to estimate 
the steady state charge, will be presented in Chapter 10. 

The negative charge on the particles is responsible for their trapping in 
the positive plasma glow. Apart from the Coulomb force, there are also 
other forces acting on the particle, like the neutral drag force, the ion 
drag force, the thermophoretic force, etc. The balance of these forces 
determines the motion and the spatial distribution of the particles. This 
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 10. 

Many efforts have been made lately to clarify the formation and growing 
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mechanisms of particles. A full understanding of the formation process 
will not only help to prevent surface contamination but it might also 
result in a means of synthesizing powders with some desired physical 
properties. The variety of gas mixtures and plasma conditions in which 
the particle formation takes place makes it difficult to find one gen
eral mechanism for the formation process. However, at least two major 
particle production channels can be distinguished. First, particles can 
be formed in the gas phase. Their growth starts from relatively small, 
molecular species (precursors). The nature of these precursors is sub
ject to vivid discussion in the literature [45] and it will be treated in 
detail for an Ar /SiH4 plasma in Chapter 10. The macromolecules can 
grow further 'by polymerization and/or ion impact. The latter process 
will neutralize the macromolecule, but as electron capture is a very fast 
process (see Chapters 4, 5 and 6), the cluster will soon recharge and 
remain trapped in the glow. However, the period in which the particle 
becomes large enough to acquire a permanent negative charge cannot 
be much longer than the residence time of species in the plasma. There
fore powder formation in the gas phase must be relatively fast, with a 
time scale in the order of a few seconds. Moreover, the high density of 
precursor species allows to reach very high powder densities. In these 
conditions the powders have a major influence on the discharge proper
ties (see Chapter 10 [184]). 

The second important source of dust particles in the discharge is the re
actor and substrate surface. It has been shown that the surface plays an 
important role in the particle formation process in some discharges, ei
ther by providing the reactive species [49] or by supplying directly macro
scopic clusters [42]. In the first case the growth starts from atomic/mole
cular species and the nucleation occurs in the gas phase, as in the pre
viously mentioned deposition plasmas. In the latter case the precursors, 
sputtered from the surface are already large and they can grow further 
in the plasma. This kind of powders can never reaches as high densities 
as powders formed in situ in the plasma. Their time constant of forma
tion is also much lower (limited by the sputtering efficiency) and their 
influence on the discharge is expected to be minor. In this chapter it 
will be shown that cluster precursors in an Ar/CCl2.F2 etching plasma 
are formed on the surface. 

In order to elucidate the actual formation process in a given gas mix-
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ture and configuration it is necessary to monitor the particle composition 
during the growth process. If the clusters contain infrared active bonds, 
this analysis can be easily performed using Fourier transform infrared ab
sorption spectroscopy. In this work we apply this technique to particles 
formed during dry etching of Si in an Ar/CChF2 discharge with varying 
active gas content. First we discuss the conditions, in which powders 
are observed and describe their general features in Section 8.2. Then, 
in Section 8.3 the infrared absorption measurements are presented in 
combination with Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) pictures of the 
substrate surface. Based on these results a model for particle formation 
on the substrate surface in a CChF2 discharge is proposed. Its validity 
is verified by first pretreating the substrate surface with an Ar/CChF2 
plasma and then producing powders in a pure Ar discharge (Section 8.4). 
The particle composition is followed as a function of time. In Section 8.5 
it is shown, that particles can substantially heat up in the plasma by 
ion recombination on their surface. Furthermore, in Section 8.6 some 
results on particle formation in another halocarbon discharge (CHF3) 
are presented. Finally Section 8.7 summarizes the conclusions of this 
chapter. 

8.2 Conditions for powder formation 

Abundant particle formation has been reported by Selwyn [46] and Sel
wyn, Heidenreich and Haller [185] under the following conditions: 90% 
argon, 10% CChF 2 at 200 mTorr and 100 W power input and total 
gas flow of 30 seem, in presence of a Si wafer on the electrode. These 
conditions have been reproduced in the open parallel plate configuration 
shown in Chapter 2, Figure 2.2a. Aggregation of particles in the lower 
plasma-sheath boundary is observed after about 10 to 60 minutes of 
plasma operation, dependent on the contamination of the substrate and 
reactor surface. These particles can reach millimeter sizes by coalescing 
into characteristic branched chains. In Figure 8.1 the SEM pictures of 
particles, collected on the Si surface after switching the discharge off, · 
are shown. These clusters are a product of several hours of plasma op
eration. It can be seen that they have a broad size distribution. The 
clusters are confined in two separate regions: a dome above the wafer 
and a thin ring around it. This is schematically shown in Figure 8.2. 
There is no particle exchange between the two regions, which has been 
verified by laser evaporation experiments (see Chapter 9). If the laser 
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Figure 8.1: Dust particles form ed in a discharge, contallllng 10% 
CCl2F2 in argon. The upper picture shows an isola.ted particle formed 
after 5 hours of plasma operation. Its diameter is about 10 1un. The 
plasma conditions are: 200 mTorr pressure, 100 W power input all(/ 
30 seem total gas flow. The second picture shows the typical chain
like structure in which particles tend to group themselves. This pict.ure 
was taken after 2 hours of plasma operation in 10% CC/2 F2 followed IJy 
1 hour pure Ar discharge. Both pictures have IJeen taken at an angie of 
45° with the substrate. 
Upper scale: 
Lower scale: 

5 JLm . 

20 JLm. 
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plasma glow 

dome 

Si wafer 

rf electrode 

Figure 8.2: The distribution of particles above a wafer in an Ar/CChF2 

plasma. The deformation of t11e sheath due to presence of wafer is 
shown. The particles collect themselves in a characteristic 'dome' above 
the wafer. Moreover, a ring of dust particles is formed around it. 

beam is passed through either the dome or the ring of particles, the laser 
induced emission there decreases after 10 to 100 shots at 10 Hz repetition . 
rate and it finally disappears. This is due to the destructive nature of 
laser evaporation in combination with a low particle formation rate. In 
this way we can 'clean' separately the two regions in which the particles 
are confined, which proves that particle transport between these two re
gions is blocked. The presence of a Si wafer on the electrode is essential 
for dust formation. Its effect of creating traps is not sufficient; similarly 
shaped aluminum or teflon objects placed on the electrode do not lead · 
to powder formation. Particles in Ar/CC}iF2 discharges in absence of a 
Si wafer were observed only when the reactor walls were contaminated 
by previously produced clusters. No powders were observed in an ini
tially clean reactor without a silicon wafer, even after 10 hours of plasma 
operation. Therefore we conclude that it is really the silicon chemistry 
which is responsible for the particle production. 
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The size and density of the clusters formed in our discharge strongly de
pend on plasma conditions. The following general information has been 
obtained by a combined He-Ne laser scattering and laser ablation study 
(see Chapter 9). Typically, the particles appear at high rf power input 
(2: 80 W) and at relatively high pressures (2: 100 mTorr). The parti
cles are observed in discharges containing up to 20% CCbF2 in argon. 
Their density decreases and their size increases with increasing CChF 2 
partial pressure. The particle density decreases with increasing gas flow 
and decreasing plasma volume (interelectrode distance), which is due to 
flushing the particles out of the discharge volume by the gas flow. 

The influence of the particles on the electron density in the plasma 
has been studied in the cavity configuration (Chapter 2, Figure 2.2b) 
by means of the microwave resonance method (Chapter 3.2). A wafer, 
pretreated in an Ar/CCl2F2 plasma has been used in order to speed 
up the particle production. The electron density has been measured as 
a function of time after switching the plasma on. Simultaneously the 
He-Ne laser scattering signal under 5° has been monitored. This allows 
to visualize dust expelled from the cavity. The electron density and the 
scattering signal are shown in Figure 8.3. After onset of the plasma 
clusters are produced, which results in an initial decrease of the electron 
density, because the clusters absorb electrons. The powder density and 
size increase with time and the electron density reaches a 'stationary' 
state. After the particles have reached a critical size and density, the 
Coulomb force becomes too weak in comparison with the neutral drag 
force and they are ejected from the discharge (see Chapter 10). This 
can be seen by the onset of the He-Ne scattering signal outside the 
discharge. From Figure 8.3 it can be concluded that the influence of 
powders on the discharge is not very large, as the observed changes in 
the electron density are minor: This indicates that the powder density 
in an Ar/CChF2 etching discharge is much lower than in an Ar/SiH4 

plasma, as in the latter case a significant influence of particles on the 
electron density has been observed (see Chapter 10). 

8.3 Infrared spectroscopy of a dusty rf plasma 

In this section particle formation in a plasma containing 10% CChF2 in 
Ar is studied by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (see Chapter 
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Figure 8.3: The time dependent behavior of the electron density (cavity 
configuration) and the He-Ne scattered intensity in a plasma containing 
10% CC12F2 in Ar. The conditions are: 200 mTorr total pressure, 100 W 
power input, 10 seem total flow. The scattering signal originates from 
particles ejected from the cavity. 

3.3). The typieal conditions are: power input 100 W, pressure 200 mTorr 
and total gas flow 30 seem. In order to obtain the absorption spectra 
of the powders, the absorption of the molecules in the plasma has been 
subtracted. Therefore reference scans have been taken immediately af
ter the plasma has been switched on. In this period no dust could be 
detected by means of visible light scattering or the laser ablation method 
(see Chapter 9). These reference scans in a dust free plasma have been 
collected before and after each measurement to avoid a possible influence 
of the deposition layer on the windows and variations in the intensity of 
the glow bar and the sensitivity of the detector. 

Typical absorption spectra of clusters in an Ar/CChF2 plasma for sev
eral times of plasma operation are shown in Figure 8.4. The 'continuum 
absorption' is in fact due to light scattering on these particles and it has 
a typical dependence on the photon wavelength. The particle size and 
density are related to the extinction (I/ Io) by: 
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Figure 8.4: Infrared absorption spectra of particles formed in a plasma. 
of 10% CChF2 in Ar for various times of plasma operation at 200 mTorr, 
100 Wand 30 seem. The spectra have been averaged over 500 scans. The 
continuous signal, which intensity increases with wavenumber is due to 
scattering on particles. A weak C-F absorption band around 1200 cm-1 

is visible. The other absorption bands are due to water and C02 • 

I 
In

fo 
(8.1) 

where NP denotes the particle density, r the particle radius, L the optical 
path length and Qsca the scattering efficiency. In the low photon energy 
region, which means that the photon wavelength ( >.) is large with respect 
to the particle radius, Rayleigh scattering is expected. In this case the 
scattering efficiency is given by: 

8 (21ir) 4
1 n2 

11 Qsca = 3 T n2 + 2 (8.2) 

where n is the complex refractive index. The extinction for Rayleigh 
scattering is inversely proportional to the fourth power of >., provided 
the complex refractive index does not vary much with wavelength. For 
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Figure 8.5: A typical absorption spectrum of particles formed in a 
10% CC12 F2 plasma. The dashed line is a fourth power fit, expected for 
Rayleigh scattering on particles much smaller than the wavelength. The 
deviation at high wavenumber shows that the scattering enters the Mie 
regime. 

a teflon layer with a comparable composition this has been experimen
tally verified. In Figure 8.5 the measured absorption spectrum of pow
ders formed after 1 hour of plasma operation is fitted with the fourth 
power of the wavenumber. For wavenumbers up to 3000 cm-1 (3 µm) 
the description is quite accurate. For higher wavenumbers the absorp
tion deviates from the Rayleigh law as the scattering enters the Mie 
regime. This suggests that the average powder size is less than 1 µm. 
An estimate of the powder size can be made by substituting the fitted 
curve I/ 10 = 8 * 10-17 u4 into Equation 8.1. If the following estimates 
are made: the particle density NP ~ 1011m - 3 , the optical path length L 

0.2 m and I~~~~ I ~ 1, we find r = 380 nm, which is indeed close to the 
mean size found from the SEM pictures. For longer periods of plasma 
operation the particles become larger and the curves in Figure 8.4 have 
to be fitted using the Mie scattering theory [186]. The specific band 
absorption for these particles is weak in comparison with scattering. 
Figure 8.6 displays a broad band around 1200 cm-1 , superposed on the 
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Figure 8.6: A part of the absorption spectrum of particles in a 10% 
CCJ2F2 plasma, showing a broad, weak absorption band superposed on 
the scattering signal (dashed line). This band can be attributed to C-F 
absorption. 

tail of the scattering signal. Based on the infrared absorption of C-F 
and Si-F containing molecules this band is likely to be due to C-F and 
Si-F absorption. 0 'Neill et al. [171] reported an intense C-Cl absorption 
at 700 cm-1 and a very weak C-F band in an ex situ infrared spectrum 
for particles produced in comparable conditions. However, our in situ 
spectra in the region 500-1500 cm-1, show only a weak feature around 
700 cm-1 (see Figure 8.7). This suggests that our particles are relatively 
fluorine rich. It should be noted here that Ganguly et al. [187] attribute 
the 700 cm-1 band to Si-C rather than C-Cl absorption. 

In order to clarify the origin of the observed particles and their relation 
to surface processes the Si wafer has been studied after plasma operation 
by means of Scanning Electron Microscopy. A typical SEM photograph 
of the sample (Figure 8.8) shows curious 'sea polyps', standing verti
cally on the surface. Such structures can be obtained by micromasking, 
followed by almost anisotropic etching of Si. As the sidewalls are not 
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Figure 8. 7: A part of the absorption spectrum of particles in a 10% 
CChF2 plasma, measured using a DTGS infrared detector, which is 
sensitive at lower photon energies, where the C-Cl and Si-C absorption 
occurs. The identification of the absorption peaks is the same as the 
one proposed by Ganguly et al. In this spectrum only a weak band 
at 700 cm-1 is present, suggesting that the particles, formed in this 
discharge, are relatively fluorine rich. 

subject to the ion bombardment a layer can be deposited on them. This 
process is known as sidewall passivation [188]. However, the origin of 
the primary masking agent is still not clear. A possible mechanism is 
non-homogeneous, island-like deposition of teflon material at the begin
ning of discharge operation. This kind of rough layers are often formed 
during deposition of graphite or amorphous carbon [189]. It has been 
observed that in several cases the micromask is removed after some time 
of plasma operation. Then the interior of the 'sea polyp' is also etched 
away and a hollow structure is left (see Figure 8.8). This is however not 
a general feature; the size and the aspect ratio of the formed structures 
seems to be very sensitive to plasma conditions and it can vary with the 
plasma operation time (see Figure 8.9). 
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Figure 8.8: A SEM photograph of the surface of a Si wafer, treated in 
a 10% CCl2F2 , 90% Ar plasma at 200 mTorr, 100 Wand 30 seem for 
about 2 hours. The photograph is taken under 45° . 
Scale: 5 J.Lm 
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The SEM pictures show that the structures can become narrower to
wards their base, indicating that after some time they break and pos
sibly enter the discharge. As both the surface and the structures are 
negatively charged, they will be accelerated through the sheath into the 
positive glow. Therefore we suppose that at least a part of the clusters 
in an Ar/CCbF2 discharge comes directly from the surface. From the 
above consideration it is clear that a silicon wafer is needed for the par
ticle production. However, it is not necessary that the clusters contain 
only Si. In fact their major component can be the halocarbon mate
rial, deposited on the sidewalls. Moreover, once ejected into the glow, 
the particles continue growing by radical and ionic deposition. The 
(macroscopic) surface structures, desorbed from the surface, are needed 
as nucleation centers to produce particles. This is supported by the 
experimental observation that the particles appear sooner if the wafer 
has been previously treated with an Ar/CC}zF2 plasma. As a processed 
wafer has already a developed surface structure, particle production can 
start immediately after the plasma is switched on. 

8.4 Dust formation in an argon plasma 

The efficiency of the dust formation process, described in the previous 
section, is strongly dependent on the ion flux to the surface. Since the 
ion flux increases linearly with the rf input power, it is not surprising 
that powder formation is observed mainly at high power levels. Further
more, it has been shown in Chapter 6 that both positive ion flux and 
ion energy to the surface decrease with increasing CC}zF 2 fraction in Ar 
plasma. This results in a decreased etch rate for large CC}zF 2 fractions, 
in accordance with Chapter 7. Therefore it can be understood that the 
clusters are formed more readily at low CC}zF 2 densities. Consequently, 
the most efficient cluster production can be expected in a pure Ar plasma 
with a wafer, which has been processed in an Ar/CC}zF2 mixture. 

In order to verify this hypothesis a 'dusty' argon plasma has been pre
pared. First a 10% CCbF 2 in Ar plasma has been operated for some 
time, in order to develop a surface structure similar to the one shown in 
.Figure 8.8. Subsequently the chamber has been evacuated and a pure Ar 
discharge under the same conditions (200 mTorr, 100 W and 30 seem) 
has been started. This will be referred to as a 'clean' argon plasma. In 
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Figure 8.9: SEM photographs of the surface of a Si wafer, treated in a 
10% CChF2, 90% Ar discharge for 5 hours (upper picture) followed by 

1 hour pure argon plasma under the same conditions (200 mTorr, 100 W 
and 30 seem, lower picture). The plasma has been extinguished and 
the reactor evacuated before the Ar plasma was ignited ('clean' argon 
plasma) . The photographs are taken under 45° . It is clear that the 'sea 
polyps' formed in the ArjCCl2F2 plasma are efficiently sputtered in th e 

argon discharge. 

Upper scale: 
Lower scale: 

5pm. 
5pm. 
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Figure 8.10: Absorption spectra of particles in a 'dean' argon plasma 
for various times of plasma operation. A wafer treated for 2 hours in an 
Ar/CChF2 plasma has been used. Compared to the CChF2 containing 
discharge, the absorption around 1000-1100 cm-1 is very strong and the 
continuous extinction due to scattering is weaker. 

an alternative method the Ar/CChF2 plasma is gradually changed into 
a pure Ar discharge by closing the CChF2 gas flow, without interrupt
ing the discharge. In this case the 'old' particles, formed in the CChF2 
plasma remain trapped and are present in the argon discharge. This will 
be referred to as a 'dirty' argon plasma. With both methods a 5 mm 
thick dome of relatively small clusters is formed above the wafer. The 
new clusters appear within a few minutes and they are more abundant 
than in a CChF2 containing plasma. In a 'clean' argon plasma there 
are neither 'old' particles nor active gas, so the newly formed clusters 
must come from the surface. This conclusion is supported by the SEM 
pictures of the silicon surface after exposure to the Ar discharge. A 
typical example is shown in Figure 8.9. Here silicon wafer surfaces are 
compared before and after the treatment in an argon discharge. After 
5 hours in an Ar/CCl2F2 plasma the 'sea polyp' structure is even more 
pronounced than the one shown in Figure 8.8. After the argon treat
ment only the base has remained, as the structures have been sputtered 
into the discharge. 
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Figure 8.11: A typical absorption spectrum of particles in a 'dirty' 
argon plasma (solid line) on top of the base line (dashed line). The 
absorption consists of two overlapping bands, which can be attributed 
to Si-F (950 cm-1 ) and C-F (1100 cm-1 ). The individual absorptions 
have been determined by fitting Gaussian profiles (dotted line). The 
lower pictures show absorption spectra of particles grown in a 'dean' 
argon discharge (A) at 5 mm and (B) at 8 mm above the rf electrode. 
The ratio of the peak heights depends on the position in the plasma. 
The cut off of the absorption below 850 cm- 1 is due to a decreased 
detector sensitivity. 
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A 

B 

Figure 8.12: The scattering signal at 4000 cm-1 (A) and total band 
absorption signal (B) as a function of time and axial position in a 'dirty' 
argon plasma. The first axial scan (at t = 0 s) corresponds to a 10% 
CC12F2, 90% Ar plasma at 200 mTorr, 100 W and 30 seem. After 
that the CCl2F2 flow is switched off and the remaining molecular gas is 
flushed out within a minute. 
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Figure 8.13: Absorption signals due to C-F, Si-F and scattering 
(scaled) as a function of height above the rf electrode in a 'dean' ar
gon plasma after one hour of plasma operation. It is dear that the three 
signals reach their maximum in intensity at different heights. 

Infrared absorption spectra of newly formed particles in a 'clean' Ar 
plasma at several times of plasma operation are shown in Figure 8.10. 
Indeed, the formation time is shorter than in the CCbF2 containing 
plasma (Figure 8.4). Besides, the shape of the scattering curve (e.g. 
the absence of a maximum at high photon energy) indicates that the 
particles are smaller. Most striking however is an intense absorption 
band around 1000-1100 cm-1 . In Figure 8.11 typical band absorption 
spectra in a 'dusty' argon plasma are shown. They clearly consist of 
several overlapping bands around 950 cm-1 and 1100 cm-1 . Based on 
the gas absorptions we attribute the former to Si-F and the latter to C-F 
absorptions in accordance with Ganguly et al. [187]. Furthermore with 
a DTGS detector a small absorption peak is found around 700 cm - I, 

similar to the one observed in the Ar/CChF2 plasma (see Figure 8.7). 

There is no major difference between the 'clean' and the 'dirty' argon dis
charge. In Figure 8.12 the scattering and total band absorption signals 
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Figure 8.14: Absorption signals due to C-F, Si-F and scaled scattering 
as a function of height above the rf electrode in a Ar/CChF2 (A) and 
a 'dirty' argon plasma (B). In the Ar/CChF2 plasma the scattering 
and absorption profiles coincide, while in the 'dirty' argon plasma the 
band absorption has a maximum closer to the rf electrode, similar to 
the 'clean' argon plasma (see Figure 8.13). The scattering maximum in 
Figure B is slightly shifted towards the rf electrode with respect to an 
Ar/CChF2 plasma (Figure A). 
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are shown as a function of time and axial position in a 'dirty' plasma. 
In this case the scattering and band absorption signals at zero time cor
respond to an Ar/CCl2F2 plasma which has been operated for 4 hours. 
It can be seen that most particles remain trapped during the transi
tion, but they move towards the rf electrode when the CChF 2 fl.ow is 
stopped. Both absorption and scattering signals increase in time, re
flecting an increase in the total powder density. The absorption and 
scattering signals have different dependences on the particle size: r 6 for 
scattering, (see Equation 8.1) and r 2 -r3 for absorption (see Chapter 9). 
Therefore, the fa.ct that the band absorption signal increases faster than 
the scattering signal gives a second indication that the clusters formed 
in the argon discharge are smaller than those already present in the 
Ar/CC12F2 plasma. There is no significant change in the ratio of the C
F and Si-F absorptions as a function of time both in the 'dirty' and the 
'clean' argon plasma. This suggests that the particle composition does 
not change with time. The absorption signal in the Ar/CChF2 plasma 
is very weak. Therefore it is not clear whether the particle composition 
in an Ar/CChF2 plasma is different from the composition in a 'dirty' 
argon plasma. 

In a 'clean' argon plasma the ratio of the Si-F and C-F peak heights 
varies with the axial position, indicating that the particle 'dome' is 
highly structured (see Figure 8.11). The axial profiles of absorption 
and scattering signals are shown in Figure 8.13. The C-F and Si-F band 
absorptions reach their maximum at a lower position than the scattering 
signal. This feature has been also observed in a 'dirty' argon plasma, 
but not in Ar/CChF2 mixtures (see Figure 8.14). The presented verti
cal scans suggest that the relatively large clusters, which are responsible 
for a high scattering signal, accumulate further away from the electrode 
than the smaller clusters, for which absorption is comparatively more 
important. Moreover, in a 'clean' plasma silicon rich clusters accumu
late mainly close to the rf electrode. 

It seems dear that particles in an 'dusty' Ar and Ar/CChF2 etching 
plasma are formed mainly by etching and sputtering of the surface ma
terial. It is therefore remarkable that the powders found in the discharge 
are spherical rather than elongated, as one would expect for the broken 
surface structures. It suggests that either the surface structures break 
up completely in the discharge and subsequently form powders by in situ 
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nucleation in the glow or that the needle-like surface structures trans
form in the plasma into the spherical particles. As the surface structures 
withstand the high energy ion bombardment on the wafer, it is unlikely 
that they would fall apart in the glow, which does not contain highly 
energetic particles. However, the thermal balance of the particles, dis
cussed in Section 8.5, shows that it is possible that the particles in the 
gas phase, having poor thermal contact with the surroundings, heat up 
and (partially) melt. In this case they form droplets to minimize the 
surface tension. Moreover, homogeneous deposition/etching in the glow 
will also transform the needle-like nucleation centers into objects with a 
more spherical shape. The size of the spherical particles in the discharge 
is about the same or slightly larger than the surface structures. 

8.5 The particle temperature 

It has been shown by Daugherty and Graves [190] that particles can 
heat up significantly in a 300 mTorr, 50 W argon rf discharge. There 
are several possible mechanisms of particle heating: positive ion recombi
nation on the surface, surface radical association and surface quenching 
of energetic species. Also several cooling mechanisms can be consid
ered: radiative cooling, conductive cooling and pyrolysis. The power 
deposited by recombining ions on the particle surface is given by: 

(8.3) 

where ¢+ denotes the positive ion flux to the particle, eVp the energy 
the ion obtains in the sheath surrounding a particle and Eion the energy 
released by the ion recombination. If the neutralized ion is a radical 
which can stick to the particle or associate at the surface (with a proba
bility /) also the sticking/ association energy Eass is released. From the 
typical values of the electron and ion densities for a dusty plasma from 
Chapter 6: ne = 3 x 1015 m-3 and n+ 4 x 1017 m-3 in a discharge of 
10% CChF2 in Ar at 200 mTorr and 30 seem (see Figures 6.2 and 6.3) 
and the charging theory presented in Chapter 10, Pree can be calculated. 
We find that the total number of ions, reaching the surface per unit time 
(47rr2¢+) is about 1010 s-1 for a 1 µm particle and Vp ~ 0.5 eV (see 
Figure 10.2). For these conditions the dominant positive ion is Ar+, so 
association is not relevant and Eion 15.7 eV. Substituting these values 
into Equation 8.3 gives the power deposited on a 1 µm particle by ion 
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recombination: Pree ~ 2.6 X 10-8 W. 

A second important heating mechanism of particles can be surface rad
ical association. The radicals can either stick to the surface and con
tribute to the growth of the particle or they can associate, form volatile 
species and return to the plasma. In the former case it is clear that the 
total chemical energy will be transferred to the surface, but also in the 
latter case a large fraction of this energy will remain in the particle. The 
energy transfer rate to the particle due to surface radical association can 
therefore be estimated by: 

(8.4) 

where the summation has to be taken over all radicals; Vi, ni, Eass,i 

and Ii denote the average thermal velocity, the density, the association 
energy and the reaction probability of the species i. Unfortunately no 
information is available on the reaction probability of most species. If we 
assume an average reaction probability of about 10%, a radical density 
of about 1020 m-3 (see Chapter 7) and an average association energy of 
about 3 eV, we find that the surface radical association heating is in the 
same order as the ion recombination. This indicates that surface radical 
association can form an important contribution to the particle heating. 

In the steady state, conductive cooling is the most important energy loss 
process for relatively cold particles. For high gas pressures and/or large 
particles, these losses can be estimated using the thermal conduction 
approach: Peon = 41rr2 KAr VT ~ 41rr2 KArt.:;,,,T /A. The thermal conduc
tivity of argon at 300 K is KAr = 1.6xlo-2 W /mK. The gradient length 
A can be estimated by the mean free path for neutrals in the ambient 
gas. At 200 mTorr A ~ 0.3 mm. 

However, as the mean free path of neutrals in the plasma is in most cases 
much larger than the particle radius, the above approach is not valid and 
the heat transport from the particle is described by the Knudsen the
ory. In this approach adsorption of neutrals with ambient temperature, 
followed by desorption of the same neutrals at different temperature is 
considered. The power losses by conduction according to this mechanism 
are given by [191, 192, 193, 190]: 
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(8.5) 

Here pis the gas pressure, cp/cv its heat capacity ratio (5/3 for argon), 
T9 the gas temperature and m the mass of the gas atom/molecule, !:::..T 
the temperature difference between the gas and the particle and a is the 
accommodation coefficient. The accommodation coefficient was intro
duced by Knudsen to account for the fact that adsorbed gas molecules 
do not always reach thermal equilibrium with the surface before they 
desorb. Daugherty and Graves [190] found an accommodation coeffi
cient a ~ 0.17 in similar conditions. From Equation 8.5 it follows that 
the power lost by conduction Peon for Ar at 200 mTorr, T9 350 K and 
a 1 is about 10-10 !:::..T in W for a 1 µm particle. This is one order of 
magnitude lower than the loss term obtained from the simple thermal 
conduction approach, mentioned above. 

The balance between the ion recombination heating and conductive cool
ing (Equations 8.3 and 8.5) results in a particle temperature of about 
600 K. The above estimate has been obtained for the accommodation 
coefficient a = 1. Naturally, for a < 1 higher particle temperatures are 
expected. As the particles consist mainly of halogenated carbon with 
typical softening temperatures around 300°C, they most probably soften 
and/or melt in the discharge which enables them to contract into the 
observed spheres. 

8.6 Powders in CHF3 discharges 

In a comparative study of powder formation in CHF3 plasmas similar 
phenomena have been observed. Again the powders are localized at the 
plasma sheath edge, where they also form chain-like structures. Pow
der formation in CHF3 however is much faster than in CCl2F2 (time 
constant of a few minutes) and the powder density is higher. The ad
mixture of argon is not essential; powders are formed readily in a pure 
CHF3 plasma, especially at higher pressures(> 200 mTorr). The silicon 
wafers processed in a CHF3 discharge do not show any peculiar surface 
structure. Moreover the powders are also formed in absence of a si1icon 
wafer. This suggests that in CHF3 powders can be formed in situ, which 
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Figure 8.15: A typical absorption spectrum of particles formed in a 
10% CHF3 plasma in argon. The plasma conditions are: 100 W rf input 
power, 200 m Torr pressure and 30 seem total gas flow. No silicon wafer 
is present. 

has been also proposed by Anderson [56]. 

A typical absorption spectrum of the powders produced in a discharge, 
containing 10% CHF3 in argon, is shown in Figure 8.15. Within 30 min
utes a strong scattering signal appears, suggesting that the particles have 
grown to submicrometer sizes. This is supported by SEM photographs 
of the collected clusters (Figure 8.16). Furthermore a C-F band absorp
tion around 1100-1200 cm-1 is visible, similar to the one observed in an 
Ar/CC12F2 plasma. No Si-F absorption can be found even in presence 
of a silicon wafer. The spatial distribution of the particles is shown in 
Figure 8.17. The maxima of the scattering and absorption signals coin
cide, as in case of the Ar/CCl2F2 plasma. 
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Figure 8.16: SEM photographs of particles formed after 30 minutes of 
plasma operation in a 10% CHF3 in argon plasma at 200 mTorr, 100 W 
and 30 seem. 
Upper scale: ----
Lower scale: ------

2J-Lm, 
10 J-Lm. 
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Figure 8.17: Absorption signals due to C-F and scattering (scaled) as 
a function of height above the rf electrode in a 10% CHF3 plasma in 
argon at 200 mTorr, 100 Wand 30 seem total fl.ow. 

8. 7 Conclusions 

The major source of particles in an Ar/CChF2 rf discharge is the sil
icon substrate surface. Based on a SEM study of the wafer surface a 
mechanism for cluster production is proposed. Under etching conditions 
(10% CChF2) elongated vertical structures on the Si surface are formed, 
probably due to micromasking and subsequent anisotropic etching. The 
structures break as a result of slight underetching and enter the plasma 
as macroscopic structures. In the discharge the structures are heated 
by surface ion recombination and radical association. Above the soft
ening temperature they contract into spheres, which continue to grow 
and coalesce in the plasma. Intensive ion bombardment accelerates the 
particle production. Surface structures formed in the etching plasma 
can be therefore very efficiently sputtered in a pure argon plasma. The 
clusters, studied ex situ by SEM are always spherical, in contrast to 
the elongated surface structures, which serve as precursors. However, it 
has been shown that particles can substantially heat in the discharge. 
Therefore, the spherical shape of the collected particles can be explained 
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by their softening or melting. 

The clusters observed in a pure Ar plasma exhibit intense infrared ab
sorption at 1000 - 1100 cm-1, which indicates presence of C-F and Si-F 
bonds in the sputtered material. In contrast, particles formed in 10% 
CCbF2 show only a weak absorption in this region. In both cases large 
scattering signals have been observed. In a CHF3 discharge particles are 
formed also in absence of a silicon wafer. The particles show similar C-F 
absorption bands as those formed in Ar/CChF2. 

The above measurements show that infrared absorption spectroscopy is 
an easy, non intrusive in situ diagnostic technique, which provides space 
and time dependent information about particle composition and size. 
For small particles absorption is more sensitive than light scattering. It 
makes absorption a convenient technique to study the early phase of 
particle formation. 
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Laser-particle interactions 
in a dusty rf plasma 

9.1 Introduction 

Particle formation in surface processing plasmas, discussed in the pre
vious chapter, is now a widely recognized problem. As present research 
aims at a full control of particle containing plasmas, one of the major 
experimental tasks is the determination of the particle size and den
sity. It is possible to determine the size of the particles by extracting 
and studying them outside the reactor e.g. by Scanning Electron Mi
croscopy. However, in situ detection methods are more favorable, as they 
allow to study the particles in their natural environment and to exclude 
possible influences from outside the reactor. Absorption and scattering 
in the infrared region, which is described in Chapter 8, gives information 
about size, density and composition for relatively large clusters, but it 
is not sensitive enough to study particles smaller tha.n 100 nm. The 
latter is however very essential from the point of view of understanding 
the growth kinetics of clusters in the discharge. Many previous stud
ies have been devoted to laser diagnostics of dust particles in plasmas 
(43, 51, 53, 42, 194, 195]. The commonly used laser light scattering is an 
experimentally easy technique. However, the interpretation of the data 
in the Mie regime (21rr / >. ~ 1) is tedious and requires knowledge (or 
assumptions) of the refractive index of the material For particles much 
smaller than the wavelength of the scattered light (i.e. in the Rayleigh 
scattering regime) the efficiency of scattering decreases drastically as the 
intensity is proportional to the sixth power of the radius (I "" r6 / >. 4 , see 
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Section 8.3). Therefore other kinds of laser interaction with the particles 
can possibly provide a more sensitive detection technique. 

We propose a new detection method based on laser heating of the dust 
particles. A high power laser is used to heat the particles and the sub
sequent bright white light emission is monitored by means of time re
solved optical emission spectroscopy. The broad band emission intensity 
is much stronger than the laser scattering signal and the intensity ra
tio increases for smaller particles. There are some more advantages of 
detecting broad band emission. Stray light, which disturbs scattering 
experiments can here be easily eliminated. Moreover, a uniform angular 
distribution of the white light radiation is more convenient for detection. 

This chapter contains an analysis of the laser-particle heating method. 
The method has been applied to a dusty Ar/CChF2 rf plasma. Most 
physical properties of clusters formed in this plasma are unknown. How
ever, considering the composition of the gas and the infrared absorption 
spectra shown in Chapter 8, it can be assumed, that they are teflon-like 
polymers (CF2)x- We also assume the particles to be spherical, which 
is evident from the SEM photographs, presented in Chapter 8. A the
oretical description of the processes that occur during particle heating 
is given in Section 9.2. Section 9.3 contains a description of the specific 
experimental setup for laser heating. A comparison of the theory with 
the measurements is presented in Section 9.4. It will be shown that the 
theory gives an accurate description of the observed phenomena. The 
major part of the analysis in this chapter is performed for large clusters, 
for which also laser light scattering can be used (Mie regime). The ad
vantages of the laser heating method as a diagnostics will be discussed. 
Moreover, in Chapter 10 it will be proven that the laser heating method 
is extremely useful for the detection of ultrafine particles in an SiH4 

plasma. These clusters cannot be observed by light scattering, so in this 
case the new method becomes indispensable. 
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9.2 Theory 

9.2.1 The energy balance of a particle 

In Chapter 8 it has been shown that the particle temperature can be 
above the ambient plasma temperature (,...., 300 K) as its surface is heated 
by associating radicals and by ions, which recombine on the surface af
ter being accelerated in the sheath surrounding the particle. We can 
assume that these processes are not important during the laser-particle 
interaction, as the energy flux provided by the plasma species is much 
lower than the laser fluence. For the sake of convenience we assume 
the steady state (initial) surface temperature of a particle to be 350 K, 
which is close to the gas temperature in an rf discharge at the relevant 
pressure (see Section 7.3). However, a slightly higher or lower initial 
temperature will not influence the conclusions reached in this chapter. 

When a laser beam strikes the cluster surface, energy is absorbed, caus
ing the particle to be heated. Heat conduction within the particle ho
mogenizes the temperature distribution. Energy is lost at the surface by 
radiation, evaporation or thermal decomposition and heat conduction. 

The absorbed laser energy is quasi-instantaneously converted into heat, 
the time of this local thermal relaxation is in the order of 10-12 s [196]. 
In case of inhomogeneous absorption, .thermal diffusion tends to estab
lish a uniform temperature profile. Approximating the gradient length 
for thermal diffusion by the particle radius, the time constant for heat 
conduction within the particle can be expressed by: T = r 2 /x, where xis 
the thermal difussivity. For teflon Xtef = l.4x 10-7 m2s-1 , which yields 
a time constant of 7 µs for a 1 µm teflon particle. As the experiments 
are performed in the long pulse mode of a Nd:YAG laser, with a laser 
pulse length of 150 µs, it can be assumed that the temperature profile 
within a particle is uniform. As the silicon clusters are smaller ( rv 10 nm) 
and the thermal conductivity of silicon is higher (Xsi = 6x 10-5 m2s-1 ), 

also the silicon particles discussed in the next chapter have a uniform 
temperature profile throughout the heating event, even though a shorter 
laser pulse ( 10 ns) is used. 

The energy balance of a particle can be written as: 
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43 &T 2 2 
31rr pCBt 1rT Qabsl - 47rr («f>con + «I>rad + «f>vap) (9.1) 

where p and Care the solid state mass density (kgm-3 ) and heat capac
ity ( Jkg-1 K-1 ). The first term on the right hand side describes the laser 
heating, where Qabs is the absor-ption efficiency and I the laser fluence 
(Wm- 2 ). The last three terms refer to energy losses: «f>con conduction 
losses to the ambient gas, «I>rad - radiation losses and «I>vap losses due 
to evaporation or chemical decomposition of the particle material (all in 
wm-2 ). In the following sections we shall estimate the time constants 
for these processes and compare their role in the heating event. 

9.2.2 Conductive losses 

The first loss term (<I> con) in Equation 9 .1 refers to the thermal conduc
tion losses. At low pressures, when the mean free path of neutrals in 
the plasma is much larger than the particle radius, the heat transport 
from the particle is described by the Knudsen theory (see Chapter 8, 
Equation 8.5). A conduction loss time Tcon is given by: 

pCril.T 
Tcon = 

3
;i:. 

~con 

(9.2) 

Typical values for teflon are: p 2.2x 103 kgm-3 and C 103 Jkg-1 K-1 . 

«I>con can be estimated from Equation 8.5, where Peon 47rr2«I>con· At 
200 mTorr with the accommodation coefficient a equal to 1, the cor
responding time constant for a 1 µm particle Tcon ~ 0.1 s. Since Tcon 

is much longer than the laser pulse (150 µs), conduction losses to the 
ambient gas during the particle heating can be neglected. · 

9.2.3 Light absorption and emission by particles 

Several regimes in light scattering, absorption and emission of particles 
can be distinghuished, dependent on the Mie parameter x = 27rr /A. 
For particles large with respect to the wavelength (x > 1), linear op
tics and bulk physics can be used. For particles much smaller than the 
wavelength the Rayleigh theory applies. For intermediate sizes ( x in the 
order of 1) a more complicated Mie theory describes the particle-light 
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interactions. 

We will start by considering large particles ( x > 1 ). The laser light 
extinction can be described by the solid state extinction coefficient ( "'). 
The particles absorb all non-reflected laser light and emit blackbody-like 
radiation, when the optical depth for a single particle {Kr), is at least 
in the order of 10. As 1 µm particles formed in an Ar/CChF2 plasma 
emit blackbody radiation, their extinction coefficient has to be at least 
107 m-1 , which is a realistic value for opaque materials. The total power 
deposited in an opaque particle by the laser is simply ?rr2(1-R)J, where 
RI denotes the total scattered intensity. Note that in case of such a 
high extinction by a single cluster the laser intensity can be seriously 
attenuated at high particle densities in the plasma. Since we observe 
an attenuation (A) of about 13 over the whole plasma length (L), this 
gives us an estimate of the particle number density: 

A 
N~--

1rr2L 
(9.3) 

Substituting L 0.1 m results for the observed 1 µm particles in a den
sity of about 3x 1010 m-3 , consistent with the infrared measurements 
presented in Chapter 8. 

For large particles the absorption of laser light depends also on the 
reflection coefficient (R). The latter is strongly material dependent. For 
absorbing particl~s in the Mie regime with x ~ 1 the reflection coefficient 
is about 1/2 [186]. The scattered and absorbed intensity Usca/abs) are 
described by scattering and absorption efficiencies (Qsca/abs): 

f sca/ abs = 1rT
2
Q sea/ abs! 

For small particles {x <: 1): 

_ S 4 ln2 
- l 1 Qsca - 3x n2 + 2 

n2 -1 
and Qabs = -4xlm( ~2 ). 

n + 

{9.4) 

(9.5) 

where n is the complex refractive index of the particle material. Thus 
the scattered intensity decreases as r 6 • On the other hand, the absorbed 
intensity depends on r 3 . In terms of macroscopic properties this implies 
that for small particles homogeneous volume heating occurs as r < "'-1 , 

while for larger particles with r > K.-1 only the surface is heated and 
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consequently the absorbed intensity depends on r2 • The large differ
ence in the size dependence between scattering and absorption makes 
all methods based on laser absorption interesting options for the detec
tion of small opaque clusters. 

The emission spectrum of small clusters is not a blackbody, hut it is 
related to a blackbody through the wavelength dependent emissivity 
( t( >.)). This is defined as the ratio of the actual intensity emitted by 
the particle (Ie(A.)) and the blackbody intensity, given by the Planck 
function (P(>.)): 

P(A.) = 2hc2 h~ 
exp( AkoT) 1 

(9.6) 

Here h, c and kb denote Planck's constant, the velocity of light and 
Boltzmann's constant, respectively. Of course E(A.) is smaller than 1. 
Using the principle of microscopic reversibility, it can be shown that for 
small particles the emissivity t( ;\) equals the absorption efficiency Q abs 

given by Equation 9.5 [197]. The emission intensity of a small particle 
can therefore be approximated by: 

I(A.) = €(.-\)P(.-\) = Qabs(.-\)P(.-\) (9.7) 

As Q abs ""' ;\ - 1 , the wavelength dependence of the continuous emission of 
small particles, like the amorphous silicon clusters discussed in Chapter 
10, is given by P(>.)/;\. 

For large particles, the total radiative energy loss term in Equation 9.1 
can be written as: 

(9.8) 

where a5 = 5.67x10-8 wm-2K-4 and €i is the wavelength integrated 
emissivity. In the discussion of laser heating of particles in a CCl2F2 
discharge we have assumed that the particles emit blackbody radiation 
( f. = 1 ). This is an overestimation of the radiative losses, but it will be 
shown in the following sections that at relevant temperatures they are 
only a minor term in the energy balance. 
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Figure 9.1: The time behavior of the calculated cluster temperature 
(solid curve) using Equation 9.9. The calculations are performed for 
a 1 µm particle and an average laser fl.uence of 8x la8 Wm-2 • Only 
radiative energy loss has been taken into account. The shape of the 
laser pulse is given by the dashed curve. 

9.2.4 The heating and evaporation model 

A simple kinetic equation for the particle temperature, containing only 
the laser heating and radiative losses reads: 

4 dT 4 
-rpC- = (1 - R)I - 4m T 3 dt s 

(9.9) 

This equation can be solved numerically, after introducing the experi
mentally determined time behavior of the laser fluence. The calculated 
time behavior of the particle temperature for an average laser fluence 
of I = 8x108 wm-2 during the laser pulse and r = 1 µm is shown 
in Figure 9.1. It can be seen that the temperatures, reached at this 
laser energy are unrealistically high. As no solid material can withstand 
these temperatures, the clusters will start to evaporate or decompose at 
a much lower temperature. This decomposition will introduce an addi
tional loss term in the energy balance and prevent such overheating. 
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The energy losses due to particle evaporation or thermal decomposi
tion can be related to the decrease rate of the particle radius: 'Pvap = 
H /Vm( dr /dt), where His the energy of the decomposition process (J /re
leased molecule) and Vm the molecular volume in the solid state of the 
released species (m3 /molecule). 
The energy balance for a particl~ can be now written as: 

4 H dr 
(1 - R)I - 4m T - 4-

s Vm dt 
(9.10) 

In the initial phase of particle heating the loss terms can be neglected. 
From the above an estimate for the heating time ( Theat) can be obtained: 

4rpC~T 
iheat = 3(1 - R)J (9.11) 

When a particle is heated up to a sufficiently high temperature, evapora
tion or decomposition become important. The flux of evaporated mate
rial from the particle surface is given by n 8 c/4 where c = (8kbT /7r M)112 

and n8 is the density of the evaporated material at the cluster surface. 
Here M is the molecular mass of the released species. The surface den
sity n8 can be related to the surface temperature by the equilibrium 
Clausius-Clapeyron relation: 

(9.12) 

Here () and B are material dependent integration constants; () reflects 
the energy needed to release a molecule from the surface and B the 
saturated vapor pressure. In our case there is no equilibrium between 
evaporation and vapor condensation, but it is still plausible to assume 
an analogous expression for the vapor pressure, only the constant B will 
be different from the 'saturated vapor pressure'. Anyway, the values of 
the constants in Equation 9.12 for the particle material are unknown, so 
they have to be found by fitting the experimental data. 

Using Equation 9.12 and replacing () by the decomposition energy H, 
the final kinetic equation for the particle radius can be derived: 

dr c c B 
-d = Vm-ns = Vm-k Texp(-H/kbT) 

t 4 4 b 
(9.13) 

In order to simulate the evaporation/ decomposition process, Equations 
9.10 and 9.13 will be integrated numerically. From the obtained tern-
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perature and radius the time dependent blackbody emission will be cal
culated and compared to the measured emission. The constants H and 
B have to be determined by fitting the experimental data. We note 
however that the teflon-like particles most likely decompose into CF2 

fragments as the energy needed to break a C-C bod is only about 3.5 
eV, while the energy of the other bonds is higher (e.g. C-F with 4.8 eV). 
Therefore we expect that the decomposition energy H is close to 3.5 e V. 

9.3 Experimental Conditions 

The measurements on particle heating described in the next section have 
been performed using a Quanta Ray DCR-11 Nd:YAG laser. The laser 
has been operated mainly in the long pulse mode at 1064 nm. In this 
mode the laser pulse consists of a train of short (ca. 1 µs) pulses, spread 
over about 150 µs. Occasionally, the laser has also been operated in a 
Q-switched mode, which results in a single 8 ns pulse. The maximum 
available pulse energy in both cases is about 0.5 J. The donut shaped 
laser beam is collimated into a pencil-like beam of 2 mm diameter by 
means of two lenses and fired through the plasma at a variable distance 
from the electrodes. For the long pulse mode this results in a maximum 
laser intensity I= Llx109 wm-2, averaged over the pulse duration. 
Typically, the experimental data have been obtained by averaging the 
emission over 25 laser shots. In order to avoid signal attenuation due 
to particle destruction in the laser beam, the laser repetition frequency 
has been kept below 1 Hz. This is sufficiently low for a complete par
ticle redistribution and the removal of the evaporated material to the 
pumps. The time resolved emission spectra of the particles are recorded 
using the optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) setup described in Sec
tion 3.4.2 and shown in Figure 3.13. All OMA data, presented in this 
chapter, have been corrected for the wavelength dependent transmission 
of the system and the sensitivity of the diodes using a tungsten ribbon 
lamp. The time resolved wavelength integrated emission intensity has 
been measured using a fast photo diode in combination with a digital 
oscilloscope. An optical filter (KG 3) has been used to discard scattering 
and stray light at 1064 nm. In the simulations of the emission intensi
ties the appropriate transmission and sensitivity curves of the filter and 
photo diode have been incorporated. 
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The particles are formed in a plasma, containing 53 CC12F2 in argon, 
at a total pressure of 200 mTorr, rf input power of 100 W and total 
flow rate of 30 seem. The measurements have been performed after 30 
to 60 minutes of plasma operation. On this time scale only long term 
fluctuations in particle size and density occur. The average particle ra
dius is about 1 µm, as mentioned in Chapter 8. Some experiments have 
been performed in a 'dusty' argon plasma (i.e. a pure argon plasma, 
obtained by closing the CChF2 flow in an Ar/CChF2 plasma, see Sec
tion 8.4). In this case particles of various sizes are present in the plasma. 
Close to the powered electrode relatively large particles are accumulated 
(r"' 1 µm), which have been detected by He-Ne scattering and infrared 
spectroscopy, as described in Chapter 8. However, laser-induced emis
sion allows to detect smaller particles, which are spread over the whole 
'dusty' argon plasma. 

9.4 Results and discussion 

One of the aims of this work is to present the laser heating technique as 
a diagnostics for particle detection. Therefore, before analyzing the ori
gin of the laser induced white light emission in a dusty plasma, we shall 
compare the total (wavelength integrated) emission intensity with the 
scattered intensity. In Figure 9.2 the scattered intensity of the particles 
at 90° is compared with the integrated laser induced emission from 600 
to 1040 nm as a function of laser energy. The laser induced emission 
exhibits a 'threshold' behavior. This can be understood, as the emission 
intensity of a particle depends very strongly on temperature. At low 
laser energies the temperature is expected to be lower and consequently 
the emission intensity is drastically reduced. The 'threshold' laser flu
ence, derived from Figure 9.2, is about 108 wm-2. It is evident that 
above threshold the continuum emission is much higher than the scat
tered intensity. These signals originate from relatively large particles 
and the ratio of heating and scattering intensity is about 10. However, 
it should be noted that this ratio will only improve for smaller parti
cles. For some particles in a 'dusty' argon plasma (see Section 9.3) the 
scattered intensity is below our detection limit, whereas still a relatively 
large heating signal is observed. Therefore laser heating is a very inter
esting technique to study small clusters suspended in the plasma. 

The radiation caused by the particle interaction with a strong infrared 
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Figure 9.2: Integrated scattering and continuum intensity (600-
1040 nm) as a function of the laser fluence. The laser is operated at 
the fundamental frequency (1064 nm) in the long pulse mode and fired 
through the plasma sheath boundary where the relatively large clusters 
accumulate 

laser beam consists practically only of continuum, as can be seen in Fig
ure 9.3. No atomic or molecular line (band) emission has been found, 
even in the extinction phase. The wavelength dependence of the signal 
does change during the heating event. As the wavelength of the emit
ted light is smaller than the particle size, the shape of the continuum is 
best approximated by a simple Planck blackbody-like spectrum given by 
Equation 9.6. This typically gives good fits with temperatures around 
3000 K. A typical spectrum and its fit are shown in Figure 9.4. The stan
dard deviation of the Planck curve fit for the majority of spectra does 
not exceed 5%. Only for weak signals in the late extinction phase the 
standard deviation increases up to 10%. Similar blackbody-like spectra 
have been found by Geogehan for particles produced by laser ablation 
of a solid [198]. 

The wavelength integrated emission intensity as a function of time is 
shown in Figure 9.5. Laser stray light, displaying the actual laser pulse 
shape, is collected on the window and given for comparison. Figure 9.6 
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Figure 9.3: Typical emission spectra of the laser-induced emission at 
two different times during the laser heating event. The spectra have been 
collected 1 cm above the powered electrode during laser destruction of 
particles in a 200 mTorr, 100 W plasma, containing 5% CC12F2 and 95% 
argon at a total gas flow of 30 seem (standard conditions). The laser 
energy is 0.25 J/pulse (laser fluence - 5x1D8 wm-2 ), the gate width of 
the detector (OMA) is 20 µsand the delays with respect to the onset 
of the laser pulse are 50 µs (solid curve) and 150 µs (dashed curve) 
respectively. 

shows the detailed time resolved structure of these two signals. It can be 
seen that the laser-induced visible light only roughly follows the infrared 
laser signal and it does not display the short pulse time structure of the 
stray light (Figure 9.6). This is in agreement with the blackbody charac
ter of the emission and it is essentially different from the light observed 
from a laser-induced plasma above a solid surface. In the latter case the 
emission, containing line (band) radiation as well as free-free continuum 
(Bremsstrahlung), decays rapidly within the first microsecond after the 
laser pulse [199, 200]. In our pressure range the plasma itself can by no 
means emit blackbody-like radiation. The vapor cloud, generated by the 
laser destruction of the particles is also unlikely to do so, as it quickly 
becomes optically thin while expanding. The extinction coefficient of 
an expanding cloud decreases with increasing cloud volume (,.."" a-3 ), 
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Figure 9.4: A typical emission spectrum (solid curve). The dashed 
curve is a blackbody fit to the data, corresponding to a temperature of 
3600 K. 

which implies that the optical depth decreases as a-2 with the cloud 
radius a. Since the expansion speed, corresponding to the surface tem
perature of the particle is approximately 1000 m/s in our conditions, 
the optical depth of a cloud becomes 100 times lower than this of a solid 
(a ,...., 1 µm) after only 10 ns. From this cloud free-free, free-bound or 
bound-bound emission can be expected but not a blackbody-like con
tinuum. Therefore we can state that the observed blackbody emission 
originates from the surface of the heated particles and consequently it 
delivers information about their heating and destruction kinetics. The 
theory, developed for the heating and evaporation kinetics in Section 9.2 
can be thus applied in order to quantitatively interpret the observed phe
nomena. 

An interesting aspect of the time dependent behavior of the continuum 
radiation (Figure 9.5) is a delay between the fast rising laser pulse and 
the maximum observed emission. This is consistent with the heating 
theory, described in Section 9.2. Equation 9.11 predicts a heating time 
of about 25 µs for a 1 µm cluster heated up to 3600 K at a laser fiuence 
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Figure 9.5: Wavelength integrated laser-induced emission ("' 300 -
1000 nm, with a KG 3 filter) from the particles under standard plasma 
conditions (solid curve) and normalized laser stray light (dashed curve), 
measured using the fast diode (averaged over 25 laser shots). The laser 
fluence is Bxlcf' wm-2 • 

of 8x108 wm-2 • However, a more accurate value for the heating time 
can be obtained by fitting the whole emission curve with numerical so
lutions of Equations 9.10 and 9.13. For this purpose the measured time 
dependence of the laser fluence is used (Figure 9.5). The fit parameters 
are r, H and B. The particulate radius determines the heating time 
(the time delay of the maximum laser-induced emission signal) and the 
decomposition energy H is chosen so as to accommodate the 'experi
mentally determined particle temperature ( ,.,_, 3600 K). Finally, r and B 
determine the decay of the emission, due to the decrease of the particle 
radius in time. In Figure 9.7 the experimental and theoretical emission 
curves as a function of time are plotted. It can be seen that an ex
cellent fit is obtained for r = 1 µm, B = 4.2x108 Pa and H = 3 eV. 
The time dependence of the particle radius and temperature are shown 
in Figure 9.8. It can be seen that also the measured time behavior of 
the temperature is well reproduced by the model. The temperature does 
not significantly change in time as long as the decomposition takes place. 
The energy losses due to decomposition are so high, that they balance 
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Figure 9.6: Wavelength integrated laser-induced emission (solid curve) 
and laser stray light (dashed curve), measured with the fast diode. These 
data correspond to different single shot measurements. The position of 
individual laser peaks varies from shot to shot. 

the absorbed laser energy. As a result, dT / dt ~ 0 in Equation 9.10. The 
radiation losses during the decomposition are negligible. 

In Figure 9.9 the time resolved temperature during laser heating and the 
wavelength integrated emission intensity, obtained from the OMA spec
tra are shown. A more careful consideration of these data reveals that 
the measured temperature in the early heating stage is high, before the 
emission intensity reaches its maximum. This effect can be attributed to 
a broad particle size distribution, which is not incorporated in the model. 
From Equation 9.11 it follows that small particles are heated faster and 
as the emission intensity of a blackbody is very strongly temperature 
dependent, only the hottest particles have a significant contribution to 
the observed spectrum, even if their emitting surface is small. Therefore 
the initial emission originates from small particles, which are heated 
very fast to the decomposition temperature. The maximum emission 
intensity corresponds to particles with a larger emitting surface and it 
is reached after the larger clusters have been heated. 
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Figure 9. 7: Wavelength integrated ("' 300 - 1000 nm) laser induced 
emission (dots), measured with the fast diode in combination with a 
KG 3 filter and the numerical fit (solid curve). The average laser fluence 
is 8xla8 Wm-2 . The calculations are performed for a 1 µm particle. 
The onset of the laser pulse is at t = 0 s. 
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Figure 9.8: The calculated particle radius (dotted curve) and the mea
sured (dots) and calculated (dashed curve) temperature during the de
composition process. The average laser fluence is 8xla8 wm-2 , the 
simulation is performed for a 1 µm particle. 
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Figure 9.9: The time resolved spectral temperature (circles), obtained 
by fitting blackbody curves to OMA spectra and the laser-induced emis
sion intensities (triangles), obtained by integrating the OMA spectra 
over wavelength (rv 400 - 700 nm). The laser fluence is 8xla8 wm-2 , 

the gate width of the OMA is 20 µs. The deviation in temperature has 
been estimated by fitting several parts of the spectra (e.g. 300 - 700 nm, 
400 - 800 nm). 

The validity of the proposed model· has been checked by recording the 
emission curves for several laser fluences. In Figure 9.10 the emission 
curve is shown for a laser fluence lower than the one from Figure 9.7. In 
this case the heating time starting from t = 0 s is significantly longer. 
Also the decay time of the emission is longer, as the particles are hardly 
evaporated, which can be seen in Figure 9.11. Note that the scale for the 
particle radius in Figure 9.11 is different from the one in Figure 9.8. The 
rise time of the signal for several laser fluences, obtained by fitting the 
measured data with the numerical solutions, is shown in Figure 9.12. 
For laser fluences below 108 wm-2 the heating time becomes longer 
than the laser pulse duration. The emission is then drastically reduced, 
as shown in Figure 9.2. 

The total emission intensity has been determined from the OMA spectra. 
as a function of the laser fluence for three different plasma conditions 
(see Figure 9.13). The corresponding temperatures are shown in Fig-
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Figure 9.10: Wavelength integrated laser-induced emission, measured 
with the fast diode in combination with a KG 3 fllter at 4.5xll1 wm-2 

(dots) and the numerical fit (solid curve) for a 1 µm particle. The time 
dependent laser fluence, used as input for the. simulation, is indicated 
by the dashed curve. 
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Figure 9.11: The calculated particle radius (dotted curve) and tem
perature (dashed curve) during the decomposition process. The laser 
fl.uence is 4.5xll1 wm-2 , the simulation is performed for a 1 µm parti
cle. 
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Figure 9.12: The heating time of particles as a function of laser fluence, 
obtained by fitting the experimental data with the numerical solutions 
for r = 1 µm. 

ure 9.14. The emission intensities vary over several orders of magnitude, 
dependent on plasma conditions, but the temperatures are in all cases 
almost the same. This is an indication that the composition of particles 
does not depend on the dusty plasma conditions. The dashed curves 
in Figures 9.13 and 9.14 are the dependences, predicted by the model. 
Again, a very good agreement with the experimental data is obtained. 
The temperature increases strongly with laser fluence until the tem
perature is reached, at which decomposition becomes important (about 
3000 K at 108 Wm-2). For fluences higher than this 'threshold' value 
only a weak temperature increase is found. The decomposition speed 
increases linearly with the laser power, which implies that at high flu
ences the particles are destroyed faster and consequently the duration of 
the whole event is shorter. Therefore it is not surprising that the time 
integrated emission at high fluences saturates and eventually decreases, 
as shown in Figure 9.13. 

From this observation it follows that a laser with an extremely high 
power is not necessarily efficient in inducing an intense blackbody-like 
radiation from particles. This is in agreement with the experiments with 
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Figure 9.13: The laser-induced emission intensity, obtained from the 
OMA spectra as a function of the laser fl.uence (200 mTorr, 100 Wand 
30 seem): Circles: 5% CC12F2 , 1 cm above the rf electrode (5 times 
enlarged), triangles: 'dusty' Ar plasma, 1 cm above the rf electrode 
(r::::: 1 µm), diamonds: 'dusty' Ar plasma, 2.5 cm above the rf electrode 
(r ~ 100 nm), (100 times enlarged). The gate width of the OMA is 
200 µs, starting at the onset of the laser pulse. The dashed curve is 
the theoretical intensity for the circles, obtained by solving the kinetic 
equations for a 1 µm particle. 

a Q-switched laser (pulse duration ,....., 8 ns ). Typically we have observed a. 
100-1000 times lower emission at the same laser energy per pulse. In this 
case the surface heating a.nd destruction are extremely fast, but' their
radiated intensity is limited due to the fact that the destruction process 
occurs at an almost constant temperature. Small particles ( r "' K-l) 
are destroyed immediately, while for larger particles (r ::> 11:-1) only 
the outer layer is heated by the laser, as internal thermal conduction is 
not fast enough to provide a homogeneous temperature profile within 
a particle. After the laser pulse the remaining particles will cool down 
by internal heat conduction within less than 1 µs. Therefore the upper 
limit for the duration of this event is about 1 µs. In comparison with 
the emission from a 150 µs long pulse, it is clear that the total emission 
is much lower. Thus in order to obtain the optimal detection limit for 
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Figure 9.14: The spectral temperature as a function of the laser fluence 
for the same plasma conditions as in Figure 9.13: 5% CCl2F2, collected 
1 cm above the rf electrode (circles), 'dusty' Ar plasma, collected 1 cm 
above the rf electrode (triangles) and 'dusty' Ar plasma, collected 2.5 cm 
above the rf electrode (diamonds). The dashed curve is the temperature 
predicted by the model for a 1 µm particle. 

the technique described in this work the laser pulse should be a.s long as 
possible and the absorbed intensity should, after heating the particles, 
only balance the radiative losses at a temperature just below 3500 K 
to prevent the particle destruction. Note however that in this case the 
additional information, provided by the decomposition kinetics, would 
be lost. 

It has been already suggested that the heating time of a cluster is a func
tion of its radius, if the particles are large enough to be surface-heated 
(see Section 9.2.3). The radius of such particles can be thus easily deter
mined from the measured emission curve. Needless to say, the emission 
intensity is proportional to the particle density, so this technique allows 
to determine both size and density from a single measurement (provided 
absolute intensity measurements are performed and a necessary calibra
tion is made to account for unknown material constants). This makes 
laser heating a very valuable diagnostics. In Figure 9.15 the calculated 
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Figure 9.15: Calculated time dependent emission for several particle 
sizes (r ), normalized to the particle surface (r2 

). The average laser 
fluence is 2x 10S wm-2 , the onset of the laser pulse is at t = 0 s. 

emission curves (normalized to the particle surface, r 2) are shown. Both 
the rise time and the decay time of the laser-induced emission are size 
dependent. In Figures 9.16 and 9.17 the corresponding temperatures 
and radii are plotted. It is clear that smaller particles are heated and 
decomposed faster. For very large particles r > 2 µm the heating time 
is so long, that they do not reach the decomposition temperature dur
ing the laser pulse. Therefore their emission intensity is relatively lower 
(Figure 9.15) and their radius stays constant in time (Figure 9.17). Fi
nally, it should be noted that although for smaller particles, for which 
Q abs l'V r the heating time becomes size independent, the destruction 
kinetics and consequently the decay time of the laser-induced emission 
will provide information about the particle radius r. 

9.5 Conclusions 

Laser interaction with particles formed in an Ar/CClzF2 rf plasma is 
readily observed as intense white light emission. The time resolved 
spectra show blackbody-like curves with temperatures varying between 
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Figure 9.16: Calculated time dependent temperatures for several par
ticle sizes (r ). The average laser fl.uence is 2x1<13 wm- 2 • 
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Figure 9.17: Calculated time dependent radii (normalized) for several 
particle sizes (r ). The laser fl.uence is 2x la8 Wm- 2 . 
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2600 K and 3500 K. The time evolution of the laser-induced emission 
shows a maximum 30 to 60 µs after the onset of the laser pulse, de
pending on the laser fiuence. This is due to heating of the dusters. 
A corresponding delay for the spectral temperature cannot be observed 
due to a polydisperse particle size distribution. The typical temperature 
of heated particles is about 3500_K and has been found in all dusty plas
mas studied. The temperature and the emission intensity saturate with 
the laser fiuence. A model for heating and thermal decomposition of the 
clusters has been developed. This model gives a very good description 
of the observed phenomena; the time dependent emission signal can be 
fully simulated. Moreover, the dependences on laser fiuence of laser
induced emission intensity and particle temperature can be predicted. 

The shape of the emission signal depends on the particle size, so the 
laser heating technique allows to deduce particle size and density from a 
single time dependent emission signal. In studied case the particle size 
is 1 µm and the density is about 1010 m-3 • Finally, as the absorption 
of laser light by small particles depends less strongly on the size ("' r3 ) 

than scattering ("' r6 ), it is clear that laser heating provides a very sen
sitive technique for the detection of small clusters. 



Cl1apter 10 

Dust formation and 
charging in an Ar /SiH4 rf 
discharge 

10.1 Introduction 

In the last chapter of this thesis we will discuss some aspects of particle 
formation and charging in Ar/SiH4 discharges. Many investigators have 
been working in this field [44]. Silane discharges are used to produce 
thin layers of amorphous hydrogenated silicon ( a-Si:H) for a wide vari
ety of industrial applications. Typically the highest deposition rates are 
reached and the best layers are formed in conditions where also abun
dant powder formation occurs. However, if the powder formation and 
transport in the plasma are controlled, the presence of dust particles is 
not necessarily harmful for the layers. In order to obtain a better under
standing of the particle transport processes in the discharge we will give 
an overview of the various forces acting on a cluster. First, the charging 
of the particles in the plasma will be treated. In Section 10.2 a simple 
charging model will be presented. It is used to evaluate the charge on 
the particles, needed to determine the electric force. Also the ion flux to 
the particle surface, resulting in particle heating by ion surface recombi
nation (see Chapter 8) is derived. Furthermore an estimate is made for 
the charging time of particles, which is compared with the decay time 
of photodetached electrons in a dusty plasma, discussed in Section 10.5. 
In Section 10.3 it will be shown that the dominant forces are the electric 
force, the neutral drag and the ion drag force. The balance between 
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these forces decides whether a particle remains trapped in or is expelled 
from the discharge. Other forces that in particular cases can be impor
tant are the thermophoretic force and the gravitational force. 

The initial growth of particles is studied by laser-particle heating. It 
will be shown that the method presented in Chapter 9 can be success
fully applied to nanometer scale amorphous silicon particles. The results 
complete previous studies on the formation process of silicon clusters. 
Howling et al. [201] showed by means of mass spectrometry that neg
ative ions are involved in the early stage of particle formation. They 
detected negative ions up to Si16H; in the plasma afterglow, while the 
largest positive ion was Si5Ht. The time evolution of the particle size 
has been studied by Bouchoule and Boufendi using Transmission Elec
tron Microscopy [202, 57]. In the same study they also used laser light 
scattering to determine in situ the particle density. Due to the r6 / A4 

dependence of the Rayleigh scattering the minimum particle radius they 
could observe was about 5 nm. Using laser-induced heating of particles 
we have been able to study the particle growth from macromolecules up 
to their maximum size, thus bridging the gap which previously existed 
in monitoring the particle size and density evolution. 

It has become clear that dust formation in an Ar/SiH4 discharge is a 
stepwise process. The first step is the formation of large molecules. 
These molecules form small 2 nm crystallites. Then, in the next step, 
these crystallites coalesce producing larger particles (r = 10 nm). Fur
ther particle growth by coalescence is prevented by the increasing neg
ative charge of the particles. The charging of the clusters in this phase 
is proven experimentally by laser induced photodetachment (see Sec
tion 10.5). After the coalescence phase is finished, the charged particles 
continue to grow by deposition of radicals and ions. At a certain size 
the neutral drag force becomes more important than the electrostatic 
force and the particles are expelled from the plasma. The inftuence of 
the gas :flow on this process is shown in Section 10.5. 

10.2 The charging of dust particles 

In this section the steady state charge of a particle in the plasma glow will 
be estimated. We shall limit ourselves to particles small in comparison 
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L~ ------- r 

Figure 10.1: The trajectory of an electron passing a negatively charged 
particle. The electron will stick to the surface if the distance of closest 
approach (ra) is smaller or equal to the particle radius (r) 

with the Debye length Av: 

(10.1) 

Furthermore we assume initially that the particles do not interact with 
each other, which requires that their density is less than A [j3. Let us 
consider the situation sketched in Figure 10.1. An electron or a positive 
ion with a collision parameter b approaches a particle with radius r 

and charge Q (Q is negative for a negatively charged particle). The 
electron/ion will hit the particle, if the distance of closest approach 
ra ~ r. Assuming that the electron/ion has an energy E = mv2 /2 in 
infinity and applying conservation of energy, its equation of motion can 
be found: 
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Figure 10.2: The ratio of the negative charge to radius of a particle as 
a function of a: = n+ / ne for Te 3 e V and T +. = 300 K. The charge is 
in elementary charges and the radius in µm. Note that the ratio Q/r is 
proportional to the potential (w) of the particle. 

da = ±v 1 b2 qw(a) 
dt - a2 --r (10.2) 

where a is the distance of the electron/ion to the particle. The local 
potential w( a) Q /41r£oa and q denotes the charge of the in~oming 
species ( +e for positive ions, -e for electrons). At the distance of closest 
approach da/dt = 0, so the maximum collision parameter bma.x can be 
found for which an electron or ion will still reach the particle: 

b2 = r2(1- qw(r)) 
ma.x E (10.3) 

If we assume that the electrons and ions have a thermal distribution 
at a Debye length away from the particle, the total flux reaching the 
particle can be estimated from the flux entering the Debye sphere times 
the fraction that reaches the particle: 
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where ue,+ denotes the minimum initial velocity needed to reach the 
particle (0 m/s for positive ions and J2qw(r)/me for electrons). The 
integral can be easily solved, yielding the electron and ion fluxes to a 
particle: 

electrons : (10.5) 

lOnS: (10.6) 

In a stationary state these two fluxes must be the same. Therefore the 
charge on the particle can be calculated once the electron and ion densi
ties and temperatures are known. Also the charging time of an initially 
neutral particle can be calculated. As the electron and ion fluxes de
pend on Q / r it is clear that the charge on a particle is proportional to 
the particle radius. For the same reason the charging time is inversely 
proportional tor. For n+/ne =a= 10, Te= 3 eV and T+ = 350 K this 
yields Q = 2000 r, where Q is in elementary charges and r in microme
ters. The ratio of particle charge and radius as a function of a is given 
in Figure 10.2. In the same conditions with ne = 1015 m-3 the charging 
time in ns is 600/r with r in micrometers. 

It is interesting to note that the flux to a particle according to this 
'free fall' model remains the same during the transition from an elec
tropositive ( n+ = ne) to an electronegative ( n+ > ne) plasma, de
scribed in Chapter 6. Substituting the values for an argon discharge with 
ne = n+ = 2 x 1016 m - 3 and for an electro:n:egative discharge containing 
10% CCl2F2 in argon with ne = 2 x 1015m-3 and n+ = 3 x 1017m-3 , 

the same flux to the particle is found, in analogy to the total flux to 
the electrodes described by the Bohm theory. However, the total charge 
on a 1 µm particle decreases during this transition from 5000 to 350 
elementary charges. 

The condition that the average distance between particles is larger than 
the De bye length is not always fulfilled. If the particle density is high, the 
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Force equation value [NJ remarks 

gravitation 17rr3ppg 10-16 

electric qQE 10-14 E = 104 V/m, 
Q=lO 

neutral drag 17rr2nn( Vn - vp)mnVth 5 x 10-16 Vn = 0.2 m/s 
ion drag Kmtn+m'+v+d 10-15 [68, 203] 

thermophoresis 31rr2 p>.VT 5 x 10-16 "VT= 2T 
5 x 102 K/m 

photophoresis 7rr2(Qabs + Qsca)f 0 

Table 10.1: The various forces acting on a particle in the plasma. The 
symbols in the equations are define!l in the text. The values in the last 
column give a rough indication of the numerical values. They have been 
calculated for a 100 nm particle in a 100 m Torr argon plasma. 

particles shield each other. In this case the particles exhibit collective 
behavior [70, 69] and they can be described as 'Coulomb liquids and 
solids'. The particles are immersed in the positive background, so the 
negative charge on a particle is lower than in case of isolated clusters. 
Therefore the simple charging theory, presented in this section, gives 
only an upper limit for the particle charge. In the limit of very high 
particle density it can be assumed that practically all negative charge is 
collected by the dust particles. Therefore the charge per particle depends 
only on the positive ion density n+ and the particle density N: 

Q = n+ 
N 

(10.7) 

The total charge does not depend on the particle size anymore. Never
theless it is expected that the charging time of a neutral particle (e.g. 
after photodetachment of the charge) is still size dependent, as discussed 
before. 

10.3 Forces on dust particles 

In this section the various forces acting on a particle in the plasma are 
treated. The relative importance of the forces is discussed. An overview 
of the forces, their dependences on plasma parameters and their typical 
values for a r = 100 nm particle is given by Table 10.1. 
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10.3.1 The gravitational force 

The simplest force is the gravitational force, given by: 

. 4 
F. - 3 u - 37rr Pv9 (10.8) 

where Pv denotes the density of the particle material and g the gravita
tional constant. As the gravitational force has a strong dependence on 
the particle radius it is mainly important for large particles. Seebock et 
al. [204] have shown that the gravitational force can drive particles to 
the lower electrode. 

10.3.2 The electric force 

In the previous chapters it has been shown that the negatively charged 
particles are trapped in the positive plasma glow. Obviously the electric 
force is responsible for the trapping. However, it is not trivial to give a 
correct explicit form of this force. The general form: 

Fe= qQE (10.9) 

is only useful in absence of space charge. In the plasma glow however the 
negative particle is surrounded by a positive sheath (see Section 10.2), 
resulting in an electrically neutral system. This has been described as 
a 'dressed particle' [51, 204). Such a system of a negative point charge 
and a positively charged cloud, with a radius R in the order of one De
bye length experiences a net force only if placed in an inhomogeneous 
electric field (i.e. varying on the length scale of R). Such a strong varia
tion of the electric field is present at the plasma glow-sheath boundary, 
where one part of the 'dressed particle' is in the field free glow while 
the other part 'feels' the field in the sheath. However, this electric field 
will also influence the positive space charge surrounding the particle. A 
correct solution can only be obtained if the electric field is determined 
self consistently with the charge density [205, 206]. 

In order to show that the electric force can trap particles at the glow
sheath boundary Bouchoule et al. [51] assumed that the positive space 
charge is not affected by the electric field. Furthermore they assumed 
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that the field strength in the glow is zero and that it is constant in the 
sheath (Es)· In this case one can show that the particle is trapped at 
the boundary in a potential well: 

(10.10) 

This explains qualitatively the trapping phenomena reported in the pre
vious chapters. However, it can be expected that the particle loses 
most of its surrounding positive space charge when it is forced into the 
plasma sheath. Also some of its negative charge will be lost. A correct 
expression for the force can be obtained if the charge balance is solved 
self consistently with the actual charge density and electric field in the 
sheath. 

10.3.3 The neutral drag force 

The following forces are based on momentum transfer of plasma species 
to the particles. The total momentum transfer of a species to a particle 
is given by the product of its cross section ( 1rr2), the species flux ( nv) 
and their momentum ( mv ). A net force is the result of a difference in 
the total transferred momentum on opposite sides of the particle. There 
are several physical reasons for such a difference and they correspond to 
different forces, as discussed below. 

We shall start off with the neutrGI drag or Stokes force. It is caused by 
a velocity difference between the particles and the neutral gas in which 
they are embedded. In this case, the neutral gas flux, impinging on a 
particle, is higher on the upstream side of the particle. The neutral drag 
force can therefore be written as [68]: 

(10.11) 

where nn, mn and Vth are the neutral density, mass and thermal veloc
ity; Vn - v11 denotes the difference in velocity of the neutral gas and the 
particle. The integration factor (here 4/3) varies with different authors, 
e.g. Seebock et al. [204] use the same formula multiplied by 1 +11" /8. 

Equation 10.11 is only correct in the limit that the particle size is much 
smaller than the mean free path of the neutrals .X, which is true for 
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most cases of interest. In the limit of large particles or high pressures 
the neutral drag force is given by the Stokes formula: 

(10.12) 

where 'f/ denotes the viscosity of the gas. Note that in this case the force 
depends on r rather than on r2 • This is the form in which the neutral 
drag force is historically best known. Therefore several authors start 
from it and use a correction factor proposed by Cunningham [207]: 

(10.13) 

with 

C = 1 +Kn( a+ ,Bexp(-1/ Kn)) (10.14) 

Here Kn denotes the Knudsen number Kn= >.fr. The dimensionless 
coefficients a, ,8 and I depend on the nature of the gas species interaction 
and the particle surface [208]. Typical values are a = 1.207, /3 0.44 
and 7 0.78 [209], but slightly different values can be found as well [206, 
210]. Note that the correction factor C approaches 1 in the continuum 
limit and (a + /3)1( n in the free molecular limit. In the latter case the 
neutral drag force again is proportional to r2 • In the free molecular 
limit the two approaches are essentially the same as the viscosity fJ ~ 
nnmnAVth/3. The deviations due to the different factors and constants 
by the various authors are in the order of 50%. 

10.3.4 The ion drag force 

The ion drag force is the ionic counterpart of the neutral drag force. 
It is caused by the momentum transfer from positive ions to particles, 
which gives a net force in presence of a directed ion flux, like e.g. at the 
plasma-sheath edge. Due to the Coulomb nature of the interaction, the 
cross section is significantly larger than 7rr2 • If we account for the ion 
velocity distribution Cf( v+)) the force is' given by [206, 68]: 

(10.15) 

Here n+, m+ and V+d denote the positive ion density, mass and average 
velocity with respect to the particles. The rate coefficient for momentum 
transfer Kmt is given by: 
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(10.16) 

The ion momentum transfer cross section a( v+) can be calculated from 
the classical scattering theory. Killgore et al. [211] derived an approxi
mate expression for the momentum transfer cross section: 

a(v+) (10.17) 

where c 1 = 0.94, c2 = 61, bo = (2e2Q)/(411'£om+vi) is the collision 
parameter for deflection of ions at right angles and A is the mean free 
path length. A detailed discussion on the ion drag force is given by Perrin 
et al. [203]. Note that the cross section depends on the total charge Q 
of the particle and not on its radius. Only for low particle densities, 
where the charge is proportional to the radius (see Section 10.2), the 
ion drag force depends on r; in the high density case, where Q rv 1/ N 
(Equation 10. 7) there is no size dependence of the ion drag force. 

10.3.5 The thermophoretic force 

The third force related to the momentum transfer is induced by a tem
perature gradient in the discharge. In this case neutrals from the hotter 
area, having a higher velocity, will push the particles to the colder parts 
in the plasma e.g. to the cooled electrode. In most cases the total parti
cle flux ( nv) to and from the cold region has to be equal. In combination 
with p = nkT, this leads inevitably to a density and a pressure gradient: 

V'n 1 VT V'p 
=---= {10.18) 

n 2 T p 

Note that the above relation must hold for any pressure and density 
gradients, unless a net particle flow is allowed. The thermophoretic 
force can be expressed by: 

(10.19) 

Similar to the neutral drag force there are several versions of this for
mula in use and several corrections can be added to Equation 10.19. A 
commonly used form for the thermophoretic force is [63, 206]: 
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32 2 VT 
15

r Ktrans- (10.20) 
Vth 

where Ktrans is the transversal part of the thermal conductivity of the 
gas (Ktrans = 5/2c1/l] with Cv 3/2kb/mn)· 
A third equivalent form is [206, 209]: 

nnmn>.T 
(10.21) 

The various integration factors and constants in the three equations give 
numerical values which differ by at most a factor of 2. 

10.3.6 The photophoretic force 

The last force which we want to discuss in this chapter is the pho
tophoretic force. It is not important under normal plasma conditions 
except for some astrophysical cases. In the laboratory it can become 
important in a strong photon field e.g. in a laser beam. The pho
tophoretic force in a laser beam is caused by the momentum transfer 
from the photons: 

2 I 
Fph = trr (Qabs + Qsca) 

c 
(10.22) 

where I denotes the laser fluence in W m-2 and c the velocity of light. 
The particle also feels a gradient force due to the intensity gradient in 
the laser beam. The latter can be used to trap particles in the plasma 
and move them around [212, 213]. 

10.4 Initial dust formation studied by laser
induced particle heating 

10.4.1 The experimental setup 

In this section we describe measurements of laser induced particle heat
ing in an Ar/SiH4 discharge. The measurements have been performed 
on a setup at the GREMI laboratory in Orleans, France. A detailed 
description of the setup is given by Bouchoule em et al. [5l]. The setup 
is very similar to the one described in Chapter 2, which has been verified 
by measuring the electron density during the particle formation process 
on both setups. The plasma is confined in a stainless steel cylindrical 
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box of 130 mm inner diameter and 40 mm height, with grounded bot
tom and sidewalls. It is equipped with a showerhead rf electrode at the 
top and a grid of 20% transparency at the bottom of the plasma box in 
order to assure a laminar gas flow. The discharge box is surrounded by 
a cylindrical oven allowing controlled temperature variations from room 
temperature to 200°C. The measurements have been performed typi
cally at ambient temperature for 1.2 seem SiH4 and 30 seem Ar, with 
an rf input power of 10 Wand a pressure of 120 mTorr. Three vertical 
slits in the sidewalls of the box provide optical access to the plasma. 
A XeCl (.A = 308 nm) excimer laser (Lambda Physics EMG 100 MCS) 
and a Nd:YAG laser (.A 1064 nm, BMI 501 D.NS 710), both having 
a pulse width TL of 10 ns, have been used to heat the particles. The 
laser beam is focused in the center of the discharge and the emission 
is observed through the third slit at 90°. The laser fluence in the fo
cal region is maximally 4x1012 Wm-2 for the excimer laser while only 
about 2x1012 Wm-2 is available for the Nd:YAG laser. The spectrum 
of the laser induced emission is collected using a 0.4 nm resolution spec
trometer (Jobin-Yvon UFS 200) in combination with an OMA system 
(EG&G OMA III model 1460). The temporal .shape of the wavelength 
integrated signal has been recorded using a fast photomultiplier tube 
(PMT RCA 7265) connected to a 400 MHz digitizing oscilloscope (HP 
54502A ). An optical filter has been used to discard the UV stray light 
of the excimer laser. 

In a typical measurement the plasma is switched on for a given dura
tion Ton· Then the plasma is switched off and 5 ms later the laser is 
fired. This delay is long enough to avoid saturation of the photomulti
plier tube by the plasma emission, but short enough to avoid evacuation 
of the particles by the gas flow in the reactor [51]. The disc4arge is 
switched off for 1 s between two successive measurements in order to 
restore a powder free situation in the discharge volume. A good signal 
to noise ratio is obtained by averaging the laser-induced emission signal 
over 8 to 128 laser shots. 

10.4.2 Experimental results 

The laser-induced emission spectrum of particles grown in an Ar /SiH4 
plasma is shown in Figure 10.3. The emission spectrum is a broad 
continuum, similar to the spectra shown in Chapter 9 for particles in an 
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excimer ( 308 nm) Nd:YAG (1064 nm) 
n 2.9 - i 3.1 3.6 - i 5 10-2 

Qsca 4.6 x 10-7 r 4(nm) 2.1 x 10-9 r 4(nm) 
Qabs 1.4 x 10-2 r(nm) 1.1 x 10-4 r(nm) 

Table 10.2: Complex index of refraction for amorphous silicon and the 
scattering and absorption efficiencies for amorphous silicon spheres. 

Ar/CC}zF2 plasma. However, the total laser-induced emission intensity 
from the particles in an Ar /SiH4 plasma is much lower. This is due 
to a much smaller particle size; for these particles the absorption and 
emission are scaled with the radius dependent absorption efficiency Q abs 

(see Chapter 9, Equation 9.5). The absorption efficiency depends on the 
complex index of refraction of the particle material, which is expected to 
be amorphous silicon-like. The index of refraction of amorphous silicon is 
strongly dependent on wavelength [214]. This results in a large difference 
in the absorption efficiencies for the excimer and the Nd:YAG laser, as 
can be seen in Table 10.2. Therefore the Nd:YAG laser-induced emission 
intensity is much weaker. It has been observed only after 30 s of plasma 
operation, which corresponds to particles of 40 nm and a particle density 
of 1014 m-3 [202]. Note that these particles still cannot be observed by 
laser scattering using this wavelength (1064 nm). The total transmission 
of the excimer laser is given by: 

I 2 
Io = exp( -1!T ( Q abs + Q sea )Nd) (10.23) 

Introducing the particle radius r 40 nm and density N = 1014 m-3 a 
90% transmission of the XeCl beam is obtained, which agrees with the 
measured value. 

The temporal shape of the wavelength integrated time resolved laser
induced emission intensity is shown in Figure 10.4 for two different par
ticle radii. The time dependence of both curves is similar to that of the 
laser pulse itself. The broadening of the signal is due to a jitter of a.bout 
10 ns in the synchronization between the laser pulse and the oscilloscope 
trigger. This disables a more detailed study of time dependence of the 
signal and consequently only the total, time integrated, relative emission 
intensity fem can be analyzed. 
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Figure 10.3: A typical spectrum of heated particles in a SiH4 plasma, 
collected with an OMA. The particle radius is 40 µm. The gate width 
is 100 ns and an optical filter has been used to cut stray light at 308 
nm. The spectrum has not been corrected for the wavelength dependent 
sensitivity of the system. 

Figure 10.5 shows the laser-induced emission intensity as a function 
of the plasma operation time ( r0 n) on a logarithmic scale at standard 
plasma conditions (1.2 seem SiH4, 30 seem Ar, 120 mTorr, 10 W). A 
clear transition can be observed around 100 ms of plasma operation. It 
has been shown by Transmission Electron Microscopy [202], that the first 
phase corresponds to small crystallites of nanometer size. At ambient 
temperature these crystallites can be evidenced in situ by laser-induced 
emission after approximately 1 ms. During the first 50 ms of plasma 
operation the emission signal increases slowly. There are several indica
tions that the average charge on a nanometer size particle is very low 
(see Section 10.2). It will be experimentally verified in the following 
section using the photodetachment technique, that in this period only a 
small percentage of the particles is negatively charged. The trapping of 
particles at this stage has been explained, by Choi and Kushner (215], 
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Figure 10.4: Temporal shape of the wavelength integrated emission 
intensity for two different particle sizes. The data have been obtained 
using a. photomultiplier in combination with a. high pass fi.lter to cut 
radiation a.t 308 nm. 

as a continuous cycle of charging and neutralization of these crystallites. 

After about 100 ms a critical density of the nanometer clusters is reached 
(in the order of 1016 m-3 [202]) and the particles start to coalesce. This is 
reflected by a faster increase of the emission signal shown, in Figure 10.5. 
The coalescence of .the small particles into larger clusters results in a 
drop of the particle density. It has been shown that the total mass of 
the clusters remains constant up to a plasma duration of approximately 
5 s, corresponding to a particle radius of about 20 nm [202]. A particle 
of this size has a permanent negative charge (see Section 10.2). There
fore the particles absorb large amounts of electrons from the plasma in 
the coalescence phase, which results in a drastic decrease of the electron 
density in the plasma. This will be shown experimentally in Section 10.5. 

When the particle radius reaches 20 nm at about 5 s of plasma operation, 
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Figure 10.5: Laser-induced emission intensity as a function ofrf plasma 
duration. The plasma conditions are: 1.2 seem SiH4 and 30 seem Ar, 
10 W rf input power, 120 mTorr pressure and ambient gas temperature. 

the particle coalescence ceases and the particles continue to grow by de
position of silicon containing species in the plasma (molecules, radicals 
and positive ioni;;). In this third phase of particle growth the particle 
density in the plasma is constant, while the growth rate of the particles 
is lower than in the coalescence phase. As a result, the increase of the 
laser-induced emission with time shown in Figure 10.5 is roughly the 
same in the last two phases of particle growth. An identification of the 
two successive phases is possible when the emission intensity is plotted as 
a function of particle size. For this purpose the emission intensity data 
have been combined with the size and density measurements obtained 
by laser light scattering and SEM pictured by Bouchoule and Boufendi 
[202], which are reproduced in Figure 10.6. Figure 10.7 shows that the 
total emission intensity increases slowly in the coalescence phase, while 
a much faster increase is observed in the succeeding phase, where parti
cles grow due to deposition of plasma species, while their density remains 
constant. 

As the total mass of dust particles in the coalescence phase is constant 
[51], the particle density must decrease as r-3 • From the data shown 
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Figure 10.6: Time evolution on particle sizes (cross), density (closed 
box) and standard deviation (box-cross). Reproduced from: L. Boufendi 
and A. Bouchoule, Plasma Sources Sci. Technol. 3, 262 (1994). 

in Figure 10. 7 it follows that the emission intensity in this region grows 
proportionally to the particle radius. This suggests that the emission 
intensity per particle increases with the fourth power of the particle ra
dius. Using the density measurements of Boufendi and Bouchoule (see 
Figure 10.6), the laser-induced emission per particle has been calculated 
(see Figure 10.8). It can be seen that the fourth power dependence 
is valid not only for the coalescence phase but also for the molecular 
deposition phase. This dependence can be understood if we use the 
model for particle heating and evaporation proposed in the previous 
chapter. The specific evaporation enthalpy for amorphous silicon, in
cluding heating from ambient temperature to the evaporation threshold, 
is H/Vm = 5.2 x 1~10 Jm-3 [216]. The evaporation speed of a particle 
can be evaluated using Equation 9.10: 

dr QabsVml 
dt = 4H 

(10.24) 

where I denotes the laser fluence. Note that for such small particles the 
energy loss due to scattering can be neglected. For the excimer laser in 
our experimental conditions (I:::::: 2 x 1012 wm-2 and pulse duration TL 

= 10 ns) dr / r :::::: 1. Consequently, all particles in the focal volume are en
tirely evaporated within the laser pulse duration. This has been verified 
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Figure 10. 7: Laser-induced emission intensity as a function of particle 
radius. In the coalescence phase the intensity grows linear with the par
ticle size. During the molecular deposition phase the intensity increases 
much faster with the particle size. 

experimentally by firing the laser through the plasma with a repetition 
frequency of 10 Hz. In these conditions the particle density decreases 
with the number of laser shots and after about 600 shots no particles 
can be detected anymore. The slow decrease of the particle density can 
be explained by the fact that after every laser shot the evaporated parti
cles in the laser beam volume (or actually only in the focal volume) are 
replaced by particles diffusing into the detection volume from adjacent 
plasma zones. Hence, the entire discharge volume is particle free only 
after a few hundred laser shots. 

The total time integrated laser-induced emission intensity as a function 
of particle radius Uem) is given by (see Equation 9.7): 

rL rL 
Iem(r) =lo Iem(r(t))dt =lo 4rrr2(t)Qabs(r(t))Pdt. (10.25) 

The absorption efficiency Qabs is 1.4 x 10-2 r (r in nm, see Table 10.2). 
The time dependence of the particle radius can be found using the 
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Figure 10.8: Laser-induced emission intensity for a single particle as 
a function of its radius. It is dear that the intensity depends on the 
fourth power of the radius. 

evaporation theory, presented in Chapter 9. Indeed, Equation 9.13 pre
dicts that if the evaporation process takes place at a constant temper
ature the evaporation speed is constant ( dr / dt = const). In this case 
r(t) r const t. Since Qabs,...., r(t), the total intensity is proportional 
to the fourth power of the particle radius: 

(10.26) 

provided the particles are substantially evaporated at the end of the laser 
pulse. This explains the measured dependence, shown in Figure 10.8. 
Note that r4 is still a much more favorable dependence for the detection 
of small particles than the sixth power dependence for laser scattering 
in the Rayleigh regime. 

The laser induced emission intensity is proportional to the partial SiH4 

pressure, as shown in Figure 10.9. As the intensity is proportional to 
N r 4 , this suggests that the SiH4 flow determines the particle density 
rather than their growth rate. 
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Figure 10.9: Laser-induced emission intensity as a function of rf plasma 
duration for various SiH4 flows. The argon flow is 30 seem and the total 
pressure is 120 mTorr. 
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Figure 10.10: Laser-induced emission intensity as a function of rf 
plasma duration for several gas temperatures at 120 mTorr, 1.2 seem 
SiH4 and 30 seem Ar. It is dear that the particle coalescence phase can 
be delayed by increasing the gas temperature. 
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The influence of the gas temperature on particle formation is demon
strated in Figure 10.10, showing the laser-induced emission intensity 
as a function of the plasma duration for five different gas temperatures 
varying from room temperature to 150°C. It can be seen that the forma
tion of the initial crystallites and the start of the coalescence phase are 
delayed at higher gas temperatures. More precisely, initial crystallites 
appear quasi-instantaneously after some milliseconds at ambient tem
perature while their formation starts 200 ms later at 80°C, 5 s later at 
120° and approximately after 10 s of discharge operation at 150°C. For 
higher temperatures no particles have been observed. Figure 10.10 also 
shows that the delay between the appearance of the first crystallites and 
the coalescence phase is roughly constant, in the order of a few hundreds 
of milliseconds. This result clearly shows that crystallite formation is 
the critical temperature dependent step in large scale particle growth in 
Ar/SiH4 rf plasmas. 

10.5 Photodetachment in a dusty SiH4 

rf discharge 

Charging of microscopic particles in plasmas has been an unresolved 
problem due to lack of experimental data. As the charge on the cluster 
determines its behavior in the plasma (trapping, coalescence), knowledge 
of the particle charge and its change during particle growth is essential. 
In the previous section it has been shown that nanometer scale clusters 
are formed already after 1 ms of discharge operation, prior to large par
ticles. Here we shall demonstrate that laser-induced photodetachment 
is a suitable technique to study the charging kinetics of even very small 
clusters. 

10.5.1 Electron density 

The plasma conditions during these experiments are the same as during 
the laser heating experiments, described in Section 10.4: 53 SiH4 in ar
gon at 120 mTorr pressure, 30 seem total flow and 10-15 W power input. 
Also the typical electron density in our system ("' 5x 1014 m-3 ) is the 
same as measured at GREMI [217]. Therefore most of the conclusions 
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Figure 10.11: Time behavior of the electron density after switching 
the Ar/SiH4 discharge on, at 120 mTorr, 15 W for three different tl.ow 
rates. 

on particle formation kinetics, obtained from the laser heating, can be 
extended onto our system. One of the important differences is the gas 
temperature. As shown in Section 10.4, it has a strong influence on the 
time scale for particle formation. As in our reactor the rf electrode is 
water cooled, the measurements presented in this section can be best 
compared with the results obtained at room temperature in GREMI. 

Formation of large quantities of dust particles in the plasma has a strong 
impact on the discharge properties [184]. The fact that the clusters ac
quire a negative charge is expected to influence the electron density in 
the course of powder formation. We have studied the behavior of the 
electron density in an Ar /SiH4 discharge in absence of particles as well 
as during powder formation. In absence of powders (e.g. at pressures 
lower than 50 mTorr) the dependences of the electron density on plasma 
parameters are not surprising: the electron density increases weakly 
with pressure, is linear with the rf power input and does not change 
with flow. When the pressure is high enough and particle formation 
takes place (around 100 mTorr) the electron density becomes strongly 
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Figure 10.12: Time behavior of the electron density after switching 
the Ar/SiH4 discharge on at 120 mTorr, 15 Wand 30 seem. 

dependent on the plasma operation time. In Figure 10.11 the behavior 
of the electron density after the plasma has been switched on is shown. 
The electron density is high immediately after switching on the plasma 
and it decreases rapidly during the first 100 ms of discharge operation. 
This is not caused by an overshoot of the rf generator, as in a pure 
argon plasma the electron density stabilizes within tens of microsec
onds. The observed time scale corresponds with the time needed for the 
first crystallites to reach the coalescence phase, as determined by laser 
heating (see Figure 10.5). After the dusters are formed, the electron 
density increases slightly again. Similar behavior has been observed in 
an Ar/CCbF2 plasma (Chapter 8), but in the latter case the amplitude 
of the :fluctuations is lower and the time constant is much longer. The 
long term behavior of the electron density depends on the gas flow: at 
high flows the density stabilizes, while at low flows (::; 30 seem) it never 
reaches a stationary state. In Figure 10.12 long time fluctuations in the 
electron density at 30 seem are shown. The frequency of this oscillation 
increases with flow as F 2 , as shown in Figure 10.13. A full description of 
this phenomenon would require a sophisticated self consistent model of 
the particle contaminated discharge, taking into account not only parti-
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Figure 10.13: The period of the electron density fluctuation as a func
tion of the flow rate at 120 mTorr and 10 W. 

de growth and charging, but also the changes in the electric properties of 
the plasma. However, in a very simple approach, we can relate the oscil
lations in the electron density to creation and loss of several generations 
of clusters. The electric force, described in Section 10.3, has a weaker 
dependence on r than the neutral drag force (....., r 2 ). At a given time the 
critical particle radius will be reached, at which the neutral drag force 
becomes stronger. As a result, the particles will be flushed out of the 
plasma volume and a new generation of particles will be formed. 

10.5.2 Photodetachment 

Photodetachment is performed by means of a Nd:YAG laser with a short 
pulse ( 8 ns), in analogy to photodetachment of negative ions (see Sec-

. tion 3.2). The decay of the density of photodetached electrons after 
the laser shot is monitored by means of the microwave cavity method. 
The actual photon energy, needed to release an electron from the clus
ter surface is subject to discussion. In the solid state approach this 
energy would be equal to the work function of Si (3.59 eV); in this 
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Figure 10.14: The height of the photodetachment signal as a function 
of the axial position in the stationary state. The rf electrode is at 0 
mm and the grounded electrode at 50 mm. The conditions are: 5 W rf 
power, 100 seem total flow and 100 mTorr 

case photodetachment would not occur at laser wavelengths longer than 
345 nm. However, the irregular structure of the particle surface, with 
many adsorbed hydrogenated silicon radicals, enables the electrons to 
attach to some of the terminal -SiHx groups. In the latter case the neg
ative charge is chemically, bound to the surface and the corresponding 
detachment energies are expected to be close to the electron affinities 
of the SiHx radicals("" 1.5 eV, see Chapter 3). The experiments have 
been performed using A 1064 nm and 532 nm (fundamental and dou
bled frequency mode of the YAG laser). In the first case no signal has 
been observed. Using>.= 532 nm it is possible to detach electrons from 
hydrogenated silicon negative ions. However, the observed photodetach
ment signal in typical dusty plasma conditions corresponds to a much 
stronger negative ion density than expected in an SiH4 plasma. This 
gives a very strong indication, that the measured signal is due to strip
ping of the electrons from the particles and that the detachment energy 
is lower than the work function of Si. Furthermore we have measured 
the axial dependence of the photodetachment signal in the stationary 
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Figure 10.16: The height of the photodetachment signal dne and the 
decay time of the extra electrons r as a function of the plasma operation 
time, at 120 m Torr, 10 W and 30 seem. 

state. It is shown in Figure 10.14 that the signal has maxima at the two 
sheath edges. This corresponds to higher particle densities at the sheath 
edge, where the particles are trapped by the electric force. 

One of the most interesting problems is the charging of very small clus
ters, in the beginning of the powder formation process. This phase 
coincides with a rapid decay of the electron density (Figure 10.11 ). The 
height ( dne) and decay time ( T) of the photodetachm~nt signal depend 
strongly on the plasma operation time. A typical behavior of the extra 
electron density for two operation times is shown in Figure 10.15. The 
height of the signal, recorded in a dust free plasma (10 ms of plasma 
operation) corresponds to an ion density of 4x1015 m-3, which is area
sonable value for a weakly electronegative gas, like SiH4 • On the other 
hand, the 'ion density' in a dusty plasma (1 s of plasma operation), de
termined this way, would be 8x1016 m-3 • This is not realistic in a silane 
plasma and therefore it gives an indication that multiply charged species 
are stripped during the laser shot. After a plasma operation time of 1 s 
the particle density is a.bout 3x1015 m-3 and the average radius is 5 nm 
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Figure 10.17: The height of the photodetachment signal .6.ne and the 
decay time of the extra electrons T as a function of the fl.ow rate, at 
120 mTorr and 10 W. 

[218]. If we assume that the photodetachment signal corresponds to the 
accumulated charge on the particles this gives 25 elementary charges per 
particle. This is slightly more than predicted by the charging theory, de
scribed in Section 10.2. 

The height of the photodetachment signal as a function of the plasma 
operation time is shown in Figure 10.16. In the first 50 ms after switch
ing the plasma on the photodetachment signal does not increase. In 
this period small crystallites are formed (see Section 10.4). As their 
density is expected to be much higher than the negative ion density, 
the photodetachment signal suggests that most of the time the crystal
lites are not negatively charged. This fluctuation of the charge has been 
suggested by Choi and Kushner [215]. The short periods in which the 
particle have a negative charge (due to electron attachment) alternate 
with relatively long periods, in which they are neutral. However, the 
time averaged charge is large enough to keep the crystallites trapped in 
the discharge. 
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Special attention should be given to the decay frequency of the extra 
electrons. This frequency reflects the rate of the dominant loss process 
for the extra electrons. In a dust free discharge it can be the dissocia
tive attachment frequency to SiH4 or transport to the wall. Dissociative 
attachment to SiH4 is a relatively slow process, with a rate constant 
of 5x10-18 m3s-1 at an electron energy of 2.5 eV [61]. In our condi
tions (5% SiH4 at 120 mTorr) this would result in a decay frequency of 
"' 103 s-1 . However, in Chapter 5 it has been shown that typical loss fre
quencies to the wall are higher (104 ). Therefore the slow decay time 
of the photodetachment signal, recorded after 10 ms of plasma operation 
is most likely due to transport of the electrons to the wall. In presence 
of dust, however, recharging of the particles after photodetachment is a 
very fast process. The charging frequency of a particle is proportional to 
its radius, as discussed in Section 10.2. Therefore the decay frequency 
of the extra electrons, created by photodetachment in a dusty plasma, 
should increase with plasma operation time, following the evolution of 
the particle size and density. Indeed, it can be seen in Figure 10.16 
that the decay frequency of the signal increases with time. After 50 
ms also the height of the signal increases, suggesting that the particles 
acquire a higher average negative charge. As this time is shorter than 
the residence time of species in the plasma (,..,, 300 ms at 120 mTorr and 
30 seem), most of the precursors can be trapped and consequently a high 
particle density can be reached in these conditions. Note that photode
tachment is a sensitive technique, which allows to study the charging of 
small clusters. 

The quasineutrality condition for the plasma requires that also the pos
itive ion density increases as a function of time. The latter can be due 
to the fact that the electron temperature becomes higher in presence of 
powders, as observed by Bouchoule et al. [202]. This effect is of similar 
nature as the increase of the ion density during the transition between 
an electropositive and electronegative plasma, described in Chapter 6. 

The height of the photodetachment signal as a function of gas flow is 
shown in Figure 10.17 for :F 2:: 30 seem. For lower gas flows (s; 30 seem) 
the electron density in the plasma starts to oscillate (see Figure 10.12). 
The density of extra electrons is inversely proportional to the gas flow, 
indicating that the dust grains, or their precursors, are flushed out of the 
discharge by the gas flow. This is supported by the fact that the decay 
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time of the extra electrons increases at high fl.ow rates (see Figure 10.17). 

10.6 Conclusions 

The formation process of dust in-an Ar/SiH4 plasma has been studied by 
means of laser-induced heating of the particles. The laser-induced emis
sion intensity depends on the particle size as r 4 , which is more favorable 
than the r 6 dependence of Rayleigh scattering. Therefore this method is 
much more sensitive than laser light scattering for the detection of small 
clusters. The formation of silicon particles occurs in several stages. In 
the first 10 to 50 milliseconds 2 nm crystallites are formed, which then 
coalesce into larger structures. During the coalescence period the parti
cles are trapped by a time averaged non-zero negative charge, resulting 
from a continuous cycle of attachment and neutralization. The charge 
on the particles has been directly observed by laser induced photode
tachment. The average charge on a cluster increases during the particle 
growth process, which results in a depletion of the electron density in 
the plasma. After some time the particles are permanently charged and 
the coalescence stops. During the coalescence period the mass in the 
dust grains remains constant, while the particle density decreases. In 
the subsequent period the particle density remains constant and the par
ticles grow by ion and radical deposition. When the dust particles reach 
a certain size they are expelled, because the electric force, which traps 
them in the plasma becomes smaller than the neutral drag force. The 
ejection of particles results in an increase of the electron density. Depen
dent on the conditions a periodic cycle of dust formation and ejection 
can be observed. 
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Stellingen Eva Stoffels 

l. De Coulombvloeistoffen en -kristallen, die in stoflige plasma's ge
vormd worden, zijn ideale mesoscopische modelsystemen. 

2. Geladen poederdeeltjes kunnen opgesloten worden in een poten
tiaalput aan de rand van het rf-plasmaglimlicht. De vorm van 
deze potentiaalput is echter niet triviaal. De simpele aannamen 
van Seebock et al., leiden bij een correcte berekening niet tot de 
voorspelde opsluiting, maar juist tot een uitstoot van poederdeel
tjes uit het plasma. 
[R.J. Seebock, W. Bohme, W.E. Kohler, M. Romheld and S. Veprek, 
Plasma Sources Sci. Technol. 3, 359, 1994.] 

3. De door middel van massaspectrometrie en lichtverstrooiing gevon
den correlatie tussen negatieve-ionen- en poederdeeltjesdichtheden 
als functie van de plasmamodulatiefrequentie, bewijst niet dat de 
negatieve ionen groeikernen zijn van poederdeeltjes, zoals Howling 
et al. en Verdeyen et al. beweren, maar dat poederdeeljes negatief 
geladen zijn. 
[A.A. Howling, J.-1. Dorier and Ch. Hollenstein, Appl. Phys. 
Lett. 62, 1341, 1993.] en [J.T. Verdeyen, J. Beberman and L. 
Overzet, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. AB, 1851, 1990.] 

4. Het gebruik van veel versieringen en kleuren tijdens een presen
tatie client vaak om het gebrek aan wetenschappelijke inhoud te 
camoufleren. 

5. Een beginnende conferentieganger maakt zich vaak ten onrechte 
druk over kleine inconsistenties in zijn bijdrage, terwijl hij meestal 
op de door hem solide geachte aannamen aangevallen wordt. 

6. De referentie: "to be published" client in veel gevallen gelezen te 
worden als: "to be measured". 

7. Door het opengaan van het ijzeren gordijn en de toegenomen con
tacten tussen Oost- en Westeuropese wetenschappers is de waarder
ing voor de wederzijdse kwaliteiten sterk gedaald. 

8. Het feit dat het niet te verwachten is dat Tokamaks voor het mid
den van de volgende eeuw operationeel zullen zijn, dus na het 
pensioen van de huidige Tokamak-fysici, is niet bevorderlijk voor 
het enthousiasme van de onderzoekers. 



9. Een grote godsdienst moet voldoende verscheidenheid bieden op
dat iedereen zichzelf erin kan herkennen. Daarom zullen het chris
tendom, de islam en het jodendom of steeds verder versplinteren, 
analoog aan het hindoeisme, of op termijn uitsterven. 

10. Een vaste relatie geeft eenzelfde soort geborgenheid als een vaste 
baan. In beide gevallen is het nemen van een sabbatical een riskante 
zaak. 

11. Fysica is een vrouwelijke fysicus. 

Stellingen Winfred Stoffels 

1. In een electronegatief lage-drukplasma worden de ionendichtheden 
bepaald door de negatieve-ionenproduktie en -vernietiging, ter
wijl de positieve ionen de ruimtelijke ionendichtheidsverdelingen 
bepalen. 
(Dit proefschrift] 

2. De dichtheid van veel neutrale deeljes in het plasma wordt volledig 
bepaald door oppervlakteprocessen. Het is dan ook onterecht dat 
in veel plasmachemische modellen de oppervlaktechemie verwaar
loosd wordt. 
[Dit proefschrift] 

3. De beschrijving van diffusieverliezen in nul-dimensionale plasma
chemische modellen van lage-drukplasmas door middel van een 
effectieve gradientlengte dient met de nodige voorzichtigheid te 
gebeuren. De door Chantry gegeven formule is slechts in bepaalde 
gevallen correct. 
[Dit proefschrift] en [P.J. Chantry, J. Appl. Phys. 62, 1141, 1987.] 

4. Ondanks de veelal indrukwekkende meetmethoden zijn en blijven 
de ogen van een plasmafysicus zijn belangrijkste informatiehron. 

5. Fysische computersimulaties vragen altijd meer dan een computer 
te bieden heeft. Met de introductie van een nieuwe generatie com
puters raakt hierdoor al het werk op de vorige nu verouderde -
computergeneratie achterhaald. 



6. Het is hypocriet om politieke vluchtelingen met open armen op te 
nemen en economische vluchtelingen als crimineel het land nit te 
zetten. 

7. Door het rondpompen van geld in de vorm van belasting en sub
sidie is de reele waarde van goederen onbekend. Dit leidt tot een 
onbezonnen verspilling van de gesubsidieerde en een gebrek aan 
niet-gesubsidieerde producten. Dit is in de vroegere socialistische 
landen overtuigend aangetoond. 

8. In de vorige eeuwen hebben de mensen een menswaardig bestaan 
gekregen. In deze eeuw hebben de dieren een dierwaardig bestaan 
gekregen. 
Het valt dus te verwachten dat we in de volgende eeuw sterk met de 
gevoelens van de ons omringende planten rekening moeten houden. 

9. De wet van Murphy: "Alles dat mis kan gaan, gaat ook mis." is 
geen natuurwet, maar slechts een afspiegeling van het menselijk 
onvermogen. 

10. De roep van natuurbeschermers om natuurgebieden in hun oude 
toestand te herstellen is gebaseerd op de foutieve gedachte dat de 
natuur een maakbaar en statisch systeem is. 

11. Gaden komen en gaan, maar godsdienst blijft bestaan. 

Gezamenlijke stelling 

Bij een harmonieuze samenwerking geldt dat 1 + 1 > 2. 


